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resulted! in! the! development! of! the! theory! surrounding! the! use! of! these! devices.! One!
consequence! of! this! was! the! definition! of! geographic! relevance,! which! proposes! that! the!
relevance!of!real!world!places!will!be!heavily!influenced!by!the!geographical!context!of!a!mobile!
information! seeker.! This! thesis! seeks! to! answer! a! specific! question! related! to! geographic!
relevance! –! how! can! geographic! relevance! be! visually! represented! and! communicated! to! a!
mobile!information!seeker!in!an!understandable!and!efficient!way?!
To! provide! a! suitable! response! an! approach! is! defined! that! incorporates! the! cognition! and!




to! provide! validation! for! the! proposed! approach! three! experiments!were! carried! out.! Two!of!
these!experiments!focused!on!measuring!the!intuitiveness!of!visual!variables!and!metaphors!for!
encoding! geographic! relevance! within! map! symbologies.! The! final! experiment! focused! on!
looking! at! how! the! explicitness! of! a! visual! representation! of! geographic! relevance! affects! the!
ability!of!an! individual! to!understand! it.!The! results!of! this!work!provide!evidence! in! several!
different! areas.! Firstly,! geographic! relevance! is! tightly! bound! with! the! spatioBtemporally!
constraints!and!context!of!an! individual,!and!the!representation!benefits! from!the! inclusion!of!
these!contextual!factors.!Secondly,!that!a!cognitive!approach!to!designing!visual!representations!






Neue! technische! Entwicklungen! haben! die! Entwicklungmobiler! Geräte! begünstigt,! welche!
spontane!Informationsbedürfnisse!von!Individuen!an! jedem!Ort!und!zu! jeder!Zeit!befriedigen!
können.! Daraus! entstand! eine! Theorie,! welche! die! Benutzung! dieser! Geräte! untersucht.! Eine!
Auswirkung!davon!war!die!Definition!geografischer!Relevanz.!Diese!Definiton!!geht!davon!aus,!
dass! die! Relevanz! realer! Orte! stark! vom! geografischen! Kontext! eines! mobilen!
Informationssuchers! beeinflusst! wird.! Im! Rahmen! dieser! Dissertation! soll! eine! spezifische!
Frage,! die! mit! geografischer! Relevanz! verbunden! ist,! beantwortet! werden:! Wie! kann!
geografische! Relevanz! einem! mobilen! Informationssucher! verständlich! und! effizient! visuell!
repräsentiert!und!kommuniziert!werden?!
Um!eine!diese!Frage! fundiert! beantworten!zu!können,!wird! ein!Ansatz!definiert,!welcher!die!
Kognition! und! den! Kontext! eines! mobilen! Nutzers! in! die! Repräsentation! der! geografischen!
Relevanz!!einfließen!lässt.Diese!beiden!Schlüsselfaktoren!liefern!eine!konzeptionelle!Grundlage,!
auf! der! die! Entwicklung! einer! visuellen! Darstellung! geografischer! Relevanz! basiert.! Konkret!
wird! dieser! Ansatz! aufs! Filtern,! das! visuelle! Design! sowie! das! KommunikationsB! und!
Interaktionsdesign! geografisch! relevant! bewerteter! Informationen! angewandt.! Um! eine!
Plausibilitätsprüfung!für!den!vorgeschlagenen!Ansatz!zu!erbringen,!wurden!drei!Experimente!
durchgeführt.! Zwei! dieser! Experimente! konzentrieren! sich! auf! die! Messung! der! intuitiven!
Erkennung! der! visuellen!Variablen! und!Metaphern,! um! geografische! Relevanz! innerhalb! der!
Kartensymbolik! zu! verschlüsseln.! Das! letzte! Experiment! untersucht,! inwiefern! die!
Eindeutigkeit! einer! visuellen! Darstellung! geografischer! Relevanz! das! Verständnis! eines!
Individuums!beeinflusst.!Die!Ergebnisse!dieser!Dissertation!weisen!in!verschiedenen!Bereichen!
auf! wichtige! Zusammenhänge! hin:! Erstens,! Geographische! Relevanz! ist! eng! mit! räumlichen!
und!zeitlichen!Einschränkungen!und!dem!Kontext!eines!Individuums!verknüpft.!Zudem!wirkt!
sich! die! Berücksichtigung! dieser! kontextuellen! Faktoren! positiv! auf! die! Darstellung! aus.! Ein!
zweites!Ergebnis!zeigt,!dass!ein!kognitiver!Ansatz!beim!Design!von!visuellen!Darstellungen!der!
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Improvements! in! computing,! user! positioning! and! web! technologies! have! lead! to! a! steep!





centred! and! a! technological! perspective.! UserBcentred! problems! stem! from! potential!
information! overload,! limited! interaction! possibilities! and! poorly! designed! graphical! user!
interfaces.!One!technological!problem!that!relates!heavily!to!these!userBcentred!problems!is!that!
of!small!screens!typically!found!on!mobile!devices!!(OinasBKukkinen!and!Kurkela!2003).!!
Providing! only! relevant! information! for! mobile! computer! users! has! been! recognised! as! an!
important! step! in! tackling! some! of! these! problems.! However,! a! review! of! mobile! mapping!
systems! by! Raper! et! al.! (2007)! found! that! the!majority! of! systems! featured! only! a! very! basic!
handling!of!relevance.!!Raper!(2007)!!was!the!first!to!propose!that!traditional!relevance!models!
be! extended! for! mobile! information! seeking! activities;! this! new! relevance! being! termed!
geographic! relevance.! Raper! defined! geographic! relevance! as! “a& relation& between& a& geographic&
information& need& and& the& spatio4temporal& expression& of& the& geographic& information& objects& needed& to&
satisfy& it”.! Reichenbacher! et! al.! (2009),! building! on! the! work! by! Raper,! offered! their! own!
definition! of! geographic! relevance,! as! being! “a& quality& of& an& entity& in& geographic& space& or& its&
representation& (…)& expressed& as& the& relation& between& the& entity& or& its& representation& and& the& actual&
context& of& using& the& representation”.! The! basic! idea! behind! both!definitions! is! that! geographical!
aspects! of! space! and! time! underlying! the! context! of! the! mobile! information! seeker! should!
become!more!tightly!engrained!within!any!assessment!of!relevance.!!
This!thesis!is!embedded!within!a!larger!research!project!conducted!at!the!University!of!Zurich!
aiming!at! investigating! the!assessment!and!visual! representation!of!geographic! relevance! in!a!
mobile! context.! The! content! of! this! work! is! mainly! the! outcome! of! the! subBproject! “GeoRel:!
Geographic!relevance!in!mobile!applications”!funded!by!the!Swiss!National!Science!Foundation!
(Grant! Nr.! 200021_119819! /! 1).! The! other! subBproject! seeks! to! explore! new! methods! in! the!






of! geographic! relevance.! To! fully! realise! the! potential! usefulness! of! geographic! relevance! an!
important! step! to!consider! is!how!best! to!model,!and! later,!present! this! relevance! to! the!user.!
Recent!growth!in!the!use!of!mobile!computers!has!highlighted!problems!with!the!current!visual!
representations! of! spatial! information! to! users.!Often! these! representations! are! not! fit! for! the!
perception!and!decision!making!of!mobile!usage,!and!simply!follow!design!rules!formulated!for!
static! users! (Burigat! and! Chittaro! 2005).! Using! such! a! visual! representation! produces! high!
cognitive!loads!which!can!then!result!in!poor!decision!making!(Raubal!et!al.!2004).!Conversely,!
if! representations! are!designed! to! fit! in!with! the! context! and! cognition! of!mobile! usage,! then!
usability! can!be!greatly! improved.!Using!attributes!of! system!acceptability! set!out!by!Nielsen!



















Table 1 - Usability factors and their relation to GR based on (Nielsen 1993) 
!
At!a!general!level,!this!work!is!motivated!by!the!fields!of!geographic!representation!and!mobile!






the! research!agenda!of!mobile! computing!and! location!based!services!as! set!out!by! Jiang!and!
Yao! (2006).! ! Jiang! and! Yao! expect! that! research! in! LBS!will! be! best! focused! in! a! number! of!






The! overall! objective! of! this! research! is! to! develop! visual! representations! of! geographic!
relevance!that!improve!decision!making,!and!support!activities!of!mobile!users,!since!it!is!these!
actions! that!mobile!devices!are!developed! to! support.!Communicating! the!abstract! concept!of!
relevance! in!an! intuitive!and!understandable!manner! is!assumed!to!achieve! this!objective.!An!
intuitive!visual! representation! in! this! thesis! is!defined!according! to!Naumann!et! al.! (2007),! as!
one! that! allows! a! user! to! incorporate! previous! conscious! and! unconscious! knowledge,! and!
thereby!correctly!predict!what!it!communicates!without!explicit!explanations!being!given.!!The!
main! underlying! thesis! of! this! work! is! that! the! communicativeness! of! these! visual!





To!achieve! the!overall!objective,! it!will!be!necessary! to!break! this!objective!down! into! several!
smaller! subBobjectives.! ! ! The! first! subBobjective!will! be! to! communicate! not! just!where,!when!
and!what!regarding!the!relevance!of!a!geographic!information!object,!but!also!why!a!geographic!
information! object! is! relevant.! This! will! be! necessary! in! order! for! the! intuitiveness! of! the!
representations!to!be!optimised.!The!uwhyu!question!is!perhaps!the!most!complex,!and!methods!
to!describe!the!reason!for!a!geographic!information!object!being!relevant!will!be!sought!through!
the! application! of! metaphors! and! the! adaptation! of! spatial! representations.! Past! research!
suggests! that! incorporating! these! factors! will! ensure! that! the! frequently! found! problem! of!
incorrectly!decoding!representations!will!be!ameliorated! (Habel!2003).!A!second!subBobjective!
of! this! work! will! be! to! develop! novel! and! intuitive! methods! of! interacting! with! relevance!
representations!that!may!improve!the!efficiency!of!geographic!information!seeking.!Interacting!
with!relevance!offers!a!means!through!which!users!may!gain!insights!into!what!relevance!is!and!





































guide! and! structure! the! work! carried! out! in! this! thesis,! and! this! framework! is! the! focus! of!
Chapter! 3.! This! framework! consists! of! three! main! domains! that! aim! to! tackle! the! overall!
problem!of!designing!effective!visual!representations!for!mobile!information!seeking.!The!main!
focus! of! this! thesis! will! be! on! the! representation! domain,! but! as! previous! work! has! often!
highlighted,!these!representations!should!be!designed!according!to!the!user’s!cognition!(Raubal!
2009)!and!the!context!of!mobile!use!(Reichenbacher!2005a).!The!proposed!framework!shown!in!
Figure!1!below! includes!all! three!domains,!with! the! representation!domain! linking!directly! to!
the!contextual!and!cognitive!domains!of!mobile!use.!!
This! approach! aims! to! allow! the! design! of! the! representations! of! geographic! relevance! to! be!
influenced!by!the!context!and!cognitive!states!of!the!mobile!user.!The!specific!contextual!factors!
that!will!be!studied!are!the!spatioBtemporal!situation,!and!the!activity!of!the!user,!as!these!have!
been! found! to! influence! the!behaviours! and! information!needs!of!mobile! information! seekers!
most!strongly!(Sohn!et!al.!2008,!Schwanen!et!al.!2008a,!Raubal!and!Panov!2009).!I!propose!that!
Time! Geography! and! Activity! Theory! can! provide! a! sound! theoretical! basis! upon! which! to!
tackle! the! first! research! question! and!model! a!mobile! user’s! context,! which! can! improve! the!
usability!of!a!visual!representation!used!for!mobile!information!seeking!through!context!aware!
filtering.!The!cognitive!domain!aims!to!explore!how!the!design!of!a!representation!can!support!




map!symbologies!and! interaction!designs.!This!approach!aims! to!develop!methodologies! that!
apply! the! cognitive! and! context! domains! to! the! representational! domain! in! order! to! develop!
representations!and! interfaces! that! are!usable!and!more!useful! to!mobile! information! seekers.!
The! remaining! research! questions! are! answered! through! controlled! experiments,! and! seek! to!
test!the!validity!of!the!ideas!presented!in!this!thesis.!!




locations! that! satisfy! the! goals! of! the! mobile! information! seeker’s! chosen! activities! and! the!

















previous! steps.! The! theoretical! context! is! given! in!Chapter! 2,!with! a!wide! range! of! literature!
being!drawn!upon!from!a!broad!range!of!literature!produced!by!the!geographical,!cognitive!and!
computer! sciences.!Chapter!3!defines!a! conceptual!basis! for! the! remaining!work! in! this! thesis!
which!draws!upon!the! literature!discussed!within!Chapter!2,!and!encompasses!three!domains!
of!cognition,!context!and!representation.!The!context!domain!from!the!conceptual!model!is!then!
explored! within! Chapter! 4! as! a! means! to! filter! the! relevance! assessed! datasets.! Chapter! 5!
explains!how!the!cognitive!domain!can!then!be!applied!to!the!data!that!remains!from!Chapter!4!
in! order! to! create! efficient! visual! representations! of! geographic! relevance.! This! chapter! also!
includes!the!application!of!cognitive!modelling!tools!to!demonstrate!the!efficiencies!that!can!be!
gained! by! the! presented! approach.! The! application! of! categorisation! techniques! and! the!
definition!of!linguistic,!visual!and!interaction!metaphors!are!then!discussed!in!Chapter!6,!with!



















As! shown! in! section! 1.4! of! the! previous! chapter,! the! theme! of! this! thesis! consists! of! three!







current! contextual! states! that! surround! the!user!during! the! interaction!with! a!mobile! system.!
Next!the!areas!of!research!that!relate!to!the!cognitive!domain!are!described.!The!final!section!of!




Defining! context! for!mobile! individuals!has!proven! to!be! complex!with!numerous! competing!
definitions!being!put!forward!for!consideration.!Reichenbacher!(2003)!noted!that!the!majority!of!
definitions! have! certain! things! in! common! B! they! treat! context! as! a! fuzzy! concept;! context!




of!context!but!suffer! from!being!difficult! to! implement! in!a!working!system,! for!more!specific!
definitions!this!problem!is!reversed.!The!key!to!finding!a!useful!definition!is!therefore!to!gain!a!
balance! between! the! two.! An! often! cited! general! definition! of! context,! is! given! by! Dey! and!
Abowd! (2000),!who!defines! context! as! wAny! information! that! can! be! used! to! characterize! the!
situation!of!entities!(i.e.,!whether!a!person,!place,!or!object)!that!are!considered!relevant!to!the!
interaction! between! a! user! and! an! application,! including! the! user! and! the! application!
themselves.w!!Dey!and!Abowd!(2000)!then!break!context!into!primary!and!secondary!elements,!






Spatial! applications! must! appreciate! numerous! different! types! of! both! qualitative! and!
quantitative! aspects! of! context,! such! as! activity,! location,! time,! history! (previous! locations;!
former! requirements! and! points! of! interest),! semantics! (real! world! affordances! of! the!
information!objects),!user!interactions!and!the!users!emotional!states!(Raubal!et!al.!2004,!Nivala!
and! Sarjakoski! 2003b,! Zipf! and! Jöst! 2006,! Zenghong! and! Yufen! 2009,! Sarjakoski! and! Nivala!
2005).!There!are!many!possible!contextual!elements!but,!as!Dey!(2000)!mentions,!it!is!only!those!
that! affect! uthe! interaction! between! a! user! and! an! applicationu! that! should! be! included.! This!




positively! affect! usability,! such! as! how! information! is!modelled,! visualised! or! how! it! can! be!
interacted! with! (Figure! 3).! In! conjunction! with! the! elements! to! adapt,! numerous! analytical!
operations!exist!that!are!able!to!fit!the!form!of!an!element!to!the!context!of!use!(Reichenbacher!
2003).!Whilst!this!affords!great!flexibility!to!the!system!designer!it!also!results!in!more!variables!
to! be! considered,! and! therefore! more! thought! is! required! as! to! which! elements! should! be!
modified!and!when.!However,! the!adaptation!process! should!result! in!a!mobile! system!being!
able!to!provide!information!that!is!relevant!to!the!information!needs!of!the!user,!and!presented!
to!them!in!a!way!that!is!applicable!to!the!problem!or!task!that!they!are!trying!to!solve!(Nivala!










Whilst! some! of! these! operations! are! relatively! simple! to! implement! (making! a! layer! visible,!
removing! or! adding! tools),! others! are! more! complex! (relevance! assessments,! altering!
dimensionality,!change!encoding).!When!this!complexity!is!on!a!computational!level,!a!further!
limitation! is! that! most! mobile! computing! systems! suffer! from! slow! processing! units! and!
therefore!operations!that!carry!expensive!computational!costs!have!to!be!avoided!(Hampe!and!
Paelke! 2005).! It! is! therefore! unsurprising! that! until! now! researchers! have! concentrated! on!
adapting!objects!which!require!simple!operations,!as!opposed!to!the!more!complex!ones,!such!
as! relevance! assessments.! A! further! problem! is! how! to! then! formalise! and! organise! these!
contextual! elements.! Past! methods! have! accomplished! this! through! configuration! of! system!
architectures! to! applications! of! linked! ontologies! (Zipf! and! Jöst! 2006,!Akcay! and!Altan! 2007,!
Nivala!and!Sarjakoski!2007).!Once!context!is!formalised!then!the!elements!to!be!adapted!can!be!
operated! on.! Research! here! has! mainly! been! centred! on! adaptation! elements! within! the!
visualisation! section! of! Figure! 3.! Commonly! these! modifications! are! to! the! digital! map!
presentation! as! a!whole,! i.e.! scale,! layout,! generalisation,! or! single! information! objects! (2D!or!
3D,!visual!variables!of!map!symbols)!based!on!a!userus!context.!!
A! common!map!adaptation! is! the! automatic! orientation!of! a!map! to! the!direction! in!which! a!
user! is! travelling,! this! has! been! found! to! decrease! the! cognitive! load! required! for! map!
interpretation! and! localisation! (Winter! and! Tomko! 2004).! In! some! respects,! adapting! the!
presentation! of! individual! information! objects! has! perhaps! seen! the! most! exploration! of! the!
contextual! targets! (Reichenbacher,!2003).!An!example! is! the!use!of! !user!age!groups!and! their!
preferences,! which! can! be! used! to! provide! more! understandable! and! acceptable! map!
symbologies! to! a! wider! range! of! user! (Nivala! and! Sarjakoski! 2007,! Ryan! and! Janet! 2008).! A!
second!common!adaptation! is! the!removal!of! information!based!on!contextual!analyses!of! the!
mobile! user! (Bereuter! et! al.! 2009).! This! operation! can! be! used! on! the! generalisation! of!




Of! particular! importance! to! the! context! of! mobile! information! seeking! are! the! limitations! of!
space! and! time.! Empirical! studies! carried! out! by! De! Sabbata! and! Reichenbacher! (2012)!
discovered! that! spatioBtemporal! proximity! played! a! fundamental! role! within! human!
judgements!of! relevance.!Furthermore,!Raubal!et!al.! (2004)!argue! that! for!mobile!and! location!!
based!systems,!supporting!spatioBtemporal!activity!will!allow!them!to!be!better!integrated!into!
the!daily!lives!of! individuals.!Aside!from!a!research!perspective,!the!commercial!world!is!also!










the!world!as! it! limits!what!we!can!perceive!and!where!our!attention!can! focus! (Dervin!1983).!
Additionally,! spaceBtime!constraints!also! represent!a! limitation! to! the! individual! choices!as! to!
the! activities! which! can! be! participated! in! (Miller! 2004).! This! fact! motivates! research! that!
attempts!to!analyse!spatioBtemporal!activity!in!order!to!better!understand!the!interrelationship!
between! time,! space! and! activity,! and! the! relationships! between! them! that! can! constrain! or!
enable! them! (Hägerstrand! 1970,! Miller! 2004).! Much! of! this! research! has! come! out! of! time!
geography,!which!models!people’s!movements!through!time!and!space!with!three!dimensions!
(Figure!4).!The!x!and!y!dimensions!are! the!planimetric! spatial!dimensions,!with! the!vertical!z!
dimension! representing! time.! The! movement! behaviours! of! individuals! are! represented! by!
paths!through!spaceBtime,!which!are!composed!of! time!spent!travelling!(travel! time)!and!time!
spent! carrying! out! an! activity! at! a! location! (stay! time)! (Hägerstrand! 1970,!Wang! and! Cheng!
2001).! !For!a!rigorous!mathematical!formulation!of!the!basic!structures!of!time!geography,!see!
(Miller! 2005).! Three! main! constraints! to! movement! also! contribute! to! the! time! geographical!
framework!(Schwanen!and!Kwan!2008).!Authority&constraints!are!restrictions!upon!movements!
imposed!by!cultural!and!social! rules,! a!good!example!of! these!would!be!opening!and!closing!
times! of! shops! or! restrictions! to! movements! over! international! administrative! boundaries.!
Coupling&constraints! limit! the! flexibility!of! individuals’! choices! regarding!where! they!carry!out!
an!activity.!This!is!frequently!because!the!activity!involves!other!actors,!often!a!fixed!amount!of!
time!must! be! spent! at! a! location!when! the! corresponding! actors! are! also!present! at! the! same!
location.!An!example!of!this!is!the!mandatory!work!hours!of!office!work!or!meeting!friends!at!a!
restaurant.! Capability& constraints! describe! limitations! to! the! movement! of! an! individual! that!
result! from! the!modes! of! travel!which! are! available! to! that! actor.! For! example,! a! family! that!
owns!a!car!will!be!able!to!travel!further!in!a!fixed!amount!of!time!than!a!family!that!does!not!
own! a! car.! Inclusion! of! these! data! and! the! constraints! within! a! modelling! process! can! then!
produce! measures! of! potential! accessibility.! These! measures! aim! to! reflect! the! ability! of!
individuals! to! physically! move! over! space! and! reach! the! goals! and! objectives! of! an! activity!
(SkovBPetersen!2001).!
This! simple! representation! of! a! person’s! movement! through! space! and! time! can! lead! to!
sophisticated!analyses!that!can!answer!complex!questions!regarding!the!when,!where!and!what!




















The!main! application! of! time! geography! has! been! in! the! analysis! of!mobile! people! and! their!







the! daily! decisions! of! the! individual! users,! and! that! a! time! geographic! theory! of! LBS! must!
include!theories!of!affordances,!as!well!as!time!geography.!This!combination!of!affordance!and!
spaceBtime!then!allows!a!mobile!system!to!be!sensitive!to!the!preferences!and!possibilities!that!a!
spatioBtemporal! environment!affords! to!mobile! individuals.!One!outcome!of! introducing! time!






individual! requirements! (Rinner! and! Raubal! 2005).! Aside! from! being! able! to! extend!
functionality,!evaluations!of! the! inclusion!of! time!geography!into!mobile!applications!has!also!
been! shown! to! improve! the! efficiency!of! interaction,! for! example,! through! the! setting!of!map!
extents!to!the!accessible!area!of!a!user’s!time!budget!(Raubal!and!Panov!2009).!It!has!also!been!
shown! as! a! method! through! which! the! intentions! of! mobile! people! can! be! more! accurately!




Activity! has! been! defined! as! a! purposeful! interaction! between! a! subject! and! the! world!
(Kaptelinin! and! Nardi! 2006).! It! is! a! qualitative! element! of! context! that! can! represent! the!
motivations! and! goals! of!mobile! users.! As! activity! takes! place!within! a! context,! then! certain!
contexts! constrain! against! the! performing! of! certain! activities! (Reichenbacher! 2004).! ! The!
activity! context! can!be! conceptualised!with! activity! theory,!which!was! first! formulated! in! the!
early!twentieth!century!by!Russian!psychologists.!It!is!a!descriptive!theory!that!aims!to!extract!




separate,! lower! level! goalBdriven! actions! which! again! can! be! subBdivided! down! into!
unconscious!operations.!Whilst!activities!are!associated!with!motivations,!actions!are!associated!
with!goals!and!operations!with!conditions.!Completion!of!an!operation!brings!the!actor!one!step!






detail,! thereby! increasing! the! analytical! power! of! the! framework! for! contextually! aware!
systems.! Additionally,! an! activity! can! be! both! an! internal! mental! or! an! external! physical!
process.!Within!this!framework!the!division!between!these!two!is!assumed!to!be!artificial,!and!
so! both! are! only! fully! understood! when! considered! together! (KofodBPetersen! and! Cassens!
2006).!For!example,!navigation!devices!remove!the!need!for!us!to!utilise!our!own!innate!abilities!
to! navigate! through! space,! and! so! the! navigation! activity! is! supported! by! the! information!





context! (Schmidt! et! al.! 1999).! Activity! theory! therefore! provides! a! means! to! model! the!
qualitative! individual! context! !by!allowing! representations!of! internal! contextual! information,!
such! as! user! motivations,! and! in! describing! how! both! the! individual! and! environmental!
contexts! interrelate! (Greenberg! 2001).! Application! of! activity! theory! to! HCI! is! seen! as! one!
method! to! counter! criticism! of! contextBaware! systems! regarding! the! simplistic! nature! of!
contextual!information!often!used!as!inputs!to!overBcomplex!computational!reasoning!systems!
(Bellotti!and!Edwards!2001).!!
Implementing!activity! theory! in!a!computational!environment! is!a!complicated!task!and!often!
simplifications! result! from! this! procedure! (Nardi! 1995).! ! However,! this! has! not! prevented!
researchers!within! the! field!of! cartography!and! spatial! information! successfully! incorporating!
activity! theory! into! their! work.! Indeed,! activity! theory! has! been! shown! an! effective! way! of!
providing!information!about!the!purpose!of!interactions!with!the!system,!clear!specification!of!
user! goals,! highlighting! crucial! context! parameters,! and! as! an! effective! way! to! model! users!
(Dransch!2005).!One!popular!application!of!activity!theory!is!to!enrich!the!information!relating!
to! a! userus! context! and! thereby! improve! the! adaptations! of! map! displays! to! this! contextual!
information!(Reichenbacher!2005b).!Within!these!applications!activity!is!modelled!as!an!element!
of!context!or!as!a! framework!from!which!to!discover!other! important!elements!of!context.!An!
example! of! the! former! can! be! found! in! research! carried! out! by!Raubal!&!Panov! (2009).! They!
built! a! formal! model! of! map! adaptation,! using! a! functional! programming! language,! within!
which!a!simplified!version!of!activity!theory!was!included!to!capture!the!purpose!of!map!use.!
Guoray! and! Yinkun! (2006)! used! activity! theory! as! a! framework! to! organise! and! structure!
contextual! information!using!collaborative!plans!with!the!aim!of!capturing!changes! in!context!
dynamically.! A! more! qualitative! approach! was! taken! by! Huang! and! Gartner! (2008)! who!







as! a! method! with! which! to! model! activities,! with! several! other! studies! also! applying! this!




Figure 5 - Hierarchical structure of an activity (based on Kaptelinin and Nardi (2006)) 
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2.2.3 Criticisms!and!Alternatives!to!Activity!Theory!
One!main! criticism! of! AT! is! the! abstractedness! of! it! and! the! difficulty! in! understanding! the!
concepts!it!involves.!This!comes!in!part!from!the!sometimes!inelegant!translation!of!the!original!
dense,! complex! Russian! texts! (Nardi! 1996).! Also,! when! translating! an! activity! into! a!
computational! environment,! especially! when! applying! Hierarchical! Task! Analysis,! several!
assumptions!must!be!made!which,!for!some!applications,!can!be!unrealistic.!These!assumptions!
specify!that! there! is!no!multitasking,!activity! is!easily!perceived,! the!work!flow!is!orderly!and!
the! goals! of! lower! level! tasks! do! not! conflict! with! the! goals! of! higher! level! tasks! (Salovaara!
2004).!Certainly!there!will!be!many!examples!of!real!world!activities!that!do!not!adhere!to!one!






by! improvisation! and! responsiveness! to! a! situation! and! the! environment! of! a! user;! goals! are!
only! formulated! after! the! action!has! occurred! as! a!means! of! rationalisation.!Also,! lower! level!
unconscious!operations!become!more!relevant!and!broad!activity!patterns,!such!as!routine,!are!





activity! theory! that! offers! the! richer! framework! for! explorations! of! context.! Furthermore,! for!







actions! that! are! difficult! to! carry! out,! with! the! solving! being! a! task! undertaken! by! cognitive!
processes!which!must!!design!and!execute!a!plan!of!action!(Drew!1978).!!The!contextual!domain!
has!a!role!to!play!within!the!cognitive!domain,!because!the!nature!of!the!problem!that!must!be!
solved! is! defined! most! often! externally! to! us! by! the! environment! within! which! we! find!
ourselves.! This! environment! has! an! influence! on! the! degree! of! complexity! that! the! problem!
represents! and! thus! on! the! limited! cognitive! capacities! that! must! be! brought! to! bear! on! it!
(Simon! et! al.! 1987).! The! individual! components! of! human! cognition! that!must! be! utilised,! in!
order!to!solve!the!particular!problem!or!task!presented!to!us,!will!therefore!also!be!determined!
by! the! external! environment! (Payne! et! al.! 1990,! Simon! 1972).! In! mobile! settings,! the!
environment! has! a! large! influence! upon! the! interactions! of! a! user! and!makes! several! unique!
demands! on! the! cognition! of! an! individual! not! found! in! static! settings.! Firstly,! it! is! often! the!
spatial! cognition! that! must! be! focused! on! the! task! at! hand,! for! example! performing! mental!
rotation!of!visual!representations!or!storing!the!spatial!structure!of!an!environment!(McNamara!
et! al.! 2003).! ! Secondly,! in! mobile! settings! the! cognitive! resources! of! an! individual! are! more!
limited! than! in! static! settings! due! to! the! opportunity! for! disturbance! and! distraction! such! as!
loud!noise!or!bright! light! (Burigat! and!Chittaro! 2007,! Schmiedl! et! al.! 2011).!To!deal!with! this!
complexity! mobile! mapping! technologies! can! act! as! tools! to! extend! our! cognition! (Norman!
1991).! Discovering! exactly! how! these! technologies! affect! our! cognitive! processes! has! been!













also! influence! and! stimulate! the! development! of! spatial! knowledge! within! our! own! minds,!
through! the!ability! to! represent! spaces! that!our!own!senses! cannot!manage! to!perceive! (Uttal!
2000).! Research! into! mobile! map! use! has! often! looked! into! how! spatial! information! is!
represented,!and!how!the!representational!scheme!chosen!affects!the!ability!to!perform!spatial!
tasks! (Kray! et! al.! 2003,! Dillemuth! 2005,!Wunderlich! and!Auer! 2008,! Oulasvirta! et! al.! 2009a).!




A! cognitive! engineering! approach! aims! at! solving! exactly! this! problem,! with! technologies!
designed!according!to!the!theories!and!knowledge!originating!in!the!field!of!cognitive!science!
and!psychology!(Norman!1986).!In!a!spatial!setting,!discovering!ways!to!adapt!the!maps!to!the!
cognitive! tasks! and! states! of! a! mobile! user! is! one! focus! for! research! into! the! cognitive!
engineering! of! geographic! information.! Furthermore,! the! task! of! cognitively! engineering!
geographic! information! can! only! be! achieved! through! further! research! into! the! definition! of!
human! conceptualisations! of! space,! spatioBtemporal! decision!making,! context! and! evaluating!
prototypical!implementations!of!mobile!systems!(Raubal!2009).!
2.3.2 Information!Seeking!




Often! system! design! is! based! only! on! common! sense! principles.! A! core! part! of! designing!
information! retrieval! systems,! which! aids! the! efficiency! and! effectiveness! of! the! information!
seeking!process,!concerns!the!concept!of!relevance.!Within!Information!Science!Saracevic!(1996)!
perhaps! provided! the! most! comprehensive! definition! of! relevance! consisting! of! five!
manifestations!of!!relevance!B!algorithmic,!topical,!cognitive,!situational!and!motivational.!This!




Whilst! the! research! above! focused! on! the! information! seeking! of! a! static! individual,! the!
introduction!of!mobile!systems!has!created!a!new!set!of!problems,!resulting!from!the!dynamic!





making! (van! der! Heijden! 2006).! GIR! was! extended! into! mobile! settings! through! the!
incorporation! of! the! user’s! physical! location! into! the! information! retrieval! process,!Mountain!
and! MacFarlane! (2007)! termed! this! Mobile! Information! Retrieval! (MIR).! For! mobile! users,!!
Raper! (2007)! ! argued! more! than! just! location! was! necessary! and! that! the! key! geographical!!
components! of! geography,! space! and! time,! should! be! incorporated! into! an! extension! of! the!
situational!relevance!dimension!first!specified!by!Saracevic!(1996).!This!extension!of!situational!
relevance!is!required!to!support!the!information!seeking!of!mobile!individuals!which!becomes!
more! geographically! oriented! when! compared! to! desktop! users! (Mountain! and! MacFarlane!
2007).! Space! and! time! become! important! criteria! for! relevance! judgements! of! mobile! users!
because! information!seeking!becomes!more!motivated! towards! real!world!entities! rather! than!




Figure 6 - Criteria of geographic relevance, from De Sabbata (2010). 
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Current! implementations! have! focused! on! the! supporting! of! these! information! needs! by!
applying!a!variety!of!filters!that!are!parameterised!based!on!contextual!information!(Mountain!
and!MacFarlane!2007,!Bereuter!et!al.!2009).!A!second!notable!method!was!proposed!by!Carmo!
et! al.! (2008),!who!created!a!Degree!Of! Interest! function! that! took!distance,! time!and! semantic!
measures! in! order! to! find! and! remove! irrelevant! information.! All! these! approaches! share! a!
commonality;! to! limit! the! information! presented! to! the! user,! and! to! mitigate! against! the!
negative! characteristics! of! mobile! use,! for! example,! disturbances! from! the! surrounding!








As! situational! relevance! of! information! can! also! be! defined! as! the! usefulness! to! decision!
making,! it! is! also! important! to! consider! the! decision! tasks!within! the! system! design! process!
(Saracevic! 1996).! Decision!making! can! be! defined! as! the! process! of! choosing! and! evaluating!
alternative! solutions! to! a! problem! (Simon! et! al.! 1987).! Decision! making! processes! are!
conceptualised! within! decision! making! theory! to! operate! upon! alternatives,! with! each!
alternative!possessing!a!range!of!aspects!upon!which!it!can!be!evaluated.!With!this!in!mind,!the!
new!concepts!of!relevance!discussed!in!the!preceding!section!can!be!used!as!a!means!to!support!
a! decision,! with! each! alternative! being! evaluated! by! comparison! of! relevance! criteria.! A!
common!means!to!support!spatial!decision!making!is!with!the!use!of!a!decision!support!system!
(Crossland! et! al.! 1995).! Spatial! decision! support! systems! have! seen! continual! developments,!
from!mainframe!computers!for!government!and!business!(Densham!1991)!to!mobile!systems!for!
individuals! (van! der!Heijden! 2006).! In! a!mobile! context,! spatial! decision! systems! are! used! to!
guide! the! primary! activities! of! groups! or! individuals! (Espeter! and! Raubal! 2009,! Häubl! and!
Trifts! 2000).! Furthermore,! the! context!within!which! these!mobile!decisions! take!place! is! often!
time!pressured,!with!the!impact!of! the!decision!felt!soon!after! it! is! taken!(Reichenbacher!2003,!
Achatschitz!2005).!This!time!pressure!places!extra!demands!on!the!decision!making!process!of!
the!individual!(Wilkening!and!Fabrikant!2011)!,!and!therefore!results!in!the!design!of!the!mobile!
decision! support! system! needing! to! be! carefully! considered! and! adapted! to! these! mobile!
situations!(Reichenbacher!et!al.!2009).!Another!crucial!aspect!of!mobile!decision!making! is! the!







Raubal! et! al.! (2004)! suggest! that! the! first! three! of! these! apply! to!mobile!users! ! involved!with!
spatial!decision!making,!but!in!some!scenarios!it!could!be!argued!that!the!fourth!can!be!thought!
of!as!relevant.!Aside!from!the!different!types!of!decision!tasks!that!exist,!many!different!types!of!
user!groups!with!different!skill! sets!will!be!utilising! these!mobile!systems! (Raubal!2009).!This!









Everyday! activities! require! geographic! problems! to! be! solved,! and! external! visual!
representations!of!space,!such!has!maps,!displayed!on!mobile!systems!represent!tools!that!can!
help! individuals! solve! these! problems.! A! general! definition! of! external! representations,!
provided! by! Zhang! (1997)! and! shown! below! offers! a! broad! definition! of! external!
representations.!




To! geographers! spatial! representations! are! digital! descriptions! of! spatial! concepts! regarding!
entities,!relationships!and!processes!mapped!into!an!external!symbolic!form!(Raper!et!al.!2002).!
Forming! external! spatial! representations! commonly! follows! three! clearly! defined! phases! of!
abstraction!that!start!with!an!abstract!model!of!reality,!moves!on!to!defining!a!data!model!of!the!
abstraction! and! ends! with! a! digital! representation,! such! as! a! file! or! database! table! (Peuquet!
2002).!This!process!forces!the!modeller!to!simplify!because!reality!is!infinite!and!continuous!and!
computers! are! discrete! and! finite! (Longley! et! al.! 2005).! From! a! conceptual! viewpoint,! several!
divisions! exist.! Perhaps! the! most! fundamental! is! whether! a! concept! (e.g.,! crime)! or! a!
phenomenon! (e.g,! volcano)! will! be! represented.! This! division! has! not! only! been! highlighted!
within!the!fields!of!Cartography!and!GIScience!(MacEachren!1995,!Smith!and!Varzi!2000),!but!
also!been!found!to!be!intuitively!understood!by!naive!participants!of!empirical!studies!(Smith!
and! Mark! 2001).! Furthermore,! this! difference! is! most! likely! relevant! to! another! division! in!
conceptual! spatial! representation,!which! defines! if! the! spatial! extents! of! a! representation! are!
fuzzy! or! crisp.! Couclelis! (1996)! tried! to! conceptualise! this! division! by! forming! a! threeB
dimensional!typology!of!factors!that!influence!the!fuzziness!of!boundaries.!!!
Recent! research! into! spatial! representation! has!mostly! focused! on! a! third! division,! the! fieldB








(Moellering! 2003).! These! two! fundamental! concepts! now! became! two! different! ontologies! by!
which! to! conceive! the! world! rather! than! simply! two! different! data! models! (Peuquet! 2002).!
Important!in!the!definition!of!the!field!and!object!concepts!are!locations,!and!attributes!(Galton!
2004).! Locations! are! positions! in! two! or! three! dimensional! space! and! attributes! are!
measurements!of!some!phenomena!at!a! location.! In!the!field!view!every!location!is!associated!
with!a!set!of!attributes,! in!a!sense!the!value!of!the!attribute!is!a!function!of!the!location!(Cova!
and!Goodchild!2002).!This! function!of! location! is!a!continuous!one!and!the!attributes!can!also!
possess!this!property.!In!the!object!view!the!location!and!attributes!are!a!function!of!the!object;!
they!are!effectively!properties!of!the!object.!Within!this!view!the!locations,!and!therefore!space,!







arguments! express! the! contention! that! overlaps! between! the! two! views! exist,! for! example!




Table 2 - Criteria that influence a conceptualisation as object or field. After Bian (2007) 
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In! the!domain!of! information!seeking,!GIR!and!geographic! relevance,! some!work!has!already!
been! carried! out! with! the! aim! of! visually! representing! the! nonBvisual! concept! of! relevance.!
Representing! the! similarity! of! web! documents! in! a! cartographic! space! that! can! support! and!





Spatialization! (Skupin! and! Fabrikant! 2003).! Applying! the! same! techniques! to! geographic!
information! retrieval!portals!has! involved!visualising! the!dataset!vector! space!underlying! the!
relevance! calculations! (Hobona! et! al.! 2006).! Of! course,! portraying! the! vector! space!model! so!
literally! would! be! difficult! for! systems! that! assess! documents! along! more! than! three!
dimensions,! and! as! geographic! relevance! is! concerned!with!more! than! three! dimensions! this!
approach! is! not! suitable.! However,! there! has! also! been! some! work! carried! out! for! the!
representation! of! characteristics! analogous! to! geographic! relevance,! examples! of! these! are!
shown!in!Figure!7.!Typically!in!this!domain!a!cartographic!representation!is!utilised,!with!visual!!
!
Figure 7 – Examples of visual representations of relevance 
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variables! being!mapped! to! relevance! values! of! geographic! information! objects! that! overlay! a!
spatial!reference!layer,!examples!can!be!found!in!work!by!Dunlop!et!al.!(2007)!in!the!suitability!
of!ski!slopes!as! linear!objects,!and!utilised!line!thickness!as!a!visual!means!of!communication.!





discussed! the! visual! representation! of! relevance! for! punctual,! linear! and! areal! objects.!Whilst!
these!studies!focused!on!visualising!a!single!combined!value!of!relevance,!!Burigat!et!al.!(2007)!
explored!how!to!represent!the!match!between!an!object’s!attributes!(cost,!distance!etc.),!and!the!
user’s! query! through! the! incorporation! of! bar! charts! into!map! symbols.! There! has! also! been!




A!second!more! implicit!approach! to! the!definition!of! relevant!areas!with!vague!boundaries! is!
through! the! linking! of! a! map! objects! transparency! or! level! of! detail! to! its! distance! from! a!
relevant!area! (Zipf!and!Richter!2002).!This!approach,!known!as! focus!mapping,! then!allows!a!






more!difficult! to!understand,!or!will! simply!be!misinterpreted!by! the!users! (Shah!et!al.! 1999).!
These!problems!have!led!to!research!fields!that!focus!on!finding!efficient!methods!to!visualise!
and!interact!with!visual!forms!of!!information!(Thomas!and!Cook!2006,!Bertin!1983).!A!common!
way! to! visually! represent! spatial! information! is! by! cartographic! representations.! This! is!
especially! true! of!mobile! information! seeking,! because! the! information! needs! are!most! often!
related! to! the!geography!of! the!user,!and! therefore!maps!offer!a!natural!way! to!communicate!
many! qualities! of! spatial! relevance! (Raper! 2007,! De! Sabbata! and! Reichenbacher! 2012).! ! To!
support! these!mobile! information!needs,!mobile!visualization! research!has!mainly! focused!on!
finding! methods! to! depict! map! symbols! that! can! communicate! the! degree! to! which! that!
information! object!meets! a! user! specified! query! (Carmo! et! al.! 2007).! These!methods! typically!
deal!with! the! technical! problems! brought! on! by! the!mobile! context! of! small! screens,! such! as!
visual!clutter!(Burigat!and!Chittaro!2005),!or!directly!tackle!the!cognitive!userBcentred!problem!
this!creates!of! limited!visual!attention!(Swienty!et!al.!2008b).!Apart! from!the!amount!of!visual!
information,! the! form!that! this! information!takes!has!also!been!a!subject!of!research.!Often!an!
egocentric!perspective!within!mobile!map!visualizations!is!pursued,!through!the!development!






The! visualisation! research!discussed! above! addresses! the! limited! visual! attention! of! a!mobile!
user,! but! also! important! is! the! interaction!with! the!map,! as!mobile!users! also!possess! limited!
interaction! possibilities! (Nivala! and! Sarjakoski! 2003a).! Recommendations! from! empirical!
studies! of!mobile! information! seekers! often! advocate! the!design!of!mobile! interfaces! that! can!
lessen! the! requirement! for! direct! interaction,! such! as! scrolling! or! zooming! (Jones! et! al.! 1999).!
This!offers!a!challenge!to!mobile!map!design!as!zooming!and!panning!operations!are!important!
interactions! with! which! the! user! can! gain! contextual! information! and! develop! spatial!
knowledge!from!the!map!(Dillemuth!2009).!This!challenge!has!been!met!with!the!introduction!
of! fisheye! focus+context! interfaces,! the! integration! of! panning! and! zooming! into! a! single!
interaction!and!metaphors!to!display!off!screen!information!(Cockburn!et!al.!2009,!van!Wijk!and!
Nuij!2003,!Sarkar!et!al.!1993,!Baudisch!and!Rosenholtz!2003).!Simplifying!the!visual!appearance!
of! the! interface! is! also! a! common! design! goal! when! developing!mobile! information! seeking!
(Schilit! et! al.! 2002).! This! last! point! is! especially! relevant! for!mobile!map! interfaces! that!must!
support! information! seeking! because!maps! can! be! visually! very! complex!when!displayed! on!









cognitive! engineering! perspective,! arises! because! the! user! is! not! able! to! translate! his! or! her!
psychological! variables,! i.e.! goals! or! tasks,! into! the! physical! variables,!which! in! the! case! of! a!
mobile!map! is!dragging! (panning)! and!pinching! (zooming)! the! touch! screen.! !Norman! (1986)!
described! this! mismatch! as! a! ‘gulf! of! execution’.! This! gulf! can! be! bridged! by! the! designer!
moving!the!physical!variables!closer!to!the!psychological!variables.!The!challenge!lies!in!finding!
design! methods! that! allow! the! construction! of! this! ‘bridge’! through! the! development! of! an!
intuitive!interface.!!
Several! directions! exist! that! allow! this! bridge! to! be! produced! and! allow! a! user! faced!with! a!
fundamentally!unfamiliar! interaction!possibility!to!intuitively!grasp!what!is!required,! in!order!
for! them! to! manipulate! the! interface! correctly,! and! solve! their! task.! A! popular! method! is!
through! the! incorporation! of! affordances,! as! first! defined! by! Gibson! (1977)! in! the! field! of!
perceptual! psychology.! An! affordance! is! defined! as! what! one! system! provides! to! another!







can! be! designed! to! intuitively! suggest! what! interactions! are! possible,! and! termed! this! a!
perceived!affordance.!A!second!approach!is! through!the!appreciation!of!heuristic!design!rules!
which! aim! to! give! a! general! set! of! guidelines!with!which! system! designers! can! improve! the!
usability!of! their!system!(Nielsen!2002,!Bearne!et!al.!1994).!These!guideline!offer!a!quick,!easy!




Finally,! the!use!of!metaphors! is!seen!as!an!applicable!method!to!make!unfamiliar! interactions!
and!visual!representations! intuitively!understood!that! is!often!applied!to!design!of!both!static!




wide! web! described! their! interactions! in! terms! of! physical! motion! through! a! space.! Human!
computer! interaction! research!was! swift! to! highlight! the! suitability! of!metaphors! to! interface!
design,!where!the!abstractness!of!interface!elements!must!be!made!understandable.!It!has!been!
observed!that!people!tend!to!learn!new!things!by!making!use!of!their!past!learning!and!it!is!this!
fact! that! gives! metaphors! the! ability! to! improve! interface! intuitiveness! (Carroll! and! Thomas!
1982).!This!research!resulted!in!the!windows,!desktop!and!folders!metaphors!that!we!commonly!
use! today!as! a!visual! interface! to!numerous!operating! systems! (Smith! et! al.! 1987).!Metaphors!
have!been!broadly!categorised!in!the!field!of!information!science!into!those!that!help!structure!
information,! those! that! allow! direct! manipulation! of! information! and! those! that! allow!
navigation! within! the! information! space! (Vaananen! and! Schmidt! 1994).! Past! research! into!
metaphor!use! in! the!spatial!domain!has! focused!on!all! three!of! these!metaphor! types.!A!good!
example! of! the!manipulation! and! navigation!metaphor! for!mobile! spatial! applications! is! the!
tour!guide!system!that!incorporated!the!functionality!of!a!web!browser!(Dix!et!al.!2000).!Kuhn!
proposed!the!direct!manipulation!of!spatial!information,!typically!carried!out!through!the!use!of!
a! geographic! information! system,! could! be! supported! by! creating! interface!metaphors! based!
around!cognitive! linguistic! theories!(Kuhn!1993).!Another!good!example!is! in!the!extension!to!
the!categories!of!Vaananen!and!Schmidt,!as!introduced!by!Reichenbacher!(2005b).!He!proposed!
that!metaphors!could!not!only!be!used!to!benefit!interaction,!but!also!be!introduced!as!a!means!





employed! to! communicate! the! spatial! imprecision!of! the!user’s! location!when!displayed!on!a!
map,!for!examples!of!these!see!the!review!by!Baus!et!al.!(2003).!
2.5 Summary!
Technological! developments! in!mobile! and! location!based! services! take!place! constantly,! and!
with! them! more! becomes! possible! during! the! design! of! these! systems.! These! technological!
developments! can! be! better! graphical! interfaces,! new! methods! of! lowBlevel! interaction! or!
improved!sensor!capabilities!to!capture!context.!A!common!approach!in!this!case!would!be!to!
use! existing! or! develop! new! theory! to! understand! how! these! new! technologies! can! be!made!





This! chapter! discussed! the! past! research! and! theory! from! a! range! of! perspectives! that! are!
strongly!related!to!this!new!theory!of!geographic!relevance.!It!was!structured!according!to!the!
three! domains! of! context,! cognitive! task! and! representation,! which! make! up! the! main!
components!of! the!conceptual! framework! for!developing!visual! representations!of!geographic!
relevance.!Literature!suggests!that!for!information!seeking!of!mobile!users,!these!three!domains!
are! tightly! bundled! together! and! therefore! the! conceptual! and! technical! work! involved! in!
developing! a! representation! process! should! be! informed! by! the! context! and! cognition! of! the!
user!of!a!representation!(Raper!2007).!Until!now,!the!development!of!relevance!representations!
has!focused!more!on!either!the!cognition!or!the!context!of!the!user,!but!not!on!a!synergy!of!both,!
and! this! results! in! a! need! to! develop! methods! that! can! incorporate! both! of! these! into! the!
development!of!mobile!visual!representations!and!interaction!methods!(Bian!2007).!!
This! literature! review! suggests! that! there! are!many!existing! theories!of! cognition! and! context!
that! can! be! integrated! into! the!developments! of! visual! representations,! and! thus! enhance! the!
ability! of! a!mobile! information! seeker! to! intuitively! recognise! and!understand! the! constraints!
and!opportunities!that!exist!within!the!surrounding!geographic!environment.!Unfortunately,!no!
clear! concept! regarding! the! development! of! visual! representations! of! relevance! or! user!
interfaces! that! can! aid! mobile! information! seekers! exists.! This! is! especially! the! case! for!
geographic!relevance!and!for!various!reasons.!The!main!reason!is!that!the!concept!of!geographic!
relevance! has! only! recently! appeared,! with! perhaps! the! first! use! of! the! term! being! used! by!
Mountain!(2005)!in!his!PhD!thesis,!the!use!of!which!he!relates!to!earlier!work!from!Raper!(2002).!
However,! the! term! and! the! concept! underlying! it!was! not! fully! introduced!until! later! (Raper!





more! fully! explored.! A! second! reason! for! the! lack! of! conceptual! basis! for! its! visual!
representation! is! that! most! work! in! this! area! has! focused! on! how! to! calculate! the! values! of!
relevance,!rather!than!how!these!values!should!be!visually!represented.!Notable!exceptions!can!
be! found! in! the!work! by! (Reichenbacher! 2005b)! and! (Swienty! 2008),! who! presented! a! list! of!
visual!variables! that! could!be!used! to!visually!encode! relevance! into!map!symbols.!However,!
this! work! is! more! focused! on! how! to! visualise! the! relevance,! and! building! a! representation!
consists!of!more!than!just!the!basic!visual!appearance!of!map!symbols.!Therefore,!there!is!a!need!
to!develop!a!conceptual!methodology!that!can!be!applied!to!the!development!of!representations!











The!previous!chapter!discussed! the!past! research! from!a!range!of!perspectives!and!addressed!
several! theories! which! relate! and! explain! the! information! seeking! behaviours! of! mobile!
individuals.! It!was! structured! according! to! the! three!domains! of! context,! cognitive!processes,!
and! representation.! The! aim! of! this! chapter! is! to! define! the! concepts! of! these! three! domains!
within!the!scope!of!this!thesis.!All!of!these!domains!have!a!role!to!play!within!the!methodology!
applied! in! this! thesis! to! develop! representations! of!GR,! and! the! form! they! take!will! have! an!
influence!upon!this!exact!nature!of!this!role.!!
3.1 Conceptualising!the!Context!Domain!!
As! shown! in! the!previous! chapter,!numerous! sources!of! information!exist! that! can!define! the!
context!of!a!mobile!individual.!The!context!focused!on!within!this!thesis!is!the!spatioBtemporal!
activity!of!the!mobile!individual,!as!previous!research!has!shown!these!elements!of!context!to!be!
the!most! influential! to!mobile! information! seeking! (Sohn! et! al.! 2008).! An! initial! definition! of!
activity!for!mobile!individuals!can!be!found!in!Reichenbacher!(2004),!who!defines!activity!as!“a&
motivated&sequence&of&coherent&actions&carried&out&at&a&specific& location&for&a&certain&time”.! !However,!
several!methodological!differences!exist! in! the!approach!presented! in! this! thesis! that! result! in!
this!definition!requiring!enrichment,!from!theories!of!spaceBtime,!activity!and!action.!Therefore!





is! activity! which! consists! of! actions,! which! in! turn! consist! of! subBconscious! operations.! ! An!
example!of! an!operation!would!be! turning!a!door!handle!or!pressing!a!button! to! achieve! the!
task! of! opening! a! door.! This! detail! is! also! reflected! in! the! reasons! for! the! activity! with! a!
motivation! of! the! activity! being! represented! at! the! action! level!with! specific! goals! and! at! the!








The! most! detailed! level! of! activity! theory! is! operation! level! but! this! encompasses! routine!
unconscious! action! and! therefore! offers! too! much! detail! for! our! model.! These! SubActions!







An! action! is! then! defined! as! a! collection! of! one! or! more! travel! and! stay! SubActions!
{SubAction1…SubActionn}! related! by! a! common! theme! (shopping,! socialising).! This! common!
theme!results!in!the!information!needs!being!directed!to!GIOs!with!a!similar!category!type!(for!
example,! shops! or! bars).! The! highest! level! of! Activity! is! then! an! amalgamation! of! all! the!
separate!actions! {Action1…Actionn}.!This! then!results! in!a!hierarchical!structure,!built!up!from!
travel!and!stay!movement!behaviours!that!occur!over!spaceBtime.!!
3.1.2 The!acting!and!planning!notion!of!activities!
Based!on! the! theories!of! action! reviewed! in! the! literature,!we! further! add! to! the!definition!of!
activity!by! conceptualising! it! as!a! twoBphase!process.!The! first!phase! is! a!planning!phase,! the!
second! an! acting! phase,! with! the! first! typically! occurring! before! the! second.! A! mobile!
information!seeking!system!should!be!sensitive!to!both!phases!of!an!activity,!if!the!whole!of!the!
information! seeking! process! associated! with! a! given! activity! is! to! be! holistically! supported.!
From!a!spatioBtemporal!activity!perspective,!in!an!acting!phase!the!information!seeking!process!
is!carried!out!at!the!same!time!and!place!as!the!resultant!action.!In!a!planning!situation,!a!spatioB




these! actions!will! eventually! take! place! is! uncertain.!When! unpredictable! changes! in! context!
occur!during!the!acting!out!of!a!plan,!such!as!late!trains!or!bad!weather,!then!information!needs!


























Activity! in! the! definition! given! in! the! beginning! of! this! chapter! does! not! describe! a! key!
characteristic! of! activity! as!described!by! time!geographers.! This! characteristic! is! that! they! are!
constrained!in!space!and!time,!and!that!these!constraints!affect!the!abilities!of!an!individual!to!
engage!in!certain!activities.!The!basic!concept!of!activity!in!this!thesis!is!as!a!set!of!movements!
and! actions! performed! over! space! and! time,! and! therefore! these! constraints! limit! the! total!
number! of! these! SubActions! to! be! included! in! an! activity.! This! therefore! results! in! the!
constraints! being! an! important! part! of! the! context! that! should! be! perceived! by! the! mobile!
information!seeker.!
3.1.4 A!new!working!definition!of!activity!
In! light!of! the!characteristics! introduced! in! the!preceding!sub!sections,! I!provide!an!amended!
version! of! the! initial! definition! of! activity! as! given! by! Reichenbacher! (2004).! The! original!
definition!requires!an!additional!reference!to!the!hierarchical!nature!of!activity,! the!twoBphase!
characteristic!and!the!spatioBtemporal!constraints.!I!therefore!define!activity!in!the!scope!of!this!
thesis! as! “the& planning& and& acting& out& of& a&motivated,& hierarchically& structured& sequence& of& coherent&
actions& carried& out& at& specific& locations& for& certain& periods& of& time,& and& within& the& spatio4temporal&
constraints&of&the&individual&actors&spatio4temporal&environment”.!This!extended!definition!can!then!
be! used! to! design! interactions! and! visual! representations! that! are! sensitive! to! these!




External!visual! representations!of!geographic! relevance!are! conceptualised!as! tools!which!can!
aid!the!cognitive!processes!of!an!individual!involved!in!the!task!of!seeking!information,!with!a!
better! representational! scheme! resulting! in!a!better! support!of! these! cognitive!processes.!At! a!
general! level,! cognition! in! this! thesis! is! conceptualised! from! the! symbolic! viewpoint.! This!
viewpoint! is! based! around! a! metaphor,! that! the! cognition! of! an! individual! is! a! form! of!
computation! (Lewis! 1999).!A! symbolic!mode! of! cognition!makes! use! of! a!metaphor;! that! the!
mind! operates! like! a! computer! and! with! the! mind! being! a! symbolic! system! and! cognitive!









2001).! ! The! cognitive! domain! in! the! framework! described! in! section! 3.4! encompasses! the!
cognitive! processes,! categorisation! and! image! schema,! as! all! play! a! role! in! the! use! of! visual!
representations.!
Cognitive& processes& –!Users! of! visual! representations! of! geographic! relevance!will! utilise! these!
representations! as! a! form! of! cognitive! tool! that! can! aid! the! cognitive! processes! involved! in!
seeking!relevant!information.!A!cognitive!process!is!defined!here!as!the!processing,!storage!or!
retrieval! of! information! in! the! cognition! of! an! individual,! e.g.! remembering! information,! and!
this!definition!is!based!around!the!work!of!Oulasvirta!et!al.!(2005).!These!cognitive!processes!are!
then! utilised! in! order! to! attain! the! goal! of! higher! level! cognitive! tasks,! such! as! information!
seeking!or!decision!making.!For!example,!filtering!data,!as!discussed!in!Chapter!4,!results!in!less!
information!needing!to!be!visually!processed!and!therefore!aids!the!visual!attention!of!the!user!
(Swienty! et! al.! 2008a).! Furthermore,! the! cognitive! processes! are! strongly! associated!with! the!







is! important! to! first! describe! the! cognitive! structure! of! relevance! for! an! individual! being!
communicated!to.!The!cognitive!structures!within!the!framework!are!therefore!represented!by!
the! concepts! defined! in! image! schema! and! basic! domain! theory.! Metaphors! can! then! be!
discovered!which!hold!similar!structures!to!these!cognitive!structures,!and!provide!an!intuitive!
mapping! to! relevance.! The! role! of! image! schema! in! this! thesis! is! therefore! as! a! means! to!
improve!the!visual!and!linguistic!communication!of!geographic!relevance.!!!
Involving! these! three! elements! within! the! framework! will! provide! a! cognitive! basis! for! the!
development!of!the!visual!representations.!The!process!and!tasks!help!inform!the!design!of!the!
visual! representations! and! interactions! so! that! they! are! efficient! to! use.! The! structures! are!
focused! on! providing! a! clear! communicating! of! the! meaning! of! an! interaction! or! visual!









The! review! of! literature! demonstrated! that! the! meaning! of! the! term! representation! is!
inconsistent! across! different! disciplines.! In! this! thesis,! we! borrow! from! the! elements! from!
definitions! of! Zhang! (1997),! Raper! et! al.! (2002)! and! Fairbairn! et! al.! (2001)! and! define! a!
representation!of!geographic!relevance!as!being!the!geographic!relevance!of!real!world!entities!
perceptibly! expressed! as! modifiable! visual! symbols! (e.g.! maps,! tables)! with! external! rules,!
constraints,! or! relations! embedded! in! their! physical! configurations! (e.g.! spatial! relations!
between!map!objects).!This!definition!attempts!to!capture!the!notion!that!these!representations!
are! both! visual! and! interactive! (modifiable),! that! the! relationships! within! these! visual!
representations!play! a! role!within! their!use! and! that! the!main! aim!of! the! representation! is! to!




information.! Following! this! definition!means! that! the! process! of! building! a! representation! of!
geographic! relevance!must! therefore! focus!on!defining! the!geographic! information!needed!by!
an!individual,!deciding!how!to!visualise!the!relevance!criteria!and!how!the!representation!can!
be!interacted!with.!
Before! this! process! can! take!place,! it! is! necessary! to! first! describe! a! conceptualisation! of! data!
output! by! the! relevance! assessment! used! as! input! to! the! design! approach! described! in!
subsequent! chapters.! Only! the! relevance! of! point! objects,! such! as! points! of! interest,! is!











(Goodchild! et! al.! 2007).! From! a! relevance! perspective,! a! geoBatom! consists! of! a! single!
measurement!of!a!property!at!a!spatioBtemporal!location!and!is!formalised!as!<x,!R,!r(v)>,!where!







and! result! in! the! measurements.! This! method! then! results! in! each! relevance! criterion! being!
conceptualised!as!a!single!geoBatom.!These!geoBatoms!can!then!be!aggregated!into!a!single!geoB




conceptualised! as! objects,! rather! than! fields.!However,! this! does! not!mean! that! the! relevance!
criteria!should!remain!as!objects!and!the!advantage!of! this!conceptual!approach! is! that! it!also!
allows! the! inclusion! of! analytical! functions! that! can! turn! the! geoBobjects! into! geoBfields.! An!
example!of! this!would!be! the!application!of! a!kernel!density! function;! this!will!be!more! fully!
explored!in!Chapter!5.!
3.4 A! conceptual! framework! for! developing!
representations!of!Geographic!Relevance!
The!conceptual!framework!for!developing!representations!of!geographic!relevance!in!this!thesis!
is! formed! from! the! three! domains! mentioned! above.! This! approach! is! derived! from! the!












cognitive! processes.! No! direct! interaction! is! assumed! between! the! cognitive! and! contextual!
domains!and!so!it!is!the!representation!that!links!both!the!context!and!cognition!together,!as!it!is!
used! to! solve! the! tasks! in! the!given! context!demands!whilst!utilising! the! cognitive!processes.!
This! arrangement! means! that! the! representational! domain! is! the! focus! of! the! approach,! as!
would!be!expected!in!the!scope!of!this!thesis.!!
The! conceptual! framework! below! defines! the! general! approach! taken! in! this! thesis! and! is!
therefore!also!used!to!influence!the!workflow!discussed!below!for!building!a!representation!of!
GR! as! well! as! a! blueprint! for! the! structure! of! the! remaining! chapters! of! this! thesis.! This!
workflow!is!shown!below!in!Figure!10,!and!begins!with!the!relevance!assessed!data.!The!overall!
process! then! begins! with! irrelevant! data! being! removed,! following! this! task! relevant!




activity! supporting! the! adaptation! of! the! representational! domain.! This! adaptation! is! the!
removal! of! geographic! information! objects! that! are! not! accessible! to! the! mobile! information!
seeker.!!
Chapter!5! then!takes!the!filtered!data!as! input!and!uses!the!cognitive!domain!to! influence!the!
adaptation!of!the!representational!elements.!The!representation!domain!in!this!chapter!consists!
of! elements! that!affect! the!perception!of!both!entities! (dimensionality,!object/field,!vagueness)!!
and!relations!(frame!of!reference,!explicitness!of!relationship),!and!will!be!adapted!using!from!
past! research! about! the! human! processing! of! geographic! information! (Barkowsky! 2002).!
Furthermore,! it! is! acknowledged! within! the! workflow! that! some! properties! can! affect! the!
perception!of! entities! and! relations,! such! as! spatial! scale.! Thus,! certain! elements! exist! in! both!
entities!and!relations.!The!elements!can!then!be!adapted!to!fit!the!geographic!relevance!criteria!
and! the! cognitive! tasks! that!an! information! seeker!will!need! to! carry!out! in!order! to!perceive!




















representation! of! geographic! relevance! as! described! above! in! section! 3.3.! Finally,! evaluations!
will! be! carried! out! seek! to! determine! if! there! is! evidence! for! the!methodology! chosen! being!
valid! one,! as!well! as! the! generation! of! knowledge! of! how! cartographic! design! influences! the!









This! chapter! represents! the! first! step! in! the! process! of! visual! representation;! the! removal! of!
irrelevant! information.! Specifically,! it! describes! a! method! that! utilises! the! context! of! spatioB
temporal! activity! and! develops! analytical! procedures! that! can! be! designed! in! order! for! the!
relevance!assessed!datasets!to!be!filtered!automatically!for!information!seekers!in!the!planning!
and! acting! phases! of! activities.! Geographic! relevance! assessments! of! points! of! interest! (POI)!
result!in!datasets!with!each!feature!possessing!values!for!several!relevance!criteria,!an!example!
of!such!a!dataset!is!shown!in!Figure!11.!Such!datasets!may!hold!a!large!number!of!features!(2279!






provide! any! (immediate)! utility! to! them.! This! has! been! clearly! shown! by! conceptual! and!
empirical!work! that! has! found! the! relevance! criterion! of! spatioBtemporal! proximity! to! play! a!
fundamental! role! in! the! judgement! of! relevance! (De! Sabbata! and! Reichenbacher! 2012,!
Brimicombe!and!Li!2006).!!
The!definition!of!activity!given! in! section!3.1.4! is!used! to!develop!a!model!of! spatioBtemporal!
activity,!and!analytical!procedures!that!offer!a!novel!means!to!filter!data.!This!model!is!based!on!
the!ideas!of!time!geography,!and!specifically!the!quantitative!approach!defined!in!(Miller!2005).!
This! allows! a! system! to! represent! the! spatioBtemporal! constraints! of! the! individual! explicitly.!
Hence,!an!inaccessible!place!or!entity!can!no!longer!become!part!of!the!information!seeking!or!
decision!making! process.! The!model! developed! results! in! data! being! filtered! in! order! for! an!
individual! to! create! a! plan! that! can! include!different! types! of! activities! at! various!places! and!
times,! whilst! also! incorporating! the! spatioBtemporal! constraints! of! the! activity! plan.!
Furthermore,! when! the! plan! is! being! acted! out,! it! is! possible! that! unforeseen! circumstances!
result!in!the!individual!needing!to!seek!information!to!alter!the!plan.!The!information!can!then!
be! filtered! using! the! spatioBtemporal! constraints! held! within! the! existing! plan,! with! the!








Figure 11 – Unfiltered relevance assessed POI dataset in Zürich, with geographic relevance for each POI 




was! required.! Street! network! data! for! Switzerland! was! downloaded! from! GeoFabrik.de! as!
shapefiles,! clipped! to! the! Zürich! region! and! then! topologically! cleaned! using! ESRI! Network!
Analyst! tools.!The!points!of! interest!dataset!utilised!was!provided!by! the!GeoRel!project,!and!





directionality,! topicality)! and! one! value! of! relevance! that! represented! a! combination! of! these!








The! analysis!was! then! carried! out! by! linking! each! one! of! these!datasets! to! a! SubAction! type,!





the! filtering! is! carried!out! through! the! specification!of!hard!boundaries! for! category! type!and!




A! basic! division! between!possible! approaches! can! be!drawn!between! those! that! are! adaptive!
and! those! that! are! adaptable! (Fischer! 1983).! The! difference! between! these! two! approaches! is!
explained!by!Reichenbacher!(2003)!!B!adaptive!methods!automatically!alter!a!systems!behavior,!
e.g.!filtering!data!using!some!contextual!analysis!of!the!mobile!information!seekers!situation!to!




such!an!approach! requires!numerous! interactions! to!be! carried!out!before!a!desired! subset!of!







The! filtering! approach! taken! here! takes! place! in! two! stages,! and! aims! to! define! which!








Result&Set!–!This!set!contains!all! the! items!that!are!returned!by!a!query,!analogous!to! the!total!
amount!of!‘hits’.!For!geographic!relevance!this!would!incorporate!all!the!objects!assessed!by!the!
relevance! assessment! process.! The! approach! described! below! uses! the! datasets! described! in!
section!4.1!as!example!result!sets!located!within!the!city!of!Zurich.!!
Presentation&Set&–&All!the!objects!in!the!result!set!that!are!viewable!by!the!information!seeker!are!
considered! part! of! the! presentation! set.! For! traditional! search! engines! the! result! set! and! the!
presentation! set! are!often! the! same,!but! in! the! context!of!geographic! information! seeking! this!
may!not!be!desirable.!The!reason!this!would!be!inappropriate!is!because!some!of!these!objects!
may! be! spatioBtemporally! inaccessible! to! the! information! seeker.! These! inaccessible! objects!
should!therefore!not!become!part!of! the!presentation!set!as! they!can!provide!no!utility! if! they!
cannot! be!physically! reached.!The!move! from! result! set! to!presentation! set! therefore! requires!
filtering! to! take! place,! and! the! approach! taken! here! is! to! filter! out! objects! according! to! the!







are!defined!as!belonging! to! the!page!set.!This!method!represents!a! filtering!process,!as!only!a!















Figure 12 – visual example of the filtering process%
!
In!summary,! the!basis! for! the! filtering! is! the!definition!of!activity!given! in!Chapter!3,!and!the!
approach!described!in!this!chapter!therefore!considers!the!spatioBtemporal!and!activity!context!
of!the!user!to!inform!the!move!from!result!set!to!page!set.!I!first!describe!filtering!of!the!result!
set! with! the! application! of!model! of! the! spatioBtemporal! constraints! (section! 4.3)! that! allows!
spatioBtemporal!accessibility!analysis!to!be!carried!out!and!inaccessible!objects!removed.!This!is!
applied! to! the! dataset! above! to! demonstrate! how! the! presentation! sets! are! derived! from! the!
















research! carried! out! by! (Kwan! and! Hong! 1998)! and! (Raubal! et! al.! 2004),! which! looked! at!
representing! the! restrictions! on! possible! choice! sets! through! analysis! of! the! spatioBtemporal!
constraints! of! an! individual.! However,! the!model! deviates! from! these!methodologies! in! two!
main! ways,! through! its! explicit! incorporation! of! activity! theory,! and! its! ability! to! adapt! to!
unforeseen!changes!in!an!individual’s!spatioBtemporal!context.!!!
!The!eventual!aim!of!this!process!will!be!to!remove!objects!that!are!no!longer!accessible!in!order!
to! support! the! planner! in! the! creation! of! spaceBtime!projects! that! are! properly! constrained! in!
spaceBtime!and!fit!the!preferences!of!the!information!seeker.!The!first!step!in!the!analysis!is!to!
identify!the!constraints;!the!analysis!can!then!operate!on!this!model!of!constraints!and!calculate!






in! this!model! understood! to! be! a! conscious! act.!Additionally,! geographic! data! input! into! the!
model!does!not! include! suitably!detailed!data! such! that! the! location!of!doors!or! steps! can!be!
included,! and! therefore! it! is! not! possible! to! predict! where! such! detailed! actions! would! be!
necessary.! The! model! therefore! contains! two! levels! of! actions,! the! lowest! level! consisting! of!
SubActions! which! are! constituents! of! a! higher! level! consisting! of!Actions.! Breaking! down! the!
action!level!of!activity!into!two!levels!is!something!that!is!not!considered!in!the!original!Activity!




defined!by!Time!Geographers,! this! is! travelling! to! a! location! in!order! to! carry!out! an!activity!
(travel!time)!and!the!time!taken!to!carry!out!the!action!at!that!location!(stay!time).!The!next!level!
in! the! hierarchy! is!Action,! which! is! formed! from! one! or!more! SubActions&which& are! directed!
towards! the! same! goal! e.g.! buying! a! book,! drinking! a! coffee.! The! highest! level! of!Activity! is!







Constraints! attached! to! each! SubAction,! Action! or! Activity! within! the! model! can! be! spatial,!
temporal,! spatioBtemporal,!and!also! interBaction.!Attaching!a!spatial! constraint! to!one!of! these!




the! spatial! boundary.! Spatial! analyses! can! then! be! carried! out! in! order! to! determine! the!
accessibility! of! objects,! the! most! common! being! the! calculation! of! topological! spatial!
relationships,!such!as!contains!or!overlap,!between!potential!objects!and!the!boundaries!of!these!
spatial! constraints,! as! defined! in! (Egenhofer! and! Franzosa! 1991).! The! current! model! only!
operates! on! point! data,! and! therefore! the! most! important! relationship! to! derive! is! that! of!
containment.!This!allows!the!system!to!discover!which!objects!are!within!the!spatial!constraint.!
A!temporal!constraint!is!made!up!of!two!separate!times!(start!and!end!times)!or!a!relative!time!
or!duration! (2!hours).!These!constraints! therefore!can!be!used! to!represent!components!of! the!
hierarchy!with!no!spatial!fixity.!These!constraints!can!allow!a!user!to!determine!a!time!at!which!
they!would!like!to!participate!in!a!potential!activity!but!allow!the!actual!location!to!be!flexible.!
The! temporal! fixity!can!also!be!varied! for! these!constraints!by!specifying!an!earliest! time!and!
latest!time!for!the!start!or!end!constraints,!e.g.!start!hiking!by!earliest!08:30!but!before!10:00.!This!
allows! some! flexibility! to! be! incorporated! into! the! model! and! is! more! applicable! for! the!
expression!of!preferences!of!a!user.!Simple!before,!after!or!during!comparisons!between!times!
can! then!be! carried!out! to!determine! if! an!object! is! accessible.!This! location! can! then!be! fixed!
during! the! plan! building! process,! an! example! is! the! Eating! action! in! the! scenario! below! in!
section! 4.4.1.! Additionally,! these! constraints! can! allow! the! information! seeker! to! define! how!
long! they!want! to!carry!out!an!action,! for!example! finding!hiking! trails! that! require!a! shorter!
train!trip!than!1.5!hours.!!
SpatioBtemporal! constraints! are! a! mixture! of! both! spatial! and! temporal! constraints! although!
some!differences!exist.!The!location!parameter!can!refer!to!punctual!or!areal!geometrical!objects,!
with! the! constraints! to! movement! only! being! significant! over! a! certain! period! of! time.! The!
spatial!fixity!can!be!relaxed!by!allowing!more!than!one!location!to!be!added!to!the!constraint.!
For!example,! if!an!individual!must!visit!a!post!office!before!a!certain!time!to!make!a!payment!
they! are! able! to! visit! any! post! office,! and! therefore! the! degree! of! spatial! fixity! is! somewhat!
relaxed!when!more! than!one!post!office! is!available! to! them! in! their! spatioBtemporal!domain.!
InterBaction!constraints!are!included!in!this!model!because!research!has!shown!that!the!time!it!














spatioBtemporal! accessibility! of! potential! locations! for! the! desired! action!must! be! assessed! to!
predict!if!they!can!be!included!in!the!plan,!and!allowed!to!become!part!of!the!user’s!choice!set.!




The! aim!of! the! analysis! is! to! find!objects! that! are!not! accessible! based!on! the! constraints! and!
preferences! specified! by! the! planner.! This! analysis! is! carried! out! on! network! datasets! that!
represent! a! street! network! and! can! provide! estimations! of! travel! time,! based! on! speed! and!
distance!values!contained!in!each!edge!of!the!network.!The!basic!unit!of!analysis!is!assessment!
of!travel!time!between!two!locations!and!is!calculated!using!Equation!1!below:!
!"#$%& ! + ! = !!"! ! (1)!
Where!!!"!is!the!total!network!distance!when!travelling!from!current!location!a&to!destination!b&
and&v!is!velocity!of!travel.!The!total!activity!time!of!travelling!to!a!location!and!then!carrying!out!
the!activity!is!then!calculated!with!Equation!2:!!, !, ! = !"#$%& !, ! + ! !"#$%&'(! ! (2)!
Where!s! is!total!duration!of!stay!time!at!location!b.!As!the!locations!for!the!actions!are!chosen,!
the!current!time!is!reBcalculated!at!which!the!action!would!finish!at!the!location!last!chosen.!This!
is!shown!in!Equation!3,!4!and!5!below:!! = !!… !!! ! (3)!





!!"##$%& B, S = !"#$"! + !"#$ !"#$"!" , !!, !! + !"#$ !!!!!!!!!!!! !! (5)!
Where! Equations! 3! and! 4! are! the! ordered! sets! of! action! locations! (!)! and! their! associated!
durations!(!),!!!"#$"! !is!the!planned!start!time!of!the!activity,!!"#$"!"!is!the!planned!start!
location!and!n! is! the!number!of! locations! so! far! included!within! the! spaceBtime!project.!After!
these!calculations!Location!k&is!only!accessible!if!the!following!constraints!hold!in!Equation!6:!!"##$%& B, S = !"#$ !, !, ! ≤ !"#$"! + !!"#$%&'()!!AND!!!" ≤ !"#$ !, !, ! ≤ !!"!(6)!
Where!kot!and!kct!are! the!opening!and!closing! times!of! location!K&and&pduration! is! the!planned!
duration! available! before! the! next! constraint.! A! well! understood! characteristic! of! spatioB
temporal! activity! is! the! degree! of! fixity! of! spatial! and! temporal! constraints! (Kwan,! 2000).!As!
some! information! seeking! relates! to! a! fixed! spatial! location! where! the! action! must! end,!
accessibility!can!also!be!calculated!with!a!fixedBend!destination!(Equation!7).!!"##$%& B, S + !"#$ !, !, ! + !!"#$%& !, ! ≤ !"#$"! + !!"#$%&'()!!AND!!!" ≤ !"#$ !, !, ! ≤ !!"!(7)!
Where!c!is!the!fixedBend!destination,!!!"!!is!the!opening!time!of!location!b!and!!!"!is!the!closing!
time!of!location!b.!Essentially!this!analysis!calculates!the!difference!between!the!time!available!
and! the! time! required! to! carry! out! an! action! at! a! location! which! can! then! be! used! to! infer!
whether!the!location!is!accessible!or!not.!!
4.4 Filtering!for!Acting!and!Planning!Phases!
During! the! planning! phase! data! is! filtered! based! on! the! constraint! model! specified! above.!
SpatioBtemporal! analyses! on! this! model! initially! discover! what! is! accessible! and!what! is! not!
inaccessible.!Data!that!relates!to!locations!that!are!inaccessible!are!then!filtered.!The!first!step!is!
to!define! the! input!data.! This! input! takes! the! form!of! a!hierarchical! structure! of! fixed! spatioB
















accessibility! to! be! calculated! and! the! data! to! be! filtered.! This! planning! process! creates! an!










will! be! referred! to! throughout! the! remainder!of! the! chapter! in!order! to!demonstrate!how! the!




















Figure 14 - Hierarchy view of constraints (SC=Spatial Constraint TC=Temporal Constraint 
STC=SpatioTemporal Constraint) 
!
The! hierarchical! nature! of! the! activity! is! clear! with!Meeting,! Eating! and!Watch! Film! actions!
being! the! constituent! parts! of! the! activity! as! a!whole.!Moving! to! the! temporal! perspective! is!
achieved!by!ordering!these!sub!actions!into!a!chronological!order,!moving!to!a!spatial!view!can!
be! carried! out! by! taking! the! location! parameters! for! each! SubAction.! The! spatioBtemporal!
perspective!is!carried!out!by!taking!both!the!spatial!and!temporal!parameters!for!each!SubAction!
and! ordering! them! chronologically.! Along! with! these! fixed! SubActions! that! must! take! place,!
there! are! considerable! amounts! of! spare! time.! Frank! can! then! fill! this! spare! time!with! some!
flexible!activities!that!he!would!like!to!carry!out!during!his!trip!to!Zürich.!Currently!Frank!has!
an!hour!to!fill!before!his!meeting,!half!an!hour!after!his!meeting,!1!and!three!quarter!hours!after!








to! define! the! flexible! actions! and! SubActions! that! also! need! to! be! performed.! These! flexible!
actions!are!deciding!where!to!eat,!where!to!watch!a!film!from!the!three!possible!locations,!when!
and!where!to!shop!for! toys!and!books!and!when!and!where!to!visit!a!museum.!Currently!the!
analysis! requires! the! flexible!actions! that!need! to!be!performed!to!be!arranged! in! the!order! in!
which!they!should!be!carried!out,!the!types!of!location!relevant!to!the!action!and!the!number!of!
locations!that!should!be!ideally!visited!during!the!planned!activity.!The!inputs!for!these!flexible!
actions! take! the! form! of! an!ActionType,! the! number! of! locations! and! the! time! needed! at! the!
location!to!perform!the!action.!These!are!shown!below!and!arranged!in!the!order!of!execution:!
Shopping!! ! !!!! 1!B!Toy!Shops!!!! 2!locations!!! ! 10!minutes!
Shopping! ! !! 2!B!Book!Shops!!! 1!locations!! ! 10!minutes!
Eating!!! ! !!! 3!B!Restaurant!!! 1!locations!!! ! 60!minutes!
Museum!Tour!! !!! 4!B!Museums!! !! as!many!as!possible!! 60!minutes!
For!the!analysis,!a!walking!speed!of!5kmh!was!assumed,!based!on!the!findings!of!(Knoblauch!et!
al.! 1996).! These!data! are! then! input! to! the!model! and! the!model! is! run.!The!processing! takes!
place! in! an! iterative! fashion! and! the! exact! approach! is! described! below! in! pseudo! code.!We!
simulate!the!choices!of!the!user!by!picking!automatically!the!object!that!is!closest!in!travel!time!
to!the!current!location,!although!in!a!real!system!the!choice!process!would!mostly!be!guided!by!
the! information!seeking!of! the!user!and!the!geographic!relevance!of!each!POI!or!also! through!
the!implementation!of!multiBcriteria!decision!making!tools!(Bäumer!et!al.!2007,!De!Sabbata!and!
Reichenbacher!2010).!Although!this!represents!a!simplification! to! the!real! information!seeking!
process,! the! aim! of! this! chapter! is! to! explain! the! iterative! nature! of! the! analysis! and! gradual!






























the! cinema! visit.! Red! crossed! out! points! represent! those!museums! filtered! from! the! original!
dataset!since!they!are!outside!the!preferred!spatial!region!(15!minutes!tram!ride!form!the!main!
station)!or! those!too!far! to!travel! to,!visit!and!reach!a!cinema!from!afterwards!within!the!time!




been!chosen! then!no!more! time!remains! to!be!able! to!visit!a! third!museum,!and! the!planning!
process!ends.!!!
This! progressive! filtering! of! points! not! only! removes! irrelevant! data,! but! also! allows! the!









Figure 15 - Graph showing the filtering for all stages of the planning, and a map demonstrating progressive 




























This! main! use! of! this! itinerary! would! be! during! the! acting! phase,! allowing! users! to! orient!
themselves!and!time!their!actions!according!to!this!time!schedule.!This!could!be!represented!as!
calendar!entries!or!as!a!route!overlain!on!a!map!display.!One!benefit!of!this!is!extra!information!
available! to! the! user! during! the! acting! phase.! A! second! benefit! is! the! ability! to! remove!
information!during!the!information!seeking!that!occurs!within!the!acting!phase.!This!filtering!of!
information! is! again! carried! out! by! further! spatioBtemporal! analyses! that! can! remove! POI!
features! that!are! inaccessible!based!on! the!Actions!and!SubActions!contained!within! the!plan.!
These! information! seeking! needs! most! probably! rise! due! to! unforeseen! circumstances! that!
require!the!plan!to!be!amended,!such!as!a!late!train!or!an!unexpectedly!closed!restaurant.!The!
next! section! looks! in!detail!at!how! these!needs!can!be!supported!by! further!analyses! that! can!
adapt!the!plan!based!on!this!need!to!amend!the!plan.!
!
Figure 16 - Space-time Diagram output for the planned scenario 
!
4.5 Filtering!During!the!Acting!Phase!
During! the! acting! phase! plans!must! occasionally! be! amended! to! compensate! for! unforeseen!
circumstances.!The!list!below!represents!a!list!of!plausible!amendments!and!how!they!affect!the!


















above! having! to! be! employed!with! the! overall! change! being!most! probably! spatioBtemporal.!
Additionally,! certain! members,! such! as! remove! or! shorten! could! result! in! gaps! that! an!
individual!might!want!to!fill!and!therefore!would!lead!to!further!information!seeking!in!order!
to! fill! these! gaps.! It!will! not! be! the! goal! to! explore! all! the!possible! amendments! but! to! select!
some!common!amendments!and!show!how!these!can!be!implemented!into!the!analysis!to!allow!
as!a!means!to!filter!the!presentation!set.!The!amendments!focused!on!and!described!below!are!
therefore! the! addition,! reBlocating! and! lengthening! of! SubActions,! as! these! allow! a!
demonstration!of!the!resultant!filtering!processes.!These!amendments!are!first!described!within!
short! scenarios! before! the! results! of! the! analysis! are! shown! end! explained.! The! process! to!
include!these!amendments! is! to!first!run!the!model! to!generate!the! itinerary!(shown!in!Figure!
16)! before! using! the! itinerary! data! as! input! to! this! amendment! process.! The! addition!
amendment!takes!this!itinerary!and!fits!an!extra!action!into!the!resulting!itinerary,!filtering!the!
data!which!represents!locations!that!are!outside!of!the!constraints!specified!by!the!itinerary.!The!
reBlocation! first! removes! a! planned! SubAction,! before! adding! one! at! a! different! location.! The!









Two!separate!scenarios!are!presented!below!that! represent! the!need! for! the!plan!generated! in!




therefore& queries& his& application& and& brings& and& queries& his& mobile& system.& 4& Amendment& =&
Add{FastFood}!
This!is!perhaps!the!simplest!scenario!as!it!requires!no!complex!reBorganisation!of!the!plan!as!the!
information! need! relates! to! a! point! in! time! where! no! other! SubActions! are! occurring.! The!
itinerary!that!is!output!after!the!amendment!is!displayed!in!Figure!17!below.!
!







The! additional! SubAction! is! a! visit! to! a! fastfood! restaurant! at! 5:35pm!with! a! stay! time! of! 10!
minutes.!The!individual!is!then!able!to!travel!on!to!the!railway!station!at!5:47pm!and!arrive!in!
time! to! get! the! train! at! 6:00pm.! The! black! symbols! in! Figure! 17! represent! those! fastfood!
restaurants!that!are!not!accessible!due!to!the!time!constraint!of!catching!the!train,!and!therefore!
can!be! removed! from!consideration!with!spatioBtemporal! filtering.! !This! results! in!17!possible!




It! is! of! course! possible! that! unexpectedly! a! location! that! is! included! within! the! plan! is! not!
suitable!for!the!desired!action,!and!this! is!only!clear!when!the!individual!reaches!the!location.!
This!could!occur!because!of!a!lack!of!data,!or!an!error!from!the!user!during!the!planning!phase.!
An! example! might! be! a! bookshop! that! sells! books! in! a! language! not! understood! by! the!
individual,!or!something!that!is!not!operational!such!as!a!broken!ATM.!This!then!requires!the!
plan!to!be!amended!by!first!removing!the!SubAction!that!relates!to!the!current!location!and!then!


















Figure 18 - Results of the removal a closed bookshop and addition of an open bookshop 
!
4.6 How!Much!Information!to!Display?!
As!discussed! in!above!sections,! the!Page!Set! is! the!subset!of!objects! from!the!Presentation!Set!
that! the! information! seeker! can! view! and! interact! with,! and! is! often! much! smaller! than! the!
Presentation!Set.!A!choice!must! therefore!be! taken!as! to!how!many!of! these!results!should!be!
visually! displayed! to! the! user.! The! results! above! show! that! the! filtering! process! occasionally!
leaves! large!numbers!of!accessible!places.!For!example,!although!257!restaurants!are!removed!
during!the!planning!of!where!to!eat,!239!restaurants!remain.!This!represents!a!very!large!choice!
set!which!would!most! likely! cause!visual! clutter! if! all!displayed!on!a! small!mobile!map,! and!
additionally!harm! the!decision!making!process! as! too!many!choices!often! results! in! cognitive!
overload! for! an! individual! and! thus! subBoptimal! decision! making.! There! are! several! further!










However,!as!maps!and!map!objects!are!difficult! to!compare!with! lists!of!web!documents,! it! is!
important! to! note! that! for! mobile! map! displays! these! findings! have! limited! use.! Currently,!
location!based!map!services!take!three!main!approaches;!they!either!present!all!the!presentation!
set,! chunks!of! it! (e.g.! the! top!10)!or!one!single!object,!as!seen! in!Figure!19!below.!This!section!
therefore!seeks!to!answer!which!of!these!approaches!is!suitable!and!when.!
!
Figure 19 - examples of interfaces showing A) single result (UrbanSpoon), B) Chunk result (CoffeeFinder) 











Single&–&This!approach!only!presents!one!object! to! the! information!seeker,!with!an! interaction!
allowing! the! information! seeker! to! scroll! from! one! object! to! the! next.! This! approach! is!most!
useful!when! the! information! seeker!does!not!perform!decision!making! strategies! that! require!
objects!to!be!compared!with!one!another!and!has!clear!information!needs.!An!example!of!such!a!
decision! strategy! is! found! in! the! concept! of! satisficing! (Simon! 1972),! which! compares! each!




reBscheduling! task,! 98%!were!not! considering!options!but!merely!picking! the! first!option! that!
fitted!into!the!new!schedule.!Furthermore,!when!navigating,!evidence!has!been!found!this!same!
type!of!decision!making! is!used!during!decision!making!processes! related! to! the!way! finding!
(Tong! and! Chen! 2000).! This! represents! evidence! that! satisficing! decision! strategies! are! being!
used! during! the! reBscheduling.! The! clear! information! needs! lead! to! an! information! seeking!
known!as!direct!browsing!(Choo!et!al.!2000),!where!the!goals!are!clearly!specified!and!directed!
towards! a! specific! target.! As! amending! the! activity! schedule! results! in! the! knowledge! as! to!
when,!where!and!to!what!the!information!seeking!is!directed,!this!type!of!information!seeking!is!
therefore!most!applicable!to!the!acting!phase.!
Chunk! –! Displaying! only! a! chunk! of! the! Presentation! Set! has! several! benefits! when! decision!
making!will!require!options!to!be!compared.!The!number!of!objects!is!limited,!and!therefore!the!
decision!complexity!can!be!kept!constant!however!large!the!Presentation!Set.!Displaying!only!a!
chunk!of! the!Presentation!set!best!supports! the! information!seeking!behavior!of!semiBdirected!
browsing,!where!a!query! is! launched,!and!the!results!are!carefully! inspected!to!get!an! idea!of!
what! exists,! how! it! fits! to! the! user’s! goals,! and!which!might! be! the! optimal! choice! given! the!
current! situation.! For! the! planning! phase! shown! above,! this! would! most! likely! be! the! best!
solution.!Commonly! systems!display! 10!objects! at! one! time! in! each! ‘chunk’,! but!no! empirical!
investigation!has!been!done!in!an!attempt!to!validate!that!this!is!a!good!number.!However,!one!
















by! removing! geographic! information! objects! that! cannot! be! physically! reached! by! a! mobile!
information!seeker,!and!which!should!therefore!play!no!further!role!in!the!information!seeking!
process! and! subsequent! decision! making.! The! methodology! was! informed! by! the! spatioB
temporal! context! of! the! future! plans! and! the! current! actions! of! a! mobile! individual.! The!
outcome!of!this!methodology!was!the!removal!of!inaccessible!places!from!the!result!set.!Further!




due! to! the! spaceBtime! constraints! to! the! individual,! and! is! intended! to! support! the! activity!
planning! of! a! mobile! information! seeker.! The! following! chapter! aims! to! describe! how! the!
remaining! accessible! geographic! information! objects! from! this! process! can! be! included! in! the!
task!of!designing!visual!representations,!but!instead!of!supporting!the!activity!planning,!the!aim!












geographic! relevance.! It! follows! from! the!previous! chapter!by! taking!as! input! the!geographic!
information! objects! that! remain! accessible! to! the!user! given! their! spatioBtemporal! constraints.!
The! next! step! in! the! representation! of! geographic! relevance! is! then! to! design! visual!
representations! that! communicate! the!geographic! relevance! in! an! intuitive!way! to! the!mobile!
information! seeker.! The! method! presented! here! represents! a! means! to! develop! visual!
representations!through!the!application!of!the!theory!of!external!cognition,!described!below!in!
section! 5.4.! Integrating! these! theories! results! in! an! approach! that! allows! for! geographic!
relevance! representations! to! support! the! cognitive! limitations! of! a! user,! and! provide! a!more!
intuitive!communication!that!makes!it!clear!how!the!goals!and!tasks!of!that!user!can!be!related!
to! the!visual! representation.!Relating! tasks! in! the! real!world! to!an!abstract! representation! is!a!
process!that!can!be!aided!through!appreciation!of!these!tasks,!and!this!is!the!approach!taken!in!
this!chapter.!!
The!general! tasks!of! information! seeking! in! a! spatioBtemporal,!mobile! setting!will! require! the!
individual! to! comprehend! the! three! basic! elements! of! spatial! knowledge! B!where,!when! and!
what! (Mennis! et! al.! 2000).!This!knowledge! is! important! for! the!user! to!be! able! to!understand!
how! the! geographic! information! objects! presented! to! them! can! support! their! activity! at! a!
particular! location.! This! knowledge! can! then! be! used! as! a! basis! for! the! decision!making! that!
must! take!place! in!order! to!choose!one!or!more!of! the!alternatives! from!the!set!of!geographic!
information!objects.!However,!the!main!argument!contained!in!this!chapter!is!that!it!will!also!be!
important! to!communicate! information!to! the!user! that!can!help!them!to!also!understand!why!









of!map!symbols! (Reichenbacher!2005b).! It! is!very!possible! that!without!more!explanatory!and!
explicit! information,! representations! of! geographic! relevance! would! remain! too! abstract! for!
naive!users!to!intuitively!understand.!The!main!purpose!of!this!chapter!is!therefore!to!explore!
how!relevance!criteria! can!be!visually! represented!with! the!user!and! their! tasks! in!mind.!The!
general! structure! of! this! chapter! is! to! explain! how! (external)! representations! can! extend!
cognition,!followed!by!a!description!of!the!cognitive!resources!necessary!for!the!processing!of!a!





an! individual! for! each! relevance! criterion! concludes! this! chapter.!Much! of! the!work! in! these!
sections!is!taken!from!work!first!described!in!(Crease!and!Reichenbacher!2011).!
5.2 How!Representations!Extend!Cognition!









One! way! to! measure! the! ability! of! the! representing! world! to! communicate! is! through! the!
observation!and!measurement!of! the!cognitive! load!imposed!on!the!individual.!This!cognitive!
load! can!be!divided! into! three! components! of! intrinsic,! extraneous,! and!germane! (Bunch!and!
Lloyd! 2006).! Intrinsic! load! is! related! to! the! complexity! of! the! information! that! must! be!
represented,! extraneous! load! relates! to!how! the! information! is! then! represented!and!germane!
load!is!devoted!to!the!development!of! information!structures!in!the!long!term!memory.! !Most!
research!focuses!on!how!information!design!can!support!the!extraneous!and!germane!loads,!as!
these! are! more! readily! manipulated! (Paas! et! al.! 2003).! The! methodology! described! below!
therefore! associates! most! readily! to! the! second! and! third! elements! of! the! representational!













the! interpreter.! This! idea! is! in! some!way! analogous! to! the! idea! of! ‘Knowledge! in! the!World’!
versus!‘Knowledge!in!the!Head’!proposed!by!Norman!(2002,!Norman!1993).!An!example!would!
be! the! difference! between! the!multiplications! of! two! large! numbers!with! the! use! of! pen! and!
paper!versus!with!the!use!of!a!calculator.!The!calculator!removes!the!need!to!perform!numerous!
multiplications!in!the!head,!a!similar!role!is!played!by!signs!during!a!wayfinding!task!(Raubal!
1998).! For! spatial! representations! differences! in! offloading! exist! between! pictorial!
representations!versus!linguistic!representations!of!space.!Pictorial!representations!hold!implicit!




Re4Representation! –! Utilising! structures! that! are! familiar! can! facilitate! the! deciphering! or!
manipulating!of!a!graphical! representation.!An!example! can!be! found! in! the! study!of! (Zhang!
and! Norman! 1994)! and! their! use! of! the! Tower! of! Hanoi! problem! which! demonstrates! how!





Graphical&Constraining!–!Representations!can! lead,! if!poorly!designed,! to!an! incorrect! inference!
based!on!misinterpretation.!Often!it!is!possible!to!design!a!representation!in!such!a!way!that!any!











eventually! leading! to!actions! that! result! from! the!new!knowledge!developed!by! the!cognitive!
processes!working!upon! the! external! representation.!The! cognitive! faculties!of! a!user! and! the!
representation! are! linked! by! the! three! characteristics! of! external! cognition,! with! the! link!
determining!the!number!of!cognitive!faculties!that!must!be!employed!and!to!what!extent.!The!





represents! a! relationship! between! the! representation! and! cognition;! if! the! representation!
mediates! a! task! by! supporting! the! cognitive! processes! necessary! to! solve! a! task! then! this!
relationship!is!a!positive!one.!Types!of!visual!representations!that!support!external&cognition!can!
been! divided! into! 11! different! categories! (Lohse! et! al.! 1994).! Of! these! 11! categories! maps,!
networks! (e.g.! the! London! Underground! Map),! and! cartograms! play! perhaps! the! most!
influential! role!when! the! task! at! hand! relates! to! actions! in! geographic! space! and! geographic!
knowledge!is!to!be!used.!!




has! the!potential! to!ease!the!cognitive!processing!and!make! it!more!efficient.!The!explicitness,!
the!abstraction,!and!the!analogue!character!of!map!representations!also!may!release!capacities!
of!visual!attention,!memory!and!conscious!thought!(the!Cognitive!Faculties!in!Figure!20).!They!
support! human! cognitive! processes! by! acting! as! a! means! to! store! information! about! our!
environment,!thereby!working!as!an!external!form!of!memory.!Visual!representations!are!also!
simplifications! of! the! real!world! and! contain,!when!well! designed,! only! the! relevant! features!
that! directly! relate! to! the! tasks! of! the!map! reader! thereby! directing! attention! effectively! and!
supporting!visual! cognition.!Most! crucially! they! allow!us! to!perceive! geographic! information!
over! largeBscale! spaces! that! humans! could! not! otherwise! directly! perceive! and! therefore! can!
positively! influence! our! reasoning! and! decision! making.! All! this! can! reduce! the! cognitive!
workload!for!user!interaction!and!allows!cognitive!resources!to!be!better!employed!for!higherB








Figure 20 - Relationship between relevance criteria, tasks, and actions based on Oulasvirta (2004) and Lohse 
et al. (1994) 
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5.3 How!representations!might!hinder!cognition!
Although! external! representations! potentially! offload! cognition,! they! can! also! introduce!
cognitive! overload,! if! designed! improperly! (NavarroBPrieto! et! al.! 1999).! From! a! multiple!
resource! perspective,! this! overload! can! result! from! the! capacity! limitation! assumption! that! is!
applicable! to! each! of! the! cognitive! faculties! described! above.! A! good! example! is! a! cluttered!
display!which!will!overload!the!visual!attention,!or!an!interface!that!requires!a!large!amount!of!
information! to!be!held! in!working!memory.!Poor!design!choices!create!overly!complex!visual!






density,! their! level! of! detail! (e.g.! form! complexity! or! number! of! colour! values! or! hues),! the!
visual!structure!(number!of!discrete,!disjoint!objects!versus!connected!or!associated!objects),!as!
well! as! the!presence! and!number!of! labels! (Reichenbacher! 2009a,!MacEachren!1982,! Fairbairn!
2006).!!!
On! higher! levels! of! cognition,! it! is! not! only! the! representation! that! hinders! the! ability! of! an!
individual!to!make!sense!of!a!visual!representation,!but!also!the!phenomena!represented.!This!
can! be! found! in!work! by! (Castner! and!Eastman! 1984),!who!differentiate! between! complexity!
that! relates! to! a! map’s! function,! and! complexity! that! relates! to! its! form.! As! a! third! type! of!
complexity! one! might! add! the! semantic! complexity,! i.e.! the! number! of! different! types! or!
categories! in! a! representation! (Reichenbacher! 2009a).! The! semantic! complexity! of! a!
representation! rises! with! the! number! of! distinct! types! or! categories! represented.! Visual! and!
semantic! complexities! are! not! necessarily! related.! A! large! number! of! objects! of! the! same!




Figure 21 – Means of map design to support cognitive processes – an exemplary use case of a relevance 





They! include! the! removal! of! information,! such! as! the! filtering! described! in! chapter! 4,! or! the!
amendment!of!existing!information,!such!as!generalisation!or!sequential!highlighting.!The!focus!
of!the!work!that!will!be!described!focuses!on!the!amendment!of!existing!information.!
5.4 External! Cognition! of! Relevance!
Symbolisation!
Encoding!relevance!values!with!map!symbols!has!perhaps!received!the!most!attention!so!far!in!
research! about! geographic! relevance! (Reichenbacher! 2005b).! This! process! involves! finding!
visual! variables! that! offer! attentionBguidance! and! intuitive! mapping! to! values! of! relevance.!
Studies! in!other!contexts!of!research,! like! those!of!Garlandini!and!Fabrikant! (2009),!give!some!
ideas!regarding!visual!variables,!such!as!size,!colour!hue,!orientation!and!colour!value,!and!how!
they!can!be!used!to!attract!attention!of!a!user.!These!visual!variables!allow!users!to!direct!their!
visual! attention! efficiently! to! the! most! relevant! location! and,! if! understood,! to! compare! the!






the! map! symbols! is! that! it! allows! the! information! seeker! to! more! readily! comprehend! the!
degrees! of! relevance! for! the! geographic! information! object! symbolised! on! a! map.! As! these!
relevance!values!are!a!combination!of!several!separate!relevance!values!for!different!relevance!
criteria,! doing! such! calculations! mentally! would! be! prohibitively! difficult! for! a! user.! Each!
geographic! information! object! would! require! the! results! of! these! calculations! to! then! be!
compared,!which!would!most! likely!exceed!working!memory!resources!of! the! individual!and!
lead!to!subBoptimal!or!failing!decision!making.!Visualising!these!values!of!relevance!is!therefore!
a!method!that!can!offload!mental!information!processing.!However,!a!key!question!still!remains!
as! to! the! intuitiveness! of! the! visual! representations.! If! the! user! is! able! to! comprehend! the!
meaning!of! these! visual! variables,! then! it!will! be!possible! to! guide! the!decisions! towards! the!
more! relevant! objects! and! the! less! relevant! objects! can! be! selectively! filtered! from! the! user’s!
choice! set.! This! is! a! form! of! graphical! constraint! as! it! restricts! against! the! user! investigating!














take! is! decided! by! the! concepts! of! external! cognition! described! earlier.! This! section! therefore!
builds! on! the!definition! given! by! Scaife! and!Rogers! (1996)! of! external! cognition,! and! offers! a!
contribution!by!demonstrating!how!these!ideas!can!be!applied!to!improve!the!communication!
of!geographic!relevance.!
Increasing! the! cognitive! offload! of! the! visual! representation! is! dealt! with! by! analysing! the!
relevance!criterion!to!discover!what!forms!of!information!should!be!made!visible!to!the!user,!for!
example! overlaying! a! route! so! the! individual! can! assess! the! directionality! of! the! objects.!
Additionally,! this! analysis! will! also! determine! the! states! of! certain! features! of! the! map!
representation,! such! as! its! orientation! to! the! direction! of! travel.! To! begin,! each! geoBobject! is!
defined!as!geoObj!=!<x,!r(v)1…r(v)n,!R1…Rn>,!which!represents!a!single!location!with!a!number!of!
relevance!criteria!and!relevance!values!for!each!criterion.!The!input!is!then!a!set!of!geo!objects!
GeoObjSet! =! {geoObj1…geoObjn}.! However,! it! is! not! the! data! representation! that! this! thesis! is!
concerned!with,!but!rather!with!making!this!data!representation!perceptible!and!therefore!the!
aspects! that! affect! how! the! relevance! of! the! geoBobjects! in! GeoObjSet! is! perceived! must! be!
defined.!These!aspects!come!from!work!by!Barkowsky!!(2002)!into!how!geographic!information!
is! processed! and! include! dimensionality,! object/field,! vagueness,! spatial! scale,! frame! of!


















Default! Representation! State& DRS& =& GeoSet{! d(point),! of(object),! v(crisp),! s(GeoSet(Extent)),!
r(allocentric),!er(null)!}!
(where!GeoObjSet(Extent)&=!the!extents!of!the!geo!object!dataset)!
This!map! state! (DRS)! is! based! on! the! cartographic! representations! used!within! a! typical! LBS!
map! service,! and! therefore! this!work!will! explore!how! transformation! can!be! applied! to! it! to!




alter! the! parameter! values! of! the! current!map! state! to! those! of! the! target!map! state,! through!
amendments! to! the! content! and!method!of!presentation.!These! transformations!will! be! either!
the! simple! application! of! graphical! effects,! e.g.! overlaying! a!map! layer,! or! require! contextual!
analysis! in! order! to! generate! information! that! can! then! be! used! to! alter! one! or! more! of! the!
parameters.!For!example,!rotating!the!map!towards!the!direction!of! travel! through!analysis!of!
GPS!tracks!will!result!in!the!r!parameter!changing!from!allocentric!to!egocentric.!The!type!and!
nature! of! the! transformation! will! be! based! on! the! relevance! criterion! that! needs! to! be!
represented!and!the!associated!visual!and!interactive!tasks!that!this!criterion!then!requires.!The!
aim!of! these! transformations! is! cognitive! offload! for! the!user.! Transformations! by! the! system!
remove! the! need! for! the! information! seekers! to! carry! out! the! transformations! themselves!
employing! cognitive! resources.!An!example!of! this!would!be!mental! rotation!performed!on!a!
map! state! that! has! a! northBaligned! frame! of! reference! (allocentric)! in! order! to! understand!
directions.!Transforming!the!map!state!to!a!headBup!alignment!(egocentric)!through!analysis!of!
GPS! data! results! in! these!mental! rotations! becoming! unnecessary.! Therefore,! the! greater! the!
total!number!of!differences!between!the!parameters!of!the!target!map!state!and!the!default!map!








Figure 22 – Basic visual representation used for the initial analysis 
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Additionally,! the! design! process! will! seek! to! identify! possible! incorrect! interpretations! and!




will!be! introduced! through!an!example!scenario!which!will! then!be!related! to!a! task!analysis.!










life! problem! or! task! and! discusses! the! cognitive! offload,! graphical! constraining,! and! reB
representation!involved.!The!description!of!the!target!map!state!is!based!on!methods!to!offload!
cognition! onto! the! map! representation.! The! graphical! constraining! and! reBrepresentation! are!
used!to!adapt!or!add!visual!elements!to!the!default!representation.!The!parameters!for!the!new!




uses& a&mobile&mapping& system& to& find& a& hotel& at& which& to& stay.&During& her& stay& she&wishes& to& go& for&
shopping&clothes&and&visit&some&of&the&sights&of&Zurich,&so&the&hotel&should&ideally&be&located&close&to&other&
locations&that&support&these&activities.”&
Cognitive%Offload% E! The! coBlocation! relevance! criterion! is! allocentric! as! its! calculation! is! not!
based! on! the! location! of! the! information! seekers! current! location.! Instead! the! coBlocation!
relevance! of! a! geographic! information! object! results! from! its! proximity! to! other! related!
geographic! information! objects.! This! criterion!will! therefore! be! applied! in! contexts! related! to!
allocentric!geographic!information!needs,!where!the!actual!physical!location!of!the!information!





and!sights.!The! task! is! then! to! find!hotels! that!are! located!within!areas!with!high!densities!of!
places! that! support! shopping! and! sightseeing.! For! the! coBlocation! criterion,! the! relevance! is!











overview!phase,! so! that! this! area! can!be! focused!upon!during! the!more!detailed! comparison.!
This!results!in!the!need!to!perform!a!transformation!that!analyses!the!density!of!these!objects.!!
!
Figure 23 - Co-Location Map States for Clothes Shops (left) and Important Sights (labelled = I. Sights) (right) 
!
One!method!to!support!this!visual!task!is!to!calculate!the!density!through!the!application!of!a!
kernel! density! algorithm,! as! this! outputs! a! raster! data! structure! that! can! communicate! the!
gradual!change!over!space!required!by!the!of!parameter!in!the!above!equation.!The!coBlocation!
is!reliant!not!only!on!the!density!of!objects,!but!also!on!the!type!of!object.!In!the!scenario!above,!
the! examples! given! are! clothes! shops! and! sights.! Therefore! the! type!of! objects! that! constitute!






and!an!overview! is! required,! the!map!extents! (the!s!parameter)!are!set! to! those!of! the!dataset!
and!the!alignment!of!the!map!does!not!need!to!be!adapted.!An!example!implementation!of!the!




surface,! so! that! the! individual! can! easily! understand!which! button! shows!which! surface! and!
how!this!relates!to!the!chosen!activity.!




“After& arriving& in& Zurich& on& Friday& evening,& Julia& plans& her& shopping& trip& for& the& next& day.& She& is&
interested& in& finding& shopping& areas& for& the& following& day’s& shopping& trip,& and&uses& a&mobile&mapping&
system&to&search&for&the&main&shopping&areas&in&Zürich.”&
Cognitive%Offload% E! Clusters! are,! like! coBlocations,! allocentric.! The! relevance! stems! from! the!
density! of! geographic! information! objects,! more! densely! clustered! geographic! information!
objects! result! in! them!becoming!more!relevant.!Cluster! relevance! is! therefore!calculated!using!











of! density! relevance! criterion! results! in! the! individual! geoBobjects! being! assigned! to! cluster!












Figure 24 - Maps adapted to cluster relevance - the overview (left) and the detailed view shown after clicking 
on cluster ranked as the most relevant (right)  
!
Graphical% Constraining% E! One!method! to! represent! these! clusters!would! be! through! explicit!
representations!of!the!clusters!as!regions!on!the!map!or!as!a!density!surface.!However,!it!is!well!




















the!geographic! information!objects,!or! it!could!be!the!distance!from!a! landmark,!e.g.! the!main!





This! scenario! represents! a! need! to! delineate! a! spatioBtemporal! boundary,! and! discover!
geographic! information! objects! located! within! a! specific! distance! of! 10! minutes.! To! judge!
whether! the! geographic! information! objects! are!within! the! boundary!will! require! an! explicit!
visual! representation! of! the! boundaries’! location.! Then! the! individual! is! able! to! judge! if! the!!
geographic!information!objects!are!within!the!boundary!or!not.!Also!necessary!will!be!the!origin!
(or:! point! of! reference?)! to! judge! the! spatioBtemporal! relevance! of! those! objects! within! the!
boundary.!This!origin!will!be!the!current!location!for!an!egocentric!context,!and!a!landmark!for!












of! the!need! to!manually!zoom! the!map.!The!example!of! this!map!state! is! shown! in!Figure!25!
below.!
! !
Figure 25 - Maps adapted to spatio-temporal relevance; areas accessible within the time budget are 
highlighted. The chosen time budget is shown on the left of the interface 
%








ReERepresentation! –! The! area! of! the! map! that! is! accessible! is! highlighted! to! allow! a! clear!
differentiation! between! the! areas! which! are! accessible! and! those! that! are! not! accessible.!
Furthermore,!a!graphical!effect!is!applied!to!blur!the!boundary,!and!to!represent!the!uncertainty!







Cognitive% Offload% E! This! criterion! is! egocentric,! as! it! is! derived! from! the! movement! of! an!
individual! towards! a! specified! location.! The! aim! of! the! representation! for! this! criterion! is! to!
communicate! the!degree! to!which!each!geographic! information!object! is! located! in! relation! to!
the! future! movements! of! the! individual.! This! relevance! criterion! also! varies! gradually! over!
space,!and!so!is!best!seen!as!possessing!vague!boundaries.!To!make!a!judgement!about!direction!
it!will!be!necessary!to!explicitly!represent!the!origin!(current!location)!and!destination,!and!the!







below.! The! transformation! process! for! this! relevance! criterion! will! require! contextual!
information! regarding! the! current! location! and! the! destination! of! travel.! This! contextual!
information! can! then! be! fed! into! a! network! analysis! algorithm! to! calculate! the! shortest! route!
between!these!two!locations,!and!the!route!overlaid!on!the!map.!This!contextual!information!is!
also! used! to! orient! the! map! according! to! the! direction! of! travel! and! set! the! maps! extents!
automatically! to! show! the! origin,! destination! and! potentially! relevant! geoBobjects.! This! then!
removes! the! need! to! interact! with! the! map! to! set! the! correct! map! extents! and! therefore!
represents!a!cognitive!offload.!Lastly,!this!relevance!criterion!is!most!likely!to!be!useful!when!on!
the!move,!and!therefore!is!most!useful! in!contexts!where!interaction!with!the!interface!should!













Figure 26 - Maps adapted to the direction of movement (directionality) 
!
Graphical% Constraining% –% Both! the! origin! and! destination! are! symbolised! differently! to!











To!partly! validate! the!methods! described! above,! one! of! the! adapted! interfaces! is! chosen! and!
compared! to! the! unadapted! interface.! This! comparison! is! carried! out! using! the! cognitive!
modelling!approaches!explained!in!Chapter!3,!and!allows!the!comparison!of!the!interaction!of!
the! individual,! using! CogTool,! and! the! visual! cognition,! using! a! model! of! visual! clutter!
proposed! by! Rosenholtz! et! al.! (2007).! The! interface! adapted! to! the! communication! of!
directionality! is! chosen! as! it! offers! several! unique! adaptations! to! the! interaction! and! visual!





CogTool! is! an! application! that! allows! predictions! of! efficiency! for! goalBdirected! interaction,!
calculated!on!a! simplified!model!of! an! interface.!The!model! follows! that!of! a!keyBstrokeBlevel!




of! this!software! is! that! it!greatly!simplifies! the!process!of!building!a!model!of! interaction,!and!
therefore! results! in! fewer! errors! during! the! model! building! process.! The! CogTool! interface!
model! consists! of! states! and! transitions.! These! states! refer! to! states! of! the! interface! and!
transitions! are! user! generated! events,! such! as! button! clicks! or!mouse! clicks,!which! allow! the!
transition!from!one!interface!state!to!another.!The!model!makes!one!important!assumption,!that!
the!user! is! familiar!with!the!system!being!used.!It!also!automatically!assigns! ‘Think’!cognitive!
actions!for!1.2!seconds,!and!this!approach!is!based!on!the!empirical!observations!of!(Card!et!al.!
1983).!These! ‘Think’! actions!are!not!added! if! the!user!must! repeatedly!push! the! same!button,!
such!as!repeated!tabbing.!With!the!application!of!CogTool,!a!simplified!model!of!the!low!level!








the! arrows! representing! transitions! from! one! interface! state! to! the! next! after! the! button! (top!
right,!coloured!orange)!is!pressed.!The!interaction!involved!the!individual!having!to!create!a!!
!
Figure 27 – Screenshot of an interaction model from CogTool, arrows show the flow of interaction from one 
interface state to the next as the top right button is pressed 
!























Figure 28 – Above - Transitions and states along with modelled times for one object. Below – the growth of 
the interaction time with number of objects 
!
interaction!time.!In!total!moving!from!the!one!object!to!the!next!took!4.8!seconds!for!the!default!
map! representation,! as! the! user! must! first! click! on! the! map! object! (which! involves! a! visual!
search),! then!click!on!show!directions! in!a!popup!and! then!click!on! the!button! to!overlay! the!
route!and!travel!time.!The!adapted!interface!took!only!0.34!seconds!for!the!adapted!interface!to!
display!the!required!information.!This!resulted!in!91!seconds!of! interaction!being!necessary!to!






interactions!necessary! to!generate! the!necessary! information,! and!do!not! incorporate! the!user!
having!to!perceive!and!understand!the!meaning!of!the!information!being!shown!to!them.!It! is!




extract! information! from!an! image,!be! it!a!picture!or!a!map,!during!a!visual! search! task.!This!
tool!was!developed!by!Rosenholtz! (Rosenholtz! et! al.! 2007)! as! a!means! to!measure! this! visual!
clutter,! and! represents!a!bottom!up!approach! that!models! the! statistical! saliency!of!an! image.!
The!model!combines!measures!of!colour!hue,!value!and!differences!in!orientations!to!produce!a!
saliency!map! for! the! image! and! a! dimensionless! scalar! value! that! represents! the!measure! of!
visual! clutter.! It! has! been! verified! with! map! interfaces! and! found! to! correlate! well! to! other!
models! of! clutter! and! to! human! subjective! measures! of! clutter! derived! from! empirical! tests!
(Lohrenz!et!al.!2009).! !This!model!enables!map!clutter! to!be!quantified!with!clutter!measures,!
and!thereby!provide!evidence!that!one!display!is!better!able!to!support!the!visual!attention!of!
another.! More! visual! clutter! results! in! a! degradation! of! performance,! as! it! impedes! visual!






Removing! the! distracting! objects! should! result! in! a! lower! measure! of! visual! clutter! as!
distracting!objects! are! removed.!This!was! carried!out! for!map! images!displaying! the! 20!most!
relevant!objects,!moving! from! the!most! relevant! to! the! twentieth!most! relevant!object!as!with!
the!CogTool!evaluation.!The!output!of!the!model!is!a!clutter!image!(the!lower!images!below!in!
Figure!29)!and!a!dimensionless!scalar!that!represents!the!degree!of!clutter.!Every!adapted!map!











Figure 29 – screenshot of interface with objects removed (top right) and with all objects (top left) and 












analysis! is! a! map! representation! that! contains! amended! and! additional! information! which!
allows!the!individual!to!be!able!to!judge!the!degree!to!which!the!map!objects!are!relevant!for!the!
given! relevance! criterion.! This! method! incorporated! cognitive! principles! and! evidence! was!
found,!through!the!results!of!cognitive!modelling,!that!these!principles!can!increase!the!ability!
of!a!visual!representation!adapted!to!the!relevance!criteria!to!remove!or!offload!cognitive!tasks!
onto! the! external! representation.!However,! the! cognitive! and!perceptual!modelling! could!not!
validate! the! two! other! principles! of! external! cognition! B! graphical! constraining! and! reB
representation!B!which!play!a!key!role!in!the!communication!of!relevance.!These!principles!help!
the!user!not!only!intuitively!understand!what,!where!and!when!something!is!relevant,!but!also!
why! it! is! relevant,! e.g.!because! it! is! located!along!my! travel!path.!The!next! chapter! features!a!
more! in!depth! exploration! of! how! the!visual! representation!here! can! be!made!more! intuitive!
and!usable!through!the!application!of!categories!and!metaphors.!Additionally,!Experiment!III!in!































The!previous!chapters! introduced!methods! that! filter! information,!and! then!can!be!utilised! to!
add!task!related!information!to!remove!possible!misinterpretations!and!offload!cognition.!This!
chapter! introduces! the! application! of! categorisation! and! metaphor! use! to! further! enrich! the!
visual!representation.!It!borrows!from!studies!carried!out!into!linguistic!theories,!such!as!!image!
schema! (Lakoff! and! Johnson! 1980)! and! basic! domains! (Langacker! 1986),! and! interaction!
research,!specifically!faceted!search!(Hearst!2008)!and!map!interaction!(Harrower!and!Sheesley!




searchable! structure! to! the! various! dimensions! of! relevance.! This! structure! can! then! be!
interacted!with!through!a!faceted!search,!which!allows!an!information!seeker!to!rapidly!narrow!
the! search! space! that! is! being! explored.! The! application! of! metaphors! aims! to! enrich! the!
interactions,!and!also!offer!a!means! through!which! to! intuitively!communicate! relevance.!The!
communication! of! relevance! is! explored! for! both! linguistic! and! visual! representations.!




a! search! interface! is! described! to! explain! how! these!methods!might! be! incorporated! into! an!
interface!design.!
6.1 Categorising!Geographic!Relevance!
There! are! several! good! reasons! why! continuous! geographic! relevance! values! should! be!
categorised.!The!first!reason!is!that!the!high!precision!of!the!values!belies!the!actual!inaccuracies!
that!will!be!inherent!in!measuring!distance!and!time!with!positioning!sensors.!The!values!imply!
computational!and!model!accuracy!not!existing! in!reality.!For!example,! if!Object!A! is!1!meter!
more! distant! from! a! user! than!Object! B,! it! could! be! said! that!Object! B! is!more! relevant! than!
Object! A,! and! the! geographic! relevance! value! may! differ! by! 0.01! between! the! two! objects.!
However,!an!information!seeker!would!most!likely!perceive!these!two!objects!as!being!equally!
relevant.!Also,!a!direct!mapping!of!the!values!into!visual!variables!would!lead!to!perceptually!





communication!of! relevance,!with! each! category! offering! the! opportunity! to! assign! a! label! or!
symbolisation,! and! thereby! express! relevance! using! natural! language! terms! or! with! map!
symbols.!The!aim!of!this!section!is!to!find!how!the!categorisation!process!can!operate!on!each!
relevance! criterion.! It! addresses! these! problems! following! the! main! divisions! shared! by! all!
spatioBtemporal!data!–!space,!time,!and!attribute.!To!begin!with!the!structure!of!the!categories!is!
discussed,! followed! by! the! categorisation! of! individual! criteria! of! geographic! relevance,! and!




This! chapter! describes! how! categories! allow! information! seekers! to! drill! down! quickly,! and!
move!efficiently!from!an!overview!to!the!most!relevant!region(s)!in!a!map!display.!The!ability!of!
an! individual! to! carry!out! this! task!efficiently! is!greatly!affected!by! the!number!of! categories,!
and!the!number!of!objects!within!each!of!those!categories.!This!is!referred!to!in!this!chapter!as!
the!structure!of!the!categories.!The!number!of!categories!to!output!is!a!parameter!found!in!most!
categorisation! algorithms.! It! is! worth! considering! this! parameter,! as! the! number! of! classes!
resulting! from! a! categorisation! of! geographic! relevance! will! have! an! influence! on! the!
subsequent! interactions! and! cognitive! processes! of! the! information! seeker.! The! cognitive!
processes! are! mainly! affected! by! the! structure! of! the! categories! in! terms! of! the! number! of!




decision! results! from! the! number! of! alternatives! to! compare! (Johnson! and! Payne! 1985).! For!
example,!during! an! ideal! information! seeking!process,! the! individual!moves! from!a! set! of! all!
geographic! information!objects! to!a! small! subset!of!highly! relevant!objects!which!can! then!be!




Visual& Search! –! As! with! the! decision! making! complexity,! the! structure! of! the! categories! will!
















taste,!could!be!categorised!on!average! into!6.5!classes.!Research! that! looked! into! the!ability!of!
individuals!to!rate!and!discriminate!between!documents!based!on!their!relevance!has!produced!
similar! results! (Rong! et! al.! 1999).! ! The! number! of! categories! has! also! been! found! to! have! an!
effect!upon!the!ratings!of!relevance!of!documents!during!information!seeking!experiments.!!In!
the! case!of! relevance! judgements,!one! study! showed! that! the!number!of! rating! classes!on! the!
scale!affect!the!confidence!of!the!ratings,!and!that!overall!seven!classes!allowed!the!participants!
to! best! represent! their! feelings! regarding! the! relevance! of! the! documents! (Rong! et! al.! 1999).!
Further!evidence!for!this!can!be!found!in!the!experiments!by!Preston!and!Colman!(2000),!which!
compared! scales! from! two! to! seven! points! in! terms! of! their! ability! to! discriminate,! with!








spatial! analysis! of! the! relevance! assessed! dataset,! and! following! this! section! 6.1.3! looks! at!
categorisation!of!the!dataset!based!on!the!relevance!scores.!
6.1.2 Classification!of!Space,!Time!and!Topic!
Classifying! space! is! something! that! is! carried! out! in! language! and! cognition,! as! a! way! to!
generalise!space!in!order!for!it!to!become!easier!to!understand.!A!good!example!is!the!reference!
to! a! fiat! or! administrative! spatial! region! (‘some& houses& are& in& the& nice& area,& others& not’)! so! that!
several!objects!can!be!differentiated!rapidly.!The!characteristic!used!to!differentiate!the!regions!
can!draw!upon!all!the!various!meanings!of!location!that!have!been!defined!by!(Edwardes!2007),!
















basic! terms! resulting! in! four! categories.! Assigning! the! relevance! objects! to! each! category!












the! user! is! moving! exactly! to! the! North,! then! this! value! would! be! 0°.! Also! necessary! is! the!
calculation! of! the! angles! between! the! user! and! each! object! (symbolised! as! o& below).! The!
quadrant! for! AHEAD! is! then! assigned! to! all! objects! where! o<(aB45°)! and! o>(a+45°),! RIGHT!
where! o>(a+45°)! and! o<(a+135°),! LEFT!where! o<(aB45°)! and! o>(aB135°)! and! BEHIND! o>(a+135°)!





by! a! system! (Hernández! et! al.! 1995).! Instead! the! categorisation! method! applied! here! uses!
discrete!quantities!of!distance,!as!is!less!ambiguous!and!will!therefore!allow!better!judgements!





numbers,! e.g.! Category! 1! B! distance<128.46m,! Category! 2! distance<251.82m),! will! hinder! the!
ability!of!the!user!to!compare!and!make!sense!of!the!categories.!This!results!from!the!heuristics!
used! by! individuals! to! compare! numbers,! and! which! result! in! inaccurate! judgements! of!
differences! between! extremely! precise! numbers! (Thomas! and!Morwitz! 2008).! This! is! also! not!
how! distance! is! commonly! communicated,! with! humans! most! likely! preferring! the! lowest!
precision! relevant! to! the! scale!of! space!being!described.!On! the! scale!of!geographic! relevance!
assessments!this!would!commonly!be!on!a!scale!of!tens!(10m,!20m!etc.)!to!hundreds!of!metres!
(100m,!200m!etc).!It!could!also!give!a!false!confidence!in!the!accuracy!of!the!user’s!location,!used!
for! calculating! the! distance! values.! The! same! consideration! applies! for! spaceBtime! distances.!
However,! a!mode!of! travel!must!also!be! specified! in! this! instance,! as! the! time! taken! to! travel!
over!space!varies!with!the!travel!speed.!The!categorisation!process!therefore!takes!each!object,!








Figure 32 - Categorisation of space-time 
!
The!distances!thresholds!are!specified!using!a!quantile!categorisation!adapted!to!produce!seven!

























labelling!of! these! features!as! clusters!will! therefore!most! likely!not!be! familiar! to!naive!users.!
More! applicable! is! the! term! areas,! as! in! sightseeing! areas! or! nightlife! areas.! If! labelling! is!
necessary,! then!clusters!would!be!better! termed!‘<activity>!areas’,!with!the!<activity>!attached!
to! the!cluster!class! label!coming! from!the!context!of!activity!at!which! the! information!seeking!
was!targeted.!!
Co4Location&
The! distance! from! the! geographic! information! objects! to! related! objects! offers!many!ways! to!





distance! threshold.! All! objects! that! do! not!meet! this! threshold! are! put! into! a! non! coBlocated!
class,!whilst!the!remaining!objects!are!placed!into!a!coBlocated!class.!!
!
Figure 34 - Objects categorised according to the distance from a bus stop 
!
A! more! sophisticated! method! would! allow! this! to! be! carried! out! using! the! methodology!
described! for! spatial! and! spatioBtemporal! distance,! where! a! classification! is! created! from! a!
discretisation!of! the!distances! into!separate!classes.!The!context!required!to!do!this! is! then!the!
type!of! related!object! (e.g.!bus!stop).!The! labelling!of! the!classes!can! follow!that!of! the!spatial!
distance! categorisation,!with! the! user! location! replaced!with! the! object! type! e.g.! Category1! =!
50m!from!bus!stop,!Category2!=!50B100m!from!a!bus!stop.!
Topicality&















held!within! the!attribute!data!of! the! relevanceBassessed!datasets.!The!aim!of! the! classification!
procedure!is!to!support!the!decision!making!and!information!seeking!of!a!user.!Unlike!with!the!





The! first! requirement! is! that! the! classification! should! be! able! to! produce! highly! relevant!
categories! that! contain! a! low!number! of!member! objects,! so! that! the! comparison! of! the!most!
relevant!objects!does!not!become!difficult,!and!the!visual!clutter!is!minimised.!Additionally,!the!
number!of!categories!should!not!be!greater!than!seven!due!to!the!complexity!of!interacting!with!
many! categories! and! discriminating! between! these! categories.! Traditional! cartographic!
classification!algorithms!do!not!produce!categories!meeting!these!criteria,!because!they!aim!at!
visually! communicating! the! underlying! statistical! distribution! of! a! dataset! as! accurately! as!
possible! (Cromley!and!Mrozinski!1999,!Galant!2006).!When!applied!to!relevance!datasets,! this!
can! result! in! the! most! relevant! categories! containing! large! numbers! of! objects,! if! a! large!
proportion! of! the! objects! contain! high! relevance! values.! The! approach! therefore! taken! is! to!
utilise! a! form!of! quantile! categorisation,!which! focuses! on! the! number! of! objects!within! each!
category,!instead!of!the!statistical!distribution!of!the!relevance!values.!As!the!maximum!number!
of! categories! utilised! is! limited! to! seven,! a! conventional! quantile!method! could! also! result! in!
large!numbers! of! objects! assigned! to! each! category,! e.g.! 350! objects! and! seven! categories!will!
result! in! 50! objects! per! category.! Therefore! an! exponential! function! is! defined!which! assigns!
exponentially!increasing!numbers!of!objects!as!the!ordinal!relevance!of!the!category!decreases.!
This! function! then!produces!highly! relevant! categories! that! contain! few!objects.! Furthermore,!










!"#$%& = !!!!!!!! !!!! (1)!
!
! " Number"of"Objects"
! Class"Number" p=1" p=2" p=3"
Most"Relevant" 1" 25" 5" 1"
" 2" 50" 20" 7"
" 3" 75" 45" 24"
" 4" 100" 80" 57"
" 5" 125" 125" 112"
" 6" 150" 180" 193"
Least"Relevant" 7" 175" 245" 306"
 




increase! in! the! number! of! objects! per! category,! but! as! the! p! parameter! is! increased! the!




desired!number!of! objects! in! the! top! class,! then! iterate! through!gradually! increasing!p! values!







objects,! and! less! relevant! classes! that! contain! larger! amounts! of! objects.! This!means! that! the!
decision!complexity!of! the!most! relevant! classes! is! low!as! fewer!objects!must!be!compared.! It!
also!provides!a!good!fit!to!the!long!tailed!distributions!that!relevance!models!most!often!output!
(Fairthorne!2005,! Stock!2006).!Furthermore,! this!method!allows! the! individual! to!quickly!drill!
down! to! the! most! relevant! objects.! Additionally,! it! may! also! be! possible! for! the! relevance!
categorisation! to! be! amended! according! to! the! context! of! the! results! returned.! For! example,!
higher!p!values!can!be!used!for! larger!result!sets,!and!therefore!keep!the!number!of!objects! in!
the! top! categories!at! a! constant!number,! regardless!of! the! size!of! the! result! set! returned.!This!
will! then!have!cognitive!benefits!as! the!amount!of!objects! to!be!returned! is!kept!at!a!constant!




facets! in! this! framework)! of! information! objects! to! be! utilised! as! a! means! to! narrow! down!
results!sets!during!an! information!seeking!process! (Hearst!2008).!Studies!have!shown!that! the!
faceted!search!framework!is!capable!of! improving!the!usability!of!an! interface!such!that!users!
can! search! through! and! break! down! large! results! sets! in! order! to! find! and! compare! relevant!
documents!and! images! (Hearst!et!al.!2002).!Additionally,! this! interaction! framework!has!been!
extended! successfully! to! the! development! of! mobile! interfaces! (Karlson! et! al.! 2006)! and!
geographic!information!retrieval!(Frontiera!2008).!This!section!describes!how!the!categorisation!
processes! described! in! sections! 6.1.1! and! 6.1.2! can! be! applied! to! the! creation! of! such! a!
framework,! and!how!such!a! system!might!be!designed.!The!aim!of! the! system! is! to!allow!an!
individual! to! express! complex! information! needs! that! encompass! multiple! dimensions! of!
relevance.!!
The! role! of! the! categorisation! is! to! first! enumerate! all! possible! categories! for! each! relevance!
criterion.!An! information!seeker!can! then!select! categories! from!each!relevance!criterion,!with!

















To! demonstrate! the! ideas! discussed! above,! an! example! implementation! was! created! that!
incorporated!a! faceted!classifcation! interface!which!used!geographic! relevance! categorisations!
to!produce!the!facets!(Figure!36).!In!this!implementation,!the!entire!result!set!is!used!as!input!to!
the!faceted!classification.!For!mutually!exclusive!object!categories,!more!than!one!category!can!
be! selected.! For! example,! an! individual! can! choose! to! show! all! cafes! and! restaurants.! For!
mutually!inclusive!categories!this!is!not!possible,!for!example!in!Figure!37!B!screenshot!C,!all!the!
places!within!a!6!minute!walk!are!selected,!and!therefore!the!categories!that!relate!to!a!less!than!
6! minute! walk! time! (<2,! <3,! <4! minutes)! are! also! included.! At! each! step! the! information! is!
thresholded!based!on!the!categories!selected,!which!results!in!each!choice!of!category(s)!from!a!
facet!producing!a!set!of!objects!that!meet!the!threshold,!and!a!set!that!does!not.!The!continual!





example! of! this! process! is! shown! in! Figure! 36.! Eventually! the! individual! is! left!with! a! set! of!
objects!that!meet!all! the!desirable!characteristics,! i.e.!needs!expressed!(shown!in!red!on!Figure!
36)!and!the!information!seeking!process!can!therefore!focus!on!the!comparison!of!these!objects.!
With! only! a! few! facets! applied! to! the! result! set,! the! result! set! become!more!manageable.! In!
Figure! 36! for! instance,! 1397! objects! are! reduced! to! 15! objects! after! the! selection! of! only! three!




Figure 36 - Example of a faceted search output showing restaurants, located ahead of the user within a five 






Several! options! are!possible!when!visually! communicating! this! thresholding!process,! one! can!
filter!out!those!objects!that!are!not!within!the!subset!specified!by!the!user!or!apply!a!different!!
!
Figure 37 - Example faceted search interface. A=top level facets, B=spatio-temporal category facets (red 
objects meet the criteria, blue object do not) 
!
symbology!to!each!result!set,!as!in!Figure!37,!or!are!simply!between!those!objects!that!meet!the!
criteria! specified! and! those! that! do! not.! The! latter! approach! is! taken! in! the! implementation!
described!below,!although!all!approaches!are!equally!valid.!The!design!of! the! interface! is!also!
complicated!due!to!the!small!screen!size,!as!the!common!method!used!for!a!full!screen!interface!
is!to!place!the!facets!to!the!left!or!right!of!the!screen.!This!method!has!the!advantage!of!allowing!
the! interactions! with! the! facets! to! become! instantly! visible,! an! advantage! of! which! is! to!






therefore!be!visible!and!large!enough!to! interact!with.!Furthermore,! the!map!is!kept!visible! in!
the! background! and! therefore! the! interactions! with! the! facets! still! remains! visible! to! the!







geographic! relevance! is! an! excellent! example.! In! this! section! metaphors! are! applied! to! the!
linguistic! and! visual! communication! along!with! the! design! of! interaction!methods.! The! basic!
structure!of!a!metaphor!is!formed!by!linking!two!concepts,!a!source!to!a!target!concept.!The!use!
of!a!metaphor!is!to!take!an!unfamiliar!(target)!concept!and!describe!it!using!a!familiar!(source)!
concept.! The! sourceBtarget! mapping! is! therefore! uniBdirectional.! Lakoff! (1983)! provides! an!
example! a! metaphor! with! “IDEAS! ARE! FOOD”! (e.g.! halfBbaked! ideas).! This! mapping!
communicates!to!the!interpreter!not!the!literal!meaning!that!ideas!actually!are!food,!but!that!the!
concept! of! an! IDEA! operates! in! a! similar!way! to! the! concept! of! FOOD.! For! example,! saying!
something!is!highly!relevant!means!mapping!the!degree!of!relevance!to!the!concept!of!height.!
Applying! this! to!geographic! relevance!begins!with! the!need! to!define! the! target!domain.!The!
approach! taken! here! is! a! practical! one.! It! is! not! necessary! to! describe! in! any! great! detail! the!
semantics! of! geographic! relevance,! but! rather! to! delineate! the! underlying! features! that! an!
information! seeker! would! need! to! understand! about! geographic! relevance! in! order! for! it! to!
become! useful.! Figure! 38! schematically! shows! the! position! of! five! relevanceBassessed! objects!
(A,B,C,D! and! E),! on! a! relevance! scale! from! 0! to! 1! (shown! at! the! bottom! of! Figure! 38).! The!
relevance!scale!has!also!been!categorised!into!three!relevance!categories.!With!this!structure!the!
relevance! of! the! objects! can! be! communicated! to! various! degrees! of! precision! as! described!
below:!











the! difference! between! two! categories! of! geographic! relevance.! As! these! categories! can! be!
ordered!by! relevance,! the! level! of!measurement! for! this! level! of!precision! is! as! on! an!ordinal!




Figure 38 – Example visual schematic of two relevance assessed objects 
&
Rank& Level& of& Precision! –! This! level! of! precision! allows! comparison! of! the! object! based! on! the!
rank,! but! removes! the! ability! to! see! the! relative! difference! in! relevance! between! objects.! For!
example,!it!is!impossible!to!know!that!Object!A!(relevance=.723)!is!twice!as!relevant!as!Object!D!
(relevance=.343).!
Continuous& level& of& precision! B! The!most! specific! approach! would! be! to! express! the! difference!
between! the! two!objects! as! a! continuous!value,! on!a! ratio! level!of!measurement.!An!example!
would!be! to! communicate! that!Object!A! is! twice!as! relevant!as!Object!D.!As! shown! in! future!
sections,!this!method!is!only!applicable!during!the!application!of!visual!metaphors.!!
These! four! levels! of! precision! represent! four! different! ways! in! which! the! relevance! target!
domain! can! be! communicated.! This! will! therefore! have! an! effect! upon! the! choice! of! which!






means! (visual! or! linguistic)! used! to! communicate! relevance.! For! example,! common! linguistic!
metaphorical! expressions! of! relevance! (see! next! section)! do! not! express! relevance! as! a!
continuous! concept.! The!method! of!metaphorical! communication! therefore! places! limitations!
upon!the!level!of!precision!that!can!be!communicated!to!a!user.!The!following!sections!go!on!to!
describe! both! linguistic! and! visual!metaphors! of! relevance! that! utilise! the! levels! of! precision!
described!in!this!section.!
6.3 Linguistic!Expressions!of!Relevance!
Several!different!ways!of!describing! the!degree!of! relevance!of!something!can!be! found,! from!
‘wholly!relevant’!or!‘strongly!relevant’!to!‘closely!relevant’!(Carlier!et!al.!2000,!Spink!et!al.!1998,!
Saracevic! et! al.! 1997,! Lakoff! 1973).! The! examples! in! the! last! sentence! use! the! metaphors! of!
wholeness,! height! and! distance! to! communicate! the! degree! of! relevance.! There! is! a! simple!




image! schema! world! (Lakoff! and! Johnson! 1980).! Image! schemas! are! cognitive! structures!
developed! through! our! embodied! interaction! with! our! perceived! environment! (Kuhn! 1993).!
SCALE!is!a!member!concept!of!the!spatial!group!of!image!schemas,!and!refers!to!an!increase!or!
decrease! in! a! metaphorical! amount! and! fits! extremely! well! to! the! description! of! geographic!
relevance!in!the!preceding!section!(Grady!2005).! It! is! therefore!used!as!the!conceptual!basis!to!
develop!mappings!between!the!target!domain!of!relevance!and!a!source!domain.!
The!image!schema!SCALE!can!be!expressed!in!several!different!ways.!From!the!perspective!of!
linguistic! metaphors,! a! common! method! is! the! application! of! antonyms,! as! in! weakly! or!
strongly! relevant.! This! is! because! there! is! a! strong! semantic! link! between! the! SCALE! image!
schema!and!gradations!of!quantity!expressed!as!antonyms!(Popova!2005).!Analysis!of!antonyms!
has! shown! that! several!different! types!of! antonyms!exist! and! therefore! the! communication!of!
the! SCALE! concept!will! be! affected! by! the! type! of! antonym! chosen! (Evans! and!Green! 2006).!
Perhaps! the!closest! type!of!antonym!to! the!actual! characteristics!of! relevance! is!known!as! the!
monoscalar.! This! type! of! polar! antonym! extends! from! the! quantity! of! zero! in! a! positive!
direction.!An!example!of! this! is! the!concept!of!SHORT–LONG.!One! term! is!associated!with!a!
higher!value!of!the!property!LENGTH,!and!the!other!term!with!a!lower!value!of!that!property.!
The! other! type! of! antonym! is! known! as! biscalar,! and! can! be! further! divided! into! two! types,!
equipollent!and!parallel.!Equipollent!antonyms!arrange!themselves!as!symmetrically!opposite;!
both! begin! at! zero! but! increase! in! opposite! directions.! A! good! example! of! this! is! the! HOT–






warmer!water!will!provoke! sensations! that!are!different! from!one!another,!but! still! related! to!
the!temperature!of!the!water!(Evans!and!Green!2006).!Parallel!types!are!similar!to!equipollent,!
but! one! term! goes! towards! zero! and! the! other! towards! positive! infinity,! both! partly!
overlapping.! An! example! for! this! is! the! HARD–SOFT! concept.! The! most! common! of! these!
antonym!types!is!the!monoscalar.!!
A! second! common! linguistic! method! to! describe! the! quantities! of! something! is! through! the!
application! of! linguistic! hedges,! the! common! way! in! which! the! image! schema! of! SCALE! is!
expressed!(Johnson!1987,!Grady!2005,!Clausner!and!Croft!1999).!These!hedges,!such!as!very,!less,!
or!more,!are!usually!adjectives!that!can!be!applied!to!communicate!uncertainty!or!expectations!
of! something! and! are! also! commonly! used! within! the! fuzzy! set! theory! proposed! by! Zadeh!
(1965)! to! label! each! set.! They! are! also! applied! to! communicate! the! degree! of! relevance! in!


























Table 5 - Terms used for the study, along with references containing their use 
!
utilised! in! this! section.!They! come!mostly! from!studies! that! focus!on! relevance!of!quantity!of!
relevance,! as! other! metaphorical! terms! exist! that! express! the! uncertainty! of! relevance,! e.g.!
clarity! can! be! used! to! communicate! uncertainty! as! in! ‘this& is& clearly& relevant’,! ! and! do! not!
communicate! quantity.! The! review! of! literature! resulted! in! a! list! of! seven! metaphorical!
antonyms!used.!Additionally,!hedges!were!also!taken!into!account!in!this!study,!resulting!in!a!
total! of! eight! possible!ways! of! describing! relevance,!with!most! of! the! content!made! up! from!
monoscalar! antonyms,! the! exception! being! the! TEMPERATURE! metaphor! (Figure! 39).! The!




performing! searches! on!Google! and! Twitter! in! order! to! gauge! the! commonality! of! use.! Both!
Google! and! Twitter! searches!were! carried! out!with! each! term! entered! in! quotation!marks! to!
allow! only! that! exact! term! to! be! used! as! the! query! term! e.g.! “quite! relevant”.! All! the! terms!










results! were! collected! in! an! automated! way! using! Google! Docs! and! an! augmented! script!
provided!by!(Hawksey!2012).!This!script!allowed!the!place!name!or!xy!coordinates!(if!available)!
of! each! tweet! to! be! extracted! into! a! spreadsheet,! along! with! the! text! content! of! the! tweet.!
Although!a!limit!of!1500!tweets!per!query!exists!in!Twitter,!this!limit!was!not!reached.!!
The!metaphor!group!and!linguistic!hedge!group!allowed!different!numbers!of!gradations!to!be!
expressed,! for! example! the! hedge! group! contains! the! most! different! terms! (13)! whilst! the!
HEIGHT!group!contains!the!least!different!terms!(3).!Therefore,!during!the!analysis!of!Google!
results,! the! top! three! terms!were! taken! from! all! of! the! groups! to! ensure! the! comparison!was!
equal.!These! results! for! these! top! three! terms!were! then! summated! to!give! a! total! number!of!
web!documents! containing! these! search! terms.!As! shown! in!Figure!40,! the! results! show! large!
























Figure 40 - Results of Google results returned for each metaphor and the hedge group 
!
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from! those! term! groups! that! contained! more! than! three! terms! were! counted! in! order! to!
normalise!the!count!statistics.!!
In! total,! after! the! filtering,! 2111! tweets! were! collected! that! communicated! the! relevance! of!
something.!Overall!analysis!of!the!term!frequency!showed!a!similar!distribution!to!the!Google!
analysis!results.!As!with!the!Google!result!analysis,!the!hedge!term!group!was!the!most!popular!
although! to! a!more! significant! degree,! as! the! second!most! popular,!HEIGHT,! returned! three!












HEDGE!terms!are!more!expressive,! in! that! the!speaker! is!able! to!express!a!greater!number!of!
differing! degrees! of! relevance! than! with! the! antonyms! used! during!metaphor! use.! It! is! also!
likely! that! hedging! in! general! is! a! more! common! means! of! communicating! quantity! than!
metaphor!use,!and!therefore!will!most!often!be!found!when!communicating!quantity!for!many!
other!concepts!aside!from!relevance.!Further!evidence!for!the!popularity!of!the!terms!is!that!the!
separate! two! sources! of! Google! and! Twitter! show! a! high! amount! of! correlation.! When! the!
results! of! the! two! sources!were! ranked,! only! the! strength! and! fullness! categories! differed! in!
their!ranked!location!and!therefore!the!high!level!of!agreement!suggests!that!these!results!hold!
some!validity!beyond!the!information!sources!used.!
The! purpose! of! this! section! was! to! discover! which! linguistic! metaphors! are! employed! to!
commonly! communicate! relevance.! This! has! significance! for! the! linguistic! communication! of!
geographic!relevance,!which!could!be!carried!out!through!labelling!on!a!graphical!interface,!or!







As! geographic! relevance! is! a! concept! that! can! be! communicated! by! visual! representations! of!
space,!it!is!also!necessary!to!investigate!how!metaphors!can!be!used!to!encode!relevance!within!
map!symbols.!A!similar!approach!is!used!as!with!linguistic!metaphors,!to!define!a!mapping!that!
takes! concepts! from! everyday! experience,! and! apply! them! to! the! target! domain! of! relevance.!
The! mapping! between! source! and! target! domain! for! the! visual! metaphors! of! geographic!
relevance! draws! on! work! carried! out! in! the! field! of! linguistics! and! cognitive! science,! in! the!
proposal!of!theories!of!image!schemas!and!basic!domains!first!proposed!by!Lakoff!and!Johnson!
(1980)! and! Langacker! (1986).! Both! theories! share! similarities,! in! that! they! relate! directly! to!
sensory! and! perceptual! experience.! Basic! domains! include! such! concepts! as! TEMPERATURE!
and! ! COLOUR,! and! differ! to! image! schemas! in! that! they! can! be! derived! from! subjective!
experience,! including! concepts! which! are! not! imagistic! (Evans! and! Green! 2006).! A! good!
example! of! such! a! basic! domain! is! TIME,! which! is! subjectively! experienced,! and! not!
experienced!directly!by!sensory!organs.!These! two!theories!have!one!significant!benefit! to! the!
derivation!of!a!source!domain,!they!are!derived!from!experience!and!concepts!that!are!shared!
by! the! majority! of! individuals! (Clausner! and! Croft! 1999).! This! allows! the! concepts! to! be!
recognised!by!users!from!a!range!of!backgrounds!and!cultures.!!
The! metaphors! proposed! fall! into! one! of! ten! groups,! and! come! from! proposed! lists! of! both!
image! schemas! (Risch! 2008)! and! basic! domains! (Evans! and! Green! 2006,! Clausner! and! Croft!
1999).!These!lists!are!the!foundation!for!the!design!of!metaphors!for!geographic!relevance!based!
on!experiential!concepts.!In!compiling!the!list,!both!image!schema!and!basic!domains!contained!









CONTAINER! ).! Visual! metaphors! were! then! created! that! fit! within! these! concepts! to!
demonstrate! how! the! concepts! can! be! implemented! to! symbolise! relevance.! The! metaphors!







Several! important! points! about! these! source!domains! should! be! noted.! The! first! point! is! that!






abstract! level;! this! concept! is! a! discrete! topological! relationship! (in! or! out)! and! therefore!
requires!discrete!‘containers’.!
A! second! point! worth! highlighting! concerns! the! development! of! the! visual! design! from! the!
original! concept.!Designing! the! symbols! for! the!metaphors!will!play! an! important! role! in! the!
ability!of!the!individuals!to!recognise!the!meaning!encoded!within!the!visual!metaphor.!A!well!
designed!map! symbol!will! help! a!user! to! recognise! exactly!what! is! being! communicated! and!
therefore!the!structure!of!the!source!domain!within!the!concept,!which!can!then!be!mapped!to!
the! target! domain.! The! symbology! used! for! the! visual! metaphors! can! range! from! the! nonB
abstract! mimetic! (pictorial)! to! the! abstract! arbitrary! (geometric! objects)! as! defined! by!
MacEachren!(1995).!!An!example!of!this!can!be!seen!in!the!TEMPERATURE!metaphor!in!Figure!





represents! the! ‘ground’! and! the! other! object! is! placed! relative! to! this! ‘ground’! object! to!
communicate!height.!
For! the! basic! domains,! visual! variables! are! employed! to! communicate! the! metaphor! type!
(hot=red,! cold=blue).! The! metaphorical! use! of! visual! variables! differs! from! the! semiotic!
application,!as!it!requires!that!the!individual!is!not!able!to!relate!the!change!in!colour!directly!to!
a! quantity! of! relevance,! but! instead! to! an! emotion! or! feeling,! such! as! heat.! The!mapping! to!
relevance!must! then! take!place! once! the! link! to! the!underlying! concept! has! been! established.!
The! exception! for! this! is! the! EMOTION! group,! which! is! difficult! to! communicate! using! the!
mimetic! symbologies! due! to! the! way! in! which! they! communicate.! The! EMOTION! group!
















upon!how!the!relevance! is!represented!and!the!characteristics!of! the!object!or! its!environment!
that!contribute!to!its!relevance.!Some!contextual!characteristics!that!may!dictate!the!applicability!
of!a!given!metaphor!are!described!below:!
Binary,& Continuous& or&Discrete& B!An! important! criterion! is!whether! the! property! is! continuous,!
discrete,! or!binary.!For! example,!CONTAINMENT! is! a!good!example!of! a!metaphor! that! can!
communicate!with!binary! states.!An!example!would!be! if! the!geographic! relevance!of! a! shop!
consisted!only!of!being!in!a!state!of!open!or!closed.!However,!in!practice!a!single!binary!relevant!
property! is! rarely! the! case,! and!metaphors! that! communicate! categorical,! rank! or! continuous!
levels! of! precision! are! likely! to! be! more! applicable.! Furthermore,! metaphors! that! can!
communicate!the!highest!level!of!precision!will!also!be!more!flexible!as!they!can!be!scaled!down!
to! represent! the! lower! levels! of! precision.! An! example! would! be! taking! the! FULLBEMPTY!
concept!and!visualising!at!a!binary!level!of!precision,!e.g.!full!or!empty.!
Levels&of&Measurement!–!Although!geographic!relevance!is!a!ratio!level!of!measurement,!this!can!
easily! be! converted! to! an! ordinal! level! by! ranking! the! result! set! by! relevance! scores.! SCALE!
offers! a! common!way! to! visualise! such! rankings,! examples! of! this! can! be! seen! with! Google!
Maps!using!the!alphabet!A,!B,!C!…!(see!Fig.!42).!An!important!consideration!is!to!find!a!way!to!
represent!the!scale!that!does!not!result!in!confusion!as!to!the!direction!of!the!scale.!For!example!
ten! objects! labelled! with! numbers! from! 1! to! 10! to! represent! the! relevance! rank! could! be!
interpreted!as!a!rank,!1!is!equal!to!1st!,!or!conversely!as!!a!quantity,!i.e.!10!is!greater!than!1,!so!10!
is!perceived!as!the!most!relevant.!!
Context& of& interpretation! –! The! surrounding! context! of! the! information! seeker!will!most! likely!
have!an!effect!on!the!interpretation!of!a!metaphor.!For!example,!when!assessing!the!relevance!of!
places! for! a! nightlife! activity,! the! hot! (relevant)Bcold! (irrelevant)! metaphor!may!make! sense.!
When!seeking!a!good!ski!run,!this!metaphor!would!begin!to!make!less!sense!to!an!information!













The! visual! and! linguistic! metaphors! of! relevance! were! applied! to! the! communication! of!
relevance,! but! methods! to! enrich! the! interactions! with! relevance! assessed! datasets! are! also!
necessary! to! consider.! This! section! deals!with! the! description! of! a!metaphor!which! can! help!
with!the!process!of!seeking!information,!and!how!it!can!be!implemented!in!a!working!system.!A!
metaphor!based!around!common!map!controls! termed!Relevance!Zooming! is!discussed.!First!
the! source! domain! of! zooming! is! discussed! and! the! common!map! interface! tools! that! allow!





This! interaction! has! different!meanings! in! different! domains,! and! therefore! it! is! necessary! to!
first!define!what! it!means! in! the!context!of! relevance.!Although!zooming!has!been! thought!of!
being!analogous!to!the!common!action!performed!by!optical!cameras,!Jackson!(1990)!argues!that!
a!more! sensible!grounding! is!not! simply!with! the! change!of!view,!but! also!how! it! affects! the!
cognitive!processes!of!individuals!by!allowing!someone!to!‘focus’!on!something.!Furthermore,!
alteration! to! the! extents! of! a! space! being!viewed! is! not! the! only! application! of! zooming.! The!
zooming!interaction!can!enable!the!exploration!through!the!three!main!elements!of!spatial!data,!
space,!time!and!attribute.!!
Zooming! in! space! is!most! typically! implemented! as! a!means! to! alter! the!map! scale,! and! is! a!




must! be! achieved! through! analytical! procedures! that! work! upon! the! map! data,! such! as!
generalisation.!Often! the! level!of!detail!and!map!scale! is!positively!correlated,!and!changes! in!
one! follow! changes! on! the! other,! in! order! to! keep! the! density! of! information! equal! between!
zoom! levels.! Temporal! zooming! has! been! implemented! to! navigate! through! a! continuous!









to! change! the! scale! at!which!one!perceives!and!conceptualizes’! a!visual! representation,!based!





map! that!will! enable! an! individual! to! recognise! the! interaction!method! required! by! them! in!





from! maps,! such! as! stereo! volume! (Battersby! 2008).! To! look! further! into! this! question! an!















Table 6 – List of online web maps surveyed (taken from http://goo.gl/B2OnY) 
!
This!analysis!clearly!found!that!the!upBdown!configuration!is!the!most!popular!implementation!


















the! spatial! representation! and! the! map! symbologies.! Graphical! examples! of! these! zoom!
processes!are!shown!in!Figure!44.!
Semantic&Relevance&Zoom!–!This!zoom!will!operate!in!the!attribute!space!of!a!relevance!dataset,!
and!bring!about!changes! in! the!visual!appearance!of! the!map!symbology!which! is! commonly!
used! to! visually! communicate! the! relevance! scores! held! within! the! attribute! data.! When!
implementing! a! semantic! zoom! for! relevance! datasets,! it! is! first! necessary! to! define! how! the!
concept! of! range! or! granularity! can! be! applied! to! a! range! of! relevance! values,! since! these!
concepts! are! tightly! bound! to! the! operation! of! zooming! (Hornsby! 2001).! Figure! 43! shows!
graphically!how!these!two!concepts!can!be!related!to!relevance.!Essentially!the!granularity!of!a!
relevance!attribute!space!is!a!function!of!the!number!of!categories!used!to!divide!this!space.!A!
greater! number! of! categories! result! in! more! detail,! a! greater! ability! to! differentiate! between!
objects!based!on!their!relevance!scores,!and!therefore!a!higher!granularity.!Therefore!zooming!
results! in! the! reBcategorisation! of! the! relevance! values! to! incorporate! more! (zooming! in)! or!
fewer! (zooming! out)! categories! (Figure! 12,! left).! The! symbolisation! can! then! be! amended! to!
communicate!this!reBcategorisation!process.!
The!definition!of!a!range! for! the! relevance!attribute!space! is!defined!as! the! range!of! relevance!
values! viewable.! The! range! of! relevance! is! calculated! by! subtracting! the! minimum! value! of!
relevance! in! the! attribute! space! from! the!maximum!value! of! relevance! in! the! attribute! space.!
This!extent!is!therefore!altered!by!filtering!out!objects!from!the!relevance!attribute!space,!with!a!




between! the! most! relevant! object! and! the! least! relevant! object.! As! objects! are! removed,! the!







Figure 43 - Example of zooming in on the granularity and extent on a relevance attribute space for six 




zoom! operation! can! take! place! by! finding! the! spatial! extents! of! the! top! 100! objects! and! then!
fitting! the!map!extent!of! these!100!map!objects.!The!map!extent! could!also!be!defined!with!a!
relevance! threshold,! e.g.! the! extent! of! all! objects!where! relevance! >! 0.7,! and! then! setting! the!
extent!of! the!map! to! the!extent!of! these!objects.!This!process!can!be!done! in!gradual! steps!by!





location! of! relevance.! Many! possibilities! present! themselves! as! a! method! to! change! this!



















or! more! of! these! zoom! processes! taking! place! synchronously.! Which! zoom! processes! are!
applicable! to! any! given! implementation!would! require! analysis! for! the! user’s! goals! or! visual!
tasks.! In! general,! the! zoom!processes! can! be! split! into! two! generic! types,! those! that! increase!
information! density! and! those! that! lower! it.! For! example,! the! semantic! zoom! of! granularity!
results!in!a!larger!quantity!of!information!being!portrayed,!as!more!categories!are!created!and!
visualised.! The! same! applies! for! the! content! zoom,! as! the! detailed! view! removes! the!
aggregation! of! the! content,! and! instead! portrays! all! the! individual!map! objects.! These! zoom!




For!a!mobile!use!case,! it! is!perhaps!a!combination!of! the!semantic!zoom!of! the!extent!and!the!









are! affected! by! this! process.! Two! important! points! not! considered! by! the! above! section,! but!
necessary! for! an! implementation,! is! the! design! of! the! relevance! zoom! interface! tool! and! the!
visual!alteration!to!the!map!display!that!occurs!during!the!relevance!zooming.!!
Although!the!actual! interface!element!used!for!relevance!zooming!could!be! implemented! in!a!
number!of!ways,! the!design!proposed!here! is! based!around!a! slider! control! and!an!upBdown!
orientation,!with!the!up!mapping!to!zoom!in!and!down!mapping!to!zoom!out.!As!it!may!not!be!
obvious!to! the!user!what! the!affect!of!zooming!in!might!be,! information! is!displayed!to!allow!














is! presented! can! be! seen! in! Figure! 46,!which! displays! an! information! box! explaining! that! 10!
places! from!only!100!remain!visible.!An! important!behaviour!of!a!slider! is! that! it!can!support!
both!a!slow!gradual!zoom,!and!a!zoom!that!iterates!quickly!through!the!zoom!levels!whilst!also!
giving! the! user! control! over! the! exact! behaviour! desired! (Harrower! and! Sheesley! 2005).!
Therefore!the!slider!in!this!implementation!is!designed!to!support!both!zoom!behaviours,!and!is!
shown!on!the!left!hand!side!of!Figure!46.!Moving!the!slider!upwards!from!the!centre!results!in!
zooming! in,!moving! it! downwards! results! in! a! zooming!out.! The! further! the! slider! is!moved!













size! is! used! to! communicate! the! relevance! category! of! each! map! object! in! the! example!
screenshot!in!Figure!46,!but!any!other!visual!variable!could!be!applied.!!
As! the! zoom! progresses,! a! reBcategorisation! process! takes! place,! using! the! categorisation!
function! described! above! in! section! 6.1.3.! Each! iteration! of! the! zoom! then! remaps! the! new!
relevance! categorisation! to! the! visual! variable! of! symbol! size.! ! The! semantic! zoom!of! extents!
included!in!this!implementation!keeps!the!number!of!categories!constant!whilst!decreasing!the!





This! chapter! described! the! process! of! categorisation! and!metaphor! development,! so! that! the!
communication! of! geographic! relevance! and! interaction! with! relevance! datasets! might! be!
enriched.! Categorisation! of! relevance! scores! could! be! carried! out! for! both! purposes,! but! this!
chapter! utilised! them! as! an! enrichment! of! interaction.! The! aim! of! building! categories!was! to!
offer! a! means! to! narrow! down! the! result! set,! by! applying! a! faceted! search! to! the! resulting!
categorisation.!This! enables! an! efficient!means! for! the! search! to! be!narrowed!down! to! only! a!
small! collection! of! objects! through! exploration! of! the! relevance! dimensions! and! the! iterative!
specification! of! thresholds.! The! metaphors! discussed! here! build! on! work! by! Reichenbacher!
(2005b),!who!discussed!a!graphical!map!design!that!incorporated!metaphors!of!relevance.!This!
work! was! furthered! in! two! ways.! Firstly,! linguistic! metaphors! of! relevance! are! explored!
through!the!analysis!of!web!documents!and!crowd!sourced! information! to!refer! to!degrees!of!
relevance!using!the!underlying!concept!of!the!SCALE!image!schema.!It!became!clear!from!these!
analyses! that! there! is! evidence! to! suggest! that! relevance! is! typically! communicated! with!
linguistic!hedges.!This!agrees!with!the!opinion!of!Johnson!(1987),!that!“this&‘more’&or&‘less’&aspect&
of&human&experience&is&the&basis&of&the&SCALE&schema”.!Secondly,!the!visual!metaphors!were!given!
grounding! in! the! application! of! linguistic! theories! in! the! form! of! basic! domains! and! image!
schemas,!in!order!to!find!concepts!that!can!be!symbolised!on!map!displays.!Chapter!7!will!focus!
on! empirically! validating! methods/concepts! developed! in! this! section,! to! discover! if! this!
approach! does! indeed! enable! the! intuitive! conveyance! of! geographic! relevance.! Basing!
metaphors! around! the! bodily! experience! of! individuals! should! give! them! the! ability! to! be!








objects! can! be! extracted! efficiently! by! applying! several! existing! zoom! concepts! to! geographic!
relevance.!Overall,! this!chapter!suggests!metaphors!have!an! important!role! to!play!within! the!










This! chapter! contains! a! description! of! three! experiments! that! were! carried! out! in! order! to!
explore!how!the!design!of!visual!representations!of!geographic!relevance!might!affect!the!ability!
of! individuals! to! intuitively! understand! the!meaning! of! these! visual! displays.! Previous!work!
has! looked! into! the! ability! of! a! visual! representation! of! geographic! relevance! to! draw! the!
attention!of!the!user!to!the!most!relevant!objects!through!consideration!of!visual!variables!and!
saliency! of! map! symbology! (Swienty! et! al.! 2008b).! By! approaching! the! same! problem! from!
another! direction! the! design! of! the! three! experiments! builds! on! this! work.! The! experiments!
discussed! below! therefore! do! not! focus! on! how! well! the! map! symbology! attracts! visual!
attention,!but!instead!explore!how!intuitive!these!map!representations!are,!and!seek!to!explore!
whether! an! individual! can! easily! relate! the! visual! representation! to! the! relevance! of! the!map!
objects.!!
The! experimental! approach! taken! is! a! mixture! between! online! studies! and! controlled!




7. Do! explicit! visual! representations! of! spatial! relationships! improve! the! intuitiveness! of!
geographic!relevance?!
The!description!of! the! three!experiments! follows! the!order!of! the!questions! listed!above,!with!
Experiment! I! attempting! to! answer! research! question! four,! Experiment! II! answering! research!
question! five,! and! Experiment! III! answering! research! question! six.! Experiments! I! and! II! are!
online!studies!and!aim!to!gauge!the!ability!of! individuals! to!decode!the!meaning!of!relevance!
encoded!using!map!symbols!and!visual!metaphors.!Experiment! III! is! a! controlled!experiment!
that!utilises!not!only!performance!measures!as!the!dependent!variable,!but!also!eye!tracking!to!









As! the! information! seeking! activities! requires! a! user! to! understand! which! information! is!
relevant! and! which! information! is! not,! this! experiment! focuses! on! analysing! different!
symbolisations! for! the! visual! communication! of! geographic! relevance,! and! whether! these!







and! opacity.! The! task!was! to! estimate! the! ordinal! relevance! of! objects!with! the! goal! being! to!
select! a! number! of! relevant! objects! and! rank! them! according! to! their! relevance.! Exactly! how!
relevance! was! visualised! was! not! explained! to! the! subjects.! It! was! hypothesised! that! if! the!






The! visual! variable!was! chosen! as! the! independent! variable,! and! response! accuracy!was! the!
dependent! variable.! Three! maps! were! generated! for! each! experimental! condition.! The!
distribution!of!the!geographic!information!objects!was!varied!on!each!of!these!maps!to!prevent!
any!potential!bias!being! introduced.! In!addition,! the!order! that!each!condition! is!presented! to!
the!subjects!was!varied!to!also! lessen!any!possible!order!bias! (S1BS9! in!Table!1! B!Appendix!2).!
This!would! result! in! 18! separate!display! sequences.!However,! to!minimise! setup! times!of! the!
experiment,!this!was!condensed!to!6.!This!simplified!version!results!in!the!Latin!Square!shown!
in!Appendix!I.!










found! to! provide! a! good! encoding! for! ratio! and! ordinal! values! in! other! empirical! mapping!
studies! (Garlandini! and! Fabrikant! 2009),! this! variable! was! not! considered! due! to! its!
unsuitability!for!small!screens,!which!in!the!context!of!this!research!is!an!important!factor.!The!
visual! variable! was! different! for! each! condition.! This! allowed! to! test! if! the! type! of! visual!
variable!has!any!impact!on!a!subject’s!understanding!of!the!mapping.!Additionally,!the!subjects!
were! asked! to! communicate! on! what! they! based! their! judgements,! so! that! any! judgements!
based!on!something!other!than!the!visual!variables!could!be!excluded.!
Dependent%Variables:%Relevance!was! treated!on!an!ordinal! level!of!measurement,!as! the! task!
required! the! subjects! to! rank! the! map! objects! by! relevance.! Accuracy! was! calculated! as! the!
deviation!between!the!preBdefined!relevance!rank!of!each!map!object,!and!the!rank!allocated!to!
it!by!the!participant.!Furthermore,!the!number!and!size!of!deviations!between!the!perceived!and!
preBdefined! relevance! rankings! was! also! investigated,! in! order! to! measure! the! degree! and!
frequency! of! ranking! errors! for! each! visual! variable.! This! was! calculated! by! comparing! all!
perceived!rankings!for!all!objects!with!all!the!preBdefined!rankings.!Thresholds!were!then!set!to!
count!the!number!of!deviations!that!were!greater!than!2,!3,!4!and!5.!
Controlling% Confounding% Variables:% Decision! complexity! is! defined! by! Payne! (1976)! as! –!
“number& of& alternatives& available& and& number& of& dimensions& of& information& available& per& alternative.”&
This! means! that! complexity! could! potentially! be! increased! by! keeping! the! number! of!
alternatives! equal! but! increasing! the! number! of! dimensions! of! information! available! or! vice!
versa!(increase! in!dimensions!of! information)!or!by! increasing!both.!For!maps!the!alternatives!
can!be!thought!of!as!number!of!map!objects!and!the!dimensions!as!the!number!of!attributes!for!
each!object!that!participants!had!to!incorporate!into!the!decision!making!process.!Therefore,!the!
decision! complexity!was! controlled! by! keeping! the! number! of!map! objects! constant! between!
tasks!and!to!vary!only!one!visual!variable!on!each!map.!Visual!complexity!was!kept!constant!by!
introducing! the! same! number! of! objects! across! all! stimuli.! The! basemaps! were! designed! as!












of!geoBvisualisations.! It! is!acknowledged! that! this!has!perhaps! two!disadvantages.!Firstly,! the!
experiment!becomes!less!controlled!and!secondly,!the!respondent!group!is!rather!homogeneous!
in! terms! of! their! professional/educational! background.! However,! the! advantage! of! a!
homogenous! group! of! participants! is! that! variance! between! individuals! is! lessened! and!
therefore!lower!levels!of!bias!result.!
Materials:% The! Onlineumfragen.com! software! was! used! to! prepare! and! distribute! the!
questionnaire.!The!maps!used!as!stimuli!and!presented!in!the!questionnaire!were!created!using!
OpenStreetMap! (OSM)! datasets! and! ArcMap.! The! geographic! information! objects! are! all!
fabricated.!Examples!of! these!map!displays!are!shown!below! in!Figure!47.!Each!of! these!map!
displays!was!accompanied!by!the!same!scenario,!which!described!a!tourist!seeking!a!hotel!in!an!










on& your&mobile& device& to& search& for& the& hotels& nearby.&To& further& aid& your& decision& the& application& has&
state4of4the4art& functionality&which& offers& you& a& visual& guide& to& help& you& easily& find& the&more& relevant&
hotels.& After& submitting& a& query& the& application& brings& up& the& following& map& screen& displaying& the&
location&of&hotels.&
Procedure:%The!experiment!took!the!form!of!an!online!questionnaire.!A!link!to!the!introduction!
page! of! the! questionnaire! was! emailed! to! the! mailing! list! with! information! about! the!
background!of!the!experiment.!!After!the!introduction!the!participants!could!proceed!to!the!next!
step! of! the! experiment! by! clicking! on! a! button! located! beneath! the! text.! This! directed!
participants! to! the! onlineumfragen.com! website! and! the! questionnaire! (an! example! of! this!
interface! can! be! seen! in! Appendix! III).! As! the! onlinumfragen.com! website! did! not! allow!
randomisation! of! questions,! it! was! necessary! to! prepare! six! separate! questionnaires,! with! a!
small!script!dividing!the!subjects!into!equal!numbers!between!the!six!questionnaires.!!
The!first!question!allowed!the!subjects!to!test!out!the!rating!scale!that!would!be!used!within!the!
main!questions! so! that! they! could!become! familiar!with! the! rating!method.!This! required! the!
users! to! drag! and! drop! boxes! labelled! analogue! to! the!map! objects! into! an! ascending! order.!
Once!this!test!question!was!completed,!the!subject!could!proceed!to!the!three!main!questions.!A!




The! analysis! first! looked! into! the! number! of! participants! that! managed! to! understand! that!
visual! variables! were! being! used! to! represent! the! geographic! relevance.% In! total! 63%! (N=21)!
participants! were! able! to! base! their! judgements! on! only! the! visual! variables,! 27%! (N=9)!
participants!used!other!information!within!the!map!display!whilst!10%!(N=3)!used!a!mixture!of!
visual! variable! and! other! information.! An! example! response! from! a! subject!who! based! their!
judgements!on!other!information!explained!that!they!used!the!‘proximity&to&parks,&arrangement&of&
streets’&to!judge!the!relevance!of!objects.!An!example!of!the!mixture!group!responded!either!by!
using! only! visual! variables! on! some! conditions! and! other! information! on! others! or!mixed! it!
together!for!all!the!conditions.!!
The!remainder!of! the!analysis! therefore!focused!on!the!21!respondents! that!did!use!the!visual!




detail! at! the! ability! of! the! respondents! to! understand! the! correct! rankings! from! the! visual!
variables.! A! spearman’s! rank! correlation! was! run! on! the! responses! to! measure! the! level! of!





(rho=0.72)! and! saturation! (rho=0.76).! To!measure! the!degree! of! variance! in! interpretation,! the!
standard!deviation!of!the!rho!values!was!calculated,!and!shown!as!bars!in!Figure!48.!This!shows!
a! greater! variance! of! rankings! for! the! visual! variable! value! and! saturation,! which! means!
participants’!interpretations!were!less!often!in!agreement!than!for!opacity.!A!further!descriptive!
measure! computed! was! the! minimum,! as! a! low! minus! value! would! indicate! that! some!
participants!were!reversing!the!mapping!of!geographic!relevance!values!to!the!visual!variables.!
It! was! found! that! this!was! the! case! for! saturation! and! to! some! degree! colour! value,! both! of!
which!recorded!negative!rho!values.!!
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map!object!by!each!participant! to!yield!a!distribution!of!errors! in! the!ranking.!For!example,! if!
the!actual!ranking!of!a!map!object!was!4!(4th!most!relevant!object)!but!the!participants!provided!





the! participants! not! being! able! to! differentiate! between! slight! changes! in! opacity,! value! or!
saturation!rather!than!a!misunderstanding!of!how!relevance!as!represented,!which!was!the!goal!
of!this!analysis.!
The! resulting! graph! is! shown! in! Figure! 49.! This! analysis! suggested! that! two! of! the! visual!



































The!main! findings! of! Experiment! I! are! that! visual! variables! are! able! to! intuitively! represent!
geographic! relevance,! but! only! when! they! are! properly! recognised! and! understood.! Even!
though!participants!can!be!assumed!to!be!experienced!in!geovisualisation,!only!63%!were!able!
to!recognise!that!visual!variables!were!being!used!to!communicate!the!relevance!of!map!objects.!
However,! when! looking! at! the! results! for! those! who! recognised! the! geographic! relevance!
encoded!as!visual!variable,! there! is! clear!evidence! that!opacity!offers!an! intuitive!encoding!of!
relevance.! This! evidence! is! also! shown! in! the! analysis! of! errors! in! rankings! for! the! visual!










a! different! approach! to! test! the! intuitiveness! of! GR! representations! for! information! seeking!
activities! of!mobile! users! through! visual!metaphor! use.! Specifically,! this! experiment! seeks! to!
discover!evidence!that!information!seeking!from!cartographic!representations!will!benefit!from!
the! application! of! visual! metaphors.! The! research! question! that! this! experiment! sets! out! to!
answer!is!the!sixth!research!question:&
Can&visual&metaphors&of&relevance&provide&intuitive&mappings&to&geographic&relevance?!
Aside! from! the! results! of! Experiment! I! offering! the! opportunity! to! compare!metaphors!with!
visual!variables,!this!experiment!was!also!motivated!by!the!work!carried!out!in!Chapter!6!that!
explored! the! development! of! visual! metaphors! for! communicating! geographic! relevance.!!
Although!in!Chapter!6! ten!possible!metaphors!were!proposed,!a!subset!of! four!was!chosen!to!
allow! the! experiment! to! be! completed! rapidly! and! encourage! participation.! These! four!were!
selected!as!they!had!also!been!previously!discussed!in!other!work!(for!example!(Reichenbacher!
2005b)),! which! therefore! provides! evidence! that! they! may! provide! the! better! mappings! to!
geographic! relevance.! This! subset! consisted! of! two! metaphors! from! the! image! schema!
FULL(relevant)BEMPTY(not!relevant)!and!HIGH(relevant)BLOW(not!relevant)!and!two!from!the!






is! visualised! was! not! described! to! the! subjects.! As! with! Experiment! I,! the! metaphors! are!
intuitive! if! the! participants! can! rank! the! map! objects! accurately! based! on! their! relevance,!
without!any!explicit!information!being!provided!that!describes!the!mapping!of!the!metaphor!to!
relevance! rank.! The! hypothesis! is! that! metaphors! offer! intuitive! mappings! to! geographic!
relevance.! The! hypothesis! will! be! falsified! if! the! subjects! are! unable! to! rank! map! objects!
accurately!based!on!their!understanding!of!a!specific!metaphor.!
7.2.1 Method!
Experimental% Design:% The! experiment! used! a! withinBsubject! design! to! answer! the! above!
question.!All!subjects!were!asked!to!find!relevant!geographic!information!objects!using!all!five!





provided!along!with!a!static!map!to! the!participants.!Additionally,! the!subjects!were!asked! to!
communicate!on!what!they!based!their!judgements,!so!that!any!judgements!based!on!something!
other!than!the!metaphor!could!be!excluded.!
Independent%Variable:%Each! condition! includes! a!different! type! of!metaphor.! This!will! allow!
the!experiment! to! test! if! the!type!of!metaphor!has!any! impact!on!a!subject’s!understanding!of!
the!geographic!relevance!representation.!!
Dependent% Variable:! Relevance! is! treated! on! an! ordinal! level! of! measurement.! Accuracy! is!














participants!were! unlikely! to! have! travelled! to! this! place! or! studied! a!map! of! this! area,! and!
therefore!unfamiliar!with!it.!
Participants:% In! total! 56! respondents! took! part! in! the! experiment.! These! participants! were!
recruited!through!the!siguseBL!and!studentuseBL!mailing! list.!These! lists,!used!by!professional!
and!academic!people!interested!in!the!field!of!information!seeking!and!user!studies!were!chosen!
for! two! reasons.! Firstly,! this! removed! a! bias! of! the! first! experiment! as,! unlike! the! GeoViz!
mailing! list,! the!majority!of! subscribers! to! these! lists! are!not! familiar!with!geovisualisation!or!
cartographic!theory.!Secondly,!the!broader!topic!of!this!experiment!would!hold!some!relevance!
for! the! subscribers! to! these! mailing! lists,! and! therefore! they! are! likely! to! be! interested! and!
motivated!to!take!part.!
Materials:% Stimuli! were! prepared! as! part! of! the! online! questionnaire! using! the!
onlineumfragen.com! website.! Each! survey! question! took! the! form! of! a! scenario! and! a! map!
display.!Again,!the!maps!presented!in!the!questionnaire!were!all!created!using!OpenStreetMap!
(OSM)!datasets!and!ArcMap.!Examples!of!these!maps!are!shown!in!Figure!50!as!LIGHTBDARK!















Procedure:!The!subjects!were!presented!with!an! introductory! text! that!explained! to! them!that!
they!will!be!shown!maps!that!are!displaying!the!relevance!of!objects!and!that! they!must!rank!
the! relevance! of! objects! using! these! maps.! A! practice! question! allowed! the! participants! to!












and! 4! participants! utilised! other! features! of! the! map! rather! than! the! map! symbology! e.g.!
proximity!of!a!map!symbol!to!the!centre!of!the!map.!Thus,!the!responses!of!44!participants!were!
used!for!the!analysis.!!
First! the!descriptions!given!at! the!end!of! the!survey!were!analysed!to!reveal! the!ability!of! the!







FULLBEMPTY!were! recognised!by!39! respondents,!and!HIGHBLOW!was!also! recognised!by!a!
significant!majority!of!29!participants.!Both!the!LIGHTBDARK!and!HOTBCOLD!metaphors!were!
more!difficult!to!recognise!with!HOTBCOLD!being!recognised!6!times!and!LIGHTBDARK!only!
twice! by! the! participants.! The! remaining! participants! simply! recognised! these! metaphors! as!
changes!in!colour!values!but!with!no!reference!to!temperature!or! light.!Qualitative!analysis!of!
the! textual! descriptions! suggested! that! when! the! participants! did! not! recognise! these!
metaphors,!they!instead!based!their!rankings!according!to!cartographic!theory.!As!lighter!map!
symbols! represent! the!most! relevant!map!objects! for!a!LIGHTBDARK!metaphor,! the!mapping!
between! relevance! rank! and! the! visual! variable! are! reversed! because! for! cartographic! theory!
darker!colours!map!to!higher!magnitudes.!This!should!result! in!large!deviations!between!preB
defined! relevance! ranks!and!perceived! relevance! ranks.!For!HOTBCOLD,! this! results! in!a! less!
severe!effect!on! the!comparison!of! the!perceived!and!preBdefined!rankings,!as!whilst! the! least!
relevant! map! object! (dark! blue)! will! be! ranked! highly,! so! will! the!most! relevant! (dark! red).!!
Furthermore,! the! HIGHBLOW! metaphor! shows! similar! effects,! with! some! participants!
recognising! the! height! of! the!map! symbol! to! be! related! to! relevance! but! describing! the!more!
relevant!objects! as!being! those! closer! to! the!ground.!However,! this! effect! is!not! related! to! the!
inability! to! recognise! the! metaphor,! but! in! the! mappings! of! height! to! relevance! rank! being!
reversed.!
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the!map! symbols.! The! ability! of! the!metaphors! to! communicate! relevance! followed! a! similar!
trend! shown!above! for! recognition.!FULLBEMPTY!provided! the! closest!match!between!actual!
and!perceived!rankings!(rho!=.97),!with!OPACITY!producing!a!comparable! level!of!agreement!

























FULLBEMPTY! and! HIGHBLOW! were! found! to! be! significantly! correlated! to! ! p<.01! level! of!
significance,!!and!LIGHTBDARK!at&p<.05!with!the!actual!relevance!rank!of!the!objects.!
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the! calculated! ranking! error! was! 2.! Each! metaphor! type! therefore! contained! a! total! of! 220!
rankings! (5! objects! to! rank! per!metaphor!multiplied! by! 44! participants)! Only! 12! (5%)! of! the!
rankings! for! the! FULLBEMPTY!metaphor! type! contained! an! error! for! the! 220! responses.! For!
OPACITY! this! value!was! only! slightly! higher!with! 23! errors! (10%).! Interestingly,! the!HIGHB
LOW!metaphor!produced!a!higher!number!of!errors!(111,!50%)!compared!to!LIGHTBDARK!(91,!
41%),! but! the!majority! of! these! errors! represented! only! ranking! errors! of! 1! or! 2.!HOTBCOLD!
produced!the!greatest!amount!of!error!with!152!of!the!rankings!being!incorrect.! !It!also!shows!
the!greatest!amount!of!ranking!errors!with!differences!between!3!and!4.!It!was!the!presence!of!







































available! that! can! rival! the! more! commonly! applied! map! semiotic! approach! described! in!
Experiment!I.!This!can!be!seen!with!the!excellent!performance!of!the!FULLBEMPTY!metaphor.!
However,! the! experiment! described! above! also! clearly! demonstrated! that! the!metaphor! type!
had! a! significant! effect! upon! the! perception! of! relevance! by! each! participant.! Therefore,! in!
reference! to! the! original! research! question! of! whether! metaphors! can! provide! intuitive!
mappings! to!geographic! relevance,! the!answer! is! that! they!can.! It!would!seem!that! the! image!
schema!metaphor!(HIGHBLOW,!FULLBEMPTY)!allowed!the!participants!to!accurately!recognise!
the! metaphor! being! applied.! However,! after! recognising! the! metaphor,! the! mapping! to! the!
relevance! values! has! to! be! understood.! The! easier! this! process! is,! the! more! intuitive! the!
metaphor!will!be.!In!this!mapping!process,!the!HIGHBLOW!metaphor!did!not!perform!as!well!
as! expected.!The! recognition!of! the!metaphor!was! relatively!high!but! the! correlation!between!
the! perceived! and! actual! rankings! was! lower,! due! to! errors! that! stemmed! from! some!
participants!believing!a!symbol!closer!to!the!ground!was!more!relevant!than!one!higher!up.!The!
FULLBEMPTY! metaphor! did! not! have! this! problem,! with! high! level! of! recognition! being!
matched! with! a! high! correlation! of! rankings.! The! reason! for! this! success! can! perhaps! be!
explained! by! the! strong! visual! indicator! communicated! by! a! full! object.! This! strength! is! that!
FULLBEMPTY! can! clearly! communicate! ‘more’! of! something,! which! in! the! context! of! this!






















opacity!also!as!a!more!opaque!object! is!more!visible! to!a!user!and! it! is! clear! that! this! state!of!
opaqueness! is! therefore! indicating! a! state! of! relevance.! The! basic! domain! metaphors! (HOTB
COLD,!LIGHTBDARK)!resulted!in!much!less!recognition!and!more!inaccurate!rankings!than!for!
the! image! schema!derived!metaphors.! Especially! poor!was! the!HOTBCOLD!metaphor,!which!
received!the!lowest!numbers!for!recognition,!correlation!values!and!the!highest!number!of!large!
ranking! errors.!As! the!map! symbols!used! to! communicate! these! concepts!were! abstract! (only!
colour),! this! made! the! ranking! task! more! difficult! for! the! participants.! The! reason! for! this!
difficulty! is! perhaps! that! the! meaning! of! colour! can! be! perceived! differently! between!
individuals,!whilst!one!individual!might!see!red!=!hot!=!more!relevant,!another!may!see!simply!
darker!colours!=!more!relevant.!For!image!schemas,!this!problem!of!recognition!is!less!prevalent!
and! therefore! the! mapping! task! is! the! only! problem! that! is! faced.! This! is! one! possible!






Experiment! I! and! II! focused! on! assessing! the! intuitiveness! of! encoding! relevance! with! map!
symbols.!However,!Chapter!5!suggests!that!perhaps!just!presenting!map!symbols!to!a!user!will!
not! be! sufficient! for! them! to! understand! the! specific! relevance! criteria! that! contribute! to! the!
relevance!of!the!map!objects,!and!that!explicit!representations!of!the!relationships!between!map!




The! guiding! hypothesis! of! this! experiment! is! that! visually! explicit! representations! of! spatial!
relationships!that!contribute!to!the!GR!of!an!object!will!help!users!to!comprehend!which!objects!
are!geographically!relevant.!This!attempt!also!extends!research!that!has!focused!mainly!on!the!
encoding! of! GR! with! visual! variables! of! map! objects! and! seeking! to! discover! which! visual!
variables!are!capable!of!guiding!attention!(Reichenbacher!2005b,!Swienty!et!al.!2008b).!A!second!
line! of! research!motivating! several! detailed! research! questions! for! this! experiment! stem! from!
user! studies! that! have! looked! at! map! orientation! and! recommended! that! an! egocentric!
orientation! enables! users! to! more! easily! perceive! the! direction! of! objects! in! relation! to!







The!research!mentioned!above! is!used!as!a! theoretical!basis! for! the!experiment!undertaken!as!
they!attempt!to!explain!how!an!external!representation!can!aid!cognition,!and!therefore!allows!
the!formulation!of!hypotheses!and!research!questions!about!how!an!external!representation!of!






Q1:&Does& encoding& geographic& relevance&with& opacity& improve& the& ability& of& a& user& to& discover& the&
most&relevant&geographic&information&objects&efficiently&and&effectively?&
Q2:&Does&an&egocentric&map&orientation& improve& the&ability&of&a&user& to&discover& the&most& relevant&
geographic&information&objects&efficiently&and&effectively?&







regarding! the! incorporation! of! cognitive! principles! into! a! design! process,! and! therefore! this!
experiment!offers!the!chance!to!empirically!validate!the!concepts!developed.!!
7.3.1 Method!
The! study! followed! a!withinBsubject! design! to! answer! the! above! question.! All! subjects! were!
asked! to! identify! the!most! relevant!geographic! information!object! from!mobile!map!displays,!







of! the! participants! to! intuitively! comprehend! these!map! depictions! that! is! tested!within! this!
experiment.!Exactly!how!relevance! is!represented!was!not!described!to!the!subjects! to!allow!a!




to! sense! this! through! the! eye! movement! behaviours.! As! with! Experiment! I! and! II,! the!
assumption! is! that! if! the! representations! are! intuitive,! subjects! will! be! able! to! decipher! the!
representation!without!this!information!being!explicitly!given!to!them.!The!assumption!will!be!





the! ratio! between! the! total! number! of! visual! elements! that! could! be! used! to! communicate! a!
relationship!and!the!total!number!of!these!elements!that!are!visualised,!i.e.!explicitly!used!in!the!
map!representation.!Figure!54!displays!the!five!visual!elements!for!the!criteria!spatioBtemporal!
proximity! and! directionality:! origin,! destination,! route,! arrows,! and! opacity.! From! this!
definition,!we!can!then!say!that!displaying!the!relevance!with!the!opacity!of!map!symbols!only!
will!result!in!a!visual!explicitness!of!1/5.!Including!additional!information,!such!as!the!start!and!
end!destination!will! lead! to! a! visual! explicitness! of! 3/5.! The!dependent! variables! can! then!be!





Although! it! would! be! possible! to! use! every! combination! of! visual! elements! and! map!
orientation,! it! is! obvious! that! some! combinations! do! not! communicate! the! spatioBtemporal!









Figure 54 - The five visual elements studied to express spatio-temporal proximity in one sample display 
%
Dependent% Variables:% As! visual! attention! is! guided! by! bottomBup! information! (stimulusB
driven)! and! topBdown! (knowledgeBdriven)! information! several! dependent! variables! were!
defined!in!order!to!capture!the!effects!of!both!(Wolfe!et!al.!2003):!response!accuracy,!confidence,!




selecting! the! object! ranked! as! least! relevant).! For! example,! if! a! participant! chooses! the! map!
object! with! the! relevance! rank! of! 8! (10! being!most! relevant,! 1! being! least! relevant)! then! the!
accuracy!will!be!measured!as!8.!The!comparison!is!therefore!on!an!ordinal!level!to!test!whether!
the!subjects!are!selecting!the!most!relevant!object.!!
Response&Time! –!Measures! of! the! time! taken! to! find! a! relevant! object! are!used! to!measure! the!
ability!of!the!users!to!search!for!the!most!relevant!object.!The!time!begins!when!the!stimulus!is!




button!on! the! interface.!We!assume!a!constant!amount!of! time! taken! to! take!a!decision!and!a!





being! minimised.! The! response! time! being! measured! therefore! reflects! that! amount! of! time!





defined!areas!of! interest!delineated!for!each!stimulus!at! the! location!of! the!most!relevant!map!
object!total!fixation!duration!and!time!to!first!fixation!were!recorded!to!measure!the!time!it!took!
a!participant! to!begin! fixating! the!most! relevant!map!object! and! the! amount!of! attention! that!
was!directed!towards!this!map!object.!
Based! on! the! variables! defined! above,! the! null! hypotheses! can! be! defined! in! order! for! us! to!
provide!an!answer!to!the!research!questions!set!out!above:!!






Participants:%32! students!and!employees! from! the!University!of!Zurich!agreed! to! take!part! in!
the!experiment.!However,!1!subject!was!excluded!from!analysis!due!to!the!inability!of!the!eye!
tracking!equipment!to!measure!eye!movements.!The!resulting!31!participants!represent!a!mix!of!
gender,! age,! nationalities,! and! educational! background;! although! the! location! of! recruitment!
meant! that! the! participants! were! in! general! well! educated.! 61%! of! the! participants! had! a!
geography! background! with! the! remaining! 39%! being! made! up! of! nonBgeographers.! The!





Apparatus% and% Materials:% The! experiment! took! place! in! the! eye! tracking! laboratory! of! the!
Geographic! Information! Visualization! and! Analysis! group! at! the! Department! of! Geography.!






to! participants! that! they! had! successfully! selected! the! object.!A! large! button!marked! ‘Submit’!
was!also!placed!at! the!bottom!of! the! screen! to!allow!participants! to! confirm! their! choice.!The!
confidence! rating! interface! was! also! implemented! as! a! HTML! web! page.! All! response!
measurements!were!recorded!in!a!XYZ!database!during!the!testing!for!later!analysis.!






although! the! written! materials! were! also! provided! in! German! when! required.! All! subjects!
signed! a! consent! form! and! were! given! a! brief! explanation! of! the! eye! tracking! procedure.!
Following! this,! the! eye! tracking! equipment!was! calibrated! to! the!participant! and!a! short!web!
form!was!then!filled!in!by!the!participant,!which!allowed!them!to!enter!information!about!their!
gender,!age,!background,!level!of!education,!and!familiarity!with!mobile!and!online!maps.!!





question!was! to! first! select! what! the! participant! believed! to! be! the!most! relevant! object! and!
press!the!HTML!button!to!submit!the!choice.!This!brought!up!a!web!page!with!the!confidence!
rating! interface! so! that! the! participant! could! then! rate! their! confidence.! Following! this,! they!
were! then!directed! to! the!next!question!page.!The!participants!were! then!asked! to! repeat! this!
procedure!a!further!two!times!using!two!more!test!questions.!Once!the!test!phase!was!finished,!
a!web!page!was!displayed!to!divide! the! test!experiment! from!the!main!experiment.!The!main!





whole!procedure! lasted! roughly!30!minutes.!Refreshments!were!offered! to!participants! at! the!
end!of!the!experiment.&
7.3.2 Results!Overview!
Analysis! of! the! responses!was! carried! out! in! order! to! find! statistical! effects! from!varying! the!
independent!variable.!The!aim!of! these!analyses!was! to! isolate! the!various!element! types!and!
discover!the!effect!that!they!had!on!the!dependent!variables.!I!begin!by!looking!into!the!effects!




and! the! process! of! testing! is! displayed! below! in! Figure! 55.! The! resulting! groups! were! then!
organised!into!a!hierarchy,!so!that!comparisons!on!different!levels!of!detail!could!be!made.!The!
aim!of! this!process!was! to! identify/isolate! the! elements! of! information! that!provided!positive!
effects!to!the!participant’s!responses.!Additionally,!this!allowed!the!analysis!to!separately!look!





respective! group.! In! total,! three! main! tests! were! carried! out! so! that! the! research! questions!
described! above! could! be! convincingly! answered.! The! first! test! (Opacity)! aimed! to! study! the!
effects!of!the!encoding!of!relevance!with!the!visual!variable!opacity!(Research!Question!Q1),!the!
second!test!(Orientation)!looked!into!effect!of!orienting!the!map!towards!the!direction!of!travel!
(Research! Question! Q2)! and! the! following! four! tests! (Explicitness! Test! 1B4)! for! the! effect! of!
spatial!relationships!explicitness!(Research!Question!Q3aBc).!The!remainder!of!this!section!will!

















visual! variable.! The! average! response! time! was! slightly! lower! with! the! presence! of! opacity!
(M=11.5!seconds!±!1.5)!than!with!its!absence!(M=12.6!seconds!±!1.2),!but!the!difference!!between!
the!two!groups!is!not!significant!(p=.41).!







the!participants! to!more!quickly! fixate! the!most! relevant!object! (M=1.7!seconds! !±!0.2)! than! in!
those!conditions!without!opacity!encoding!(M=!2.5!seconds!±!0.3).!!
Total&Fixation&Duration!–!As!with!the!time!to!first!fixation!the!difference!between!the!two!groups!
for! total! fixation! duration! is! highly! significant! (p=.002).! However,! the! difference! was! in! the!





representation! of! geographic! relevance! associated!with! the! efficiency! of! interaction! (response!
time,! time! to! first! fixation,! and! total! fixation! duration).! Confidence! and! accuracy! of! ratings,!
more! associated! with! effectiveness,! were! both! not! affected! by! the! presence! or! absence! of!



















Accuracy! –!Egocentrically!oriented!map!displays!gave! a!mean!accuracy!of!M=8.8! ±! 0.1,!whilst!
without!orientation! the!accuracy!was!slightly! lower! (M=8.79!±!0.1).!This!difference!was! found!
not!to!be!statistically!significant!(p=.66).!
Response& Time! –! The! effects! of! orientation! on! the! response! time! was! statistically! significant!
(p=.028).! In! the!egocentric!oriented!map!condition!response!times!were!slightly! lower!(M=12.5!
seconds!±!0.7)!than!in!the!allocentric!oriented!map!condition!with!an!average!response!time!of!
M=13.4!seconds!±!0.9.!
Confidence! –! No! clear! statistical! effect! on! confidence! ratings! was! found! between! the! two!
conditions!(p=.53).!This!is!expected!to!be!the!case!as!the!descriptive!statistics!for!the!egocentric!




favoured! the! egocentric! group,! with! participants! fixating! on! the! most! relevant! point! more!
rapidly!(M=2.1!seconds!±!0.3)!than!for!the!allocentric!group!(M=3.4!seconds!±!0.2).!!









therefore!where! the! relevant! objects!might!be! located.!Although! this! is! a!positive! effect! of! an!


















the! first! step! in! the! gradual! exploration! of! the! explicitness,! with! the! Origin! condition! being!







Confidence! –! Confidence! ratings!were! significantly! higher! (p=.0001)! for! the! Origin! condition!
group!(M=2.7!±!0.1)!than!for!the!Base!condition!group!(M=1.7!±!0.1).!
Eye%Tracking%Measurements!
Both! conditions! revealed!no! significant!difference! in!average!Time! to!First!Fixation!and!Total!
Fixation!Duration.!
Summary%–%Explicitness%Test%1!
The! results! from! this! test! show! that! including! the! origin! only! improved! the! confidence! and!
speed!of!the!responses.!This!suggests!that!participants!mistakenly!had!more!confidence!in!their!




















the! originBdestination! condition! (referred! to! as! OriginBDestination! in! Figure! 55)! ! that!






±! 1.4)! compared! to! the! OriginBDestination! condition! (15.3! seconds! ±! 1.2).! However,! this!
difference!is!not!statistically!significant!(p=.49).!










The! outcome! from! this! test! is! that! adding! the! destination! has! a! significant! impact! on! the!
response! measures.! Importantly,! the! increase! in! confidence! is! matched! with! an! increase! in!
accuracy;!therefore!the!destination!is!improving!the!ability!of!the!participants!to!understand!the!







object! in! order! to! relate! this! to! the! map! objects.! However,! a! better! understanding! of! the!
relevance!resulted!in!the!need!to!concentrate!less!on!these!map!objects.!
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The! third!explicitness! test! is!performed!with! three!condition!groups,!each!group!consisting!of!
four!conditions.!Within!each!group,!two!conditions!contain!map!objects!with!opacity!encoding!
and! two!contain! symbols!without!opacity! encoding,! allowing! for!more! in!depth!analysis.! For!
Explicitness!Test!1!and!2!it!was!not!possible!to!do!this!as!relevance!judgements!using!the!Base!
and! Origin! destination! groups! were! only! possible! when! opacity! was! present.! These! three!
groups!consist!of!a!group!that!includes!conditions!containing!the!OriginBDestination,!a!second!
that! includes! conditions! that! contain! the! shortest! route! from! Origin! to! Destination! (Route!
OriginBDestination)!and!a!third!group!that!contains!a!directional!arrow!along!the!route!(Arrow!
OriginBDestination).!This!test!aims!to!discover!if!these!additional!pieces!of!information!help!the!
user! interpret! the! relevance! of! the! map! objects! in! the! map! displays! more! effectively! and!
efficiently.!
Performance%Measurements 
Accuracy! –! The! most! accurate! responses! were! provided! by! the! Route! group! (M=9.4! ±! 0.2),!
followed!by!Route!OriginBDestination!(M=9.1!±!0.1)!and!Arrow!OriginBDestination!(M=9.1!±!0.1).!
This! overall! difference! was! found! to! be! statistically! significant! in! an! ANOVA! (p=.02).! ! A!
multiple! comparison! showed! that! this! difference! was! between! the! Route! OriginBDestination!
condition!and!the!two!other!conditions!(Route!Origin!Destination!vs.!Origin!Destination!p=.004,!
Route!OriginBDestination!vs.!!Arrow!Origin!Destination!p=.03).!
Response&Time!–!No!significant!effect!was! found!within! the!response! time!observations! for! the!
three! groups,! with! an! ANOVA! resulting! in! a! p=.07.! The! Arrow! OriginBDestination! group!






Confidence! –! Confidence! was! significantly! affected! by! the! different! conditions! (p=.0016).! The!
OriginBDestination!group!average!was!the!same!as!the!Arrow!OriginBDestination!Group!(M=4.1!





Time& to& First& Fixation! –! The! Route! OriginBDestination! condition! allowed! the! subjects! to!most!
quickly! fixate! on! the! most! relevant! location! (M=1.2! seconds! ±! 0.3),! followed! by! the! Arrow!
OriginBDestination! condition! (M=1.6! seconds! ±! 0.1)! and! lastly! OriginBDestination! (M=2.6!
seconds! ±! 0.3).! These! differences! were! found! to! be! statistically! significant! (p=.019).! Multiple!
Comparison! found! that! the!difference! lay!between! the!OriginBDestination!group!and! the! two!
other! groups! that! contained!more! explicit! information! (Arrow! OriginB! Destination!  ! OriginB
Destination!p=.0004,!Route!OriginBDestination! !OriginBDestination!p=.0005).!
Total& Fixation& Duration! –! An! ANOVA! showed! that! a! statistically! significant! difference! exists!





The! main! findings! within! this! test! relate! to! both! the! performance! and! eye! tracking!
measurements!of!accuracy,! response! time,! time! to! first! fixation!and! total! fixation!duration.!Of!
the! entire! conditions! group,! the! Route! OriginBDestination! group! proved! to! be! the! better.! It!
resulted!in!more!accurate!ratings,!better!confidence!in!the!ratings!and!also!guided!the!attention!
more! quickly! to! the! most! relevant! object.! However,! as! with! the! Arrow! OriginBDestination!
condition,!more!information!resulted!in!the!need!for!a!longer!time!focusing!on!the!most!relevant!
object.!But!as!this!did!not!affect!the!response!times!negatively,!it!is!perhaps!a!necessary!cost!in!
order! to! gain! a!more! effective! judgement! of!what! is! relevant.! In! this! test,! it! seems! that!more!
information!resulted!in!longer!times!fixating!the!most!relevant!map!object,!but!less!time!before!























Accuracy! –! The! average! accuracy! for! both! conditions! was! almost! the! same,! Route! without!
Arrows!(M=9.4!±!0.1)!and!Route!with!Arrows!(M=9.3!±!0.1)!and!therefore!no!effect!on!accuracy!
was!measured.!
Response& Time! –! A! difference! of! 1! second! was! found! to! exist! in! the! average! response! times!
between!the!two!groups,!Route!without!Arrows!(M=11.7!seconds!±!1.1!and!Route!with!Arrows!
(M=12.5!seconds!±!1.1).!However!this!difference!is!not!significant!(p=.26).!
Confidence! –! The! average! confidence! ratings! for! both! groups! were! similar,! Route! without!
















movements! were! also! not! altered! by! this! factor.! This! means! that! no! difference! could! be!









attention!of! the!participants!was!being!directed! towards! the!most! relevant! object! on! the!map!
display.!This!result!corroborates!the!findings!by!(Reichenbacher!2007)!who!also!found!opacity!




The! outcome! of! the! Orientation! Test! found! statistically! significant! differences! in! both!
performance!and!eye!tracking!measures!of! the!participants.!Hence!this!null!hypothesis!can!be!
clearly!rejected.!These!differences!were!in!the!time!it!took!the!subjects!to!first!fixate!on!the!most!
relevant! map! object! and! then! choose! a! relevant! map! object.! While! this! has! some! value,! the!
accuracy!and!confidence!ratings!were!not!affected!by!the!orientation!of!the!map!and!these!two!
statistics!are!arguably!more!important!for!these!assessments.!!
The! ability! of! the! egocentric! orientation! to! direct! attention! to! the! most! relevant! objects! can!
perhaps!be!explained!by!two!areas!of!past!research.!Navigation!studies!have!previously!tested!





believed! to! support! navigation! through! alleviating! the! necessary! mental! rotation! by! the!
navigator.! This! suggests! that! the! participants! of! these! studies! can! intuitively! link! locations!
higher! up! on! the! display! with! those! locations! physically! located! in! front! of! them.! From! an!






This! null! hypothesis! can! be! resoundingly! rejected! as! all! the!measurements! of! Explicit! Test! 1!
were!found!to!be!significant.!Several!statistically!significant!differences!were!observed!between!
different! levels! of! explicitness,! with! a! general! trend! being! particularly! apparent! for! the!
performance! measures,! which! can! be! seen! in! Figure! 61Error!% Reference% source% not% found..!
From!a!general!perspective,!the!accuracy!and!confidence!increase!with!increasing!explicitness,!
whilst!the!response!times!decrease.!However,!the!relationship!is!not!linear,!and!two!important!
conclusions! can! be! drawn! from! the! graphs! depicted! in! Figure! 61Error!%Reference% source% not%
found..!The!first!is!that!at!some!point!the!extra!explicitness!does!not!result!in!better!performance!
measures,!as!can!be!seen!in!the!final!test!of!explicitness!(Explicitness!Test!4)!with!the!addition!of!
arrows! to! the! route.! The! second! is! that! an! increase! in! explicitness! did! not! always! result! in!
statistically! significant! increases! for! all! the! performance! measures,! and! therefore! the! exact!
relationship!between!explicitness!and!these!performance!measures!is!perhaps!a!complex!one.!




Destination! reaches! a! level! where! the! visual! stimulus! is! more! easily! understood,! and! at! the!
same!time!still!contains!relatively!little!extra!information.!Once!more!information!is!added!then!
the!participants! can! relate! the!map!objects! to!more! than! just! the!Origin! and!Destination,! and!
therefore! more! attention! is! again! focused! on! the! extra! visual! elements.! The! least! explicit!
condition!guides! the!attention!of! the!user!quickly! to! the!most!relevant!object!with! the!opacity!
visual!variable.!However,!as!more!information!is!added,!the!attention!is!distracted!first!to!these!
other!objects,!which!can!be!related!to!the!map!objects!in!order!to!decide!which!map!objects!are!
the!most! relevant.!The!route!element!of! information!again!causes!a!dip! in! the! time! it! takes! to!
fixate! on! the! relevant! location,! which! suggests! that! the! attention! is! being! guided! from! a!










Explicitness! Test! 3! relates! to! the! above! hypothesis,! and! its! results! allow! us! to! reject! this!
hypothesis.!This!test!focused!on!three!different!methods!to!represent!a!route!and!to!see!if! this!
has! an! effect! on! the! perception! of! spatioBtemporal! proximity.! The! main! effect! was! on! the!










of! the! map! objects! being! more! thoroughly! compared,! and! this! would! be! the! reason! for! the!
increased!accuracy.!!
H3c:&Adding&arrow&markers&to&routes&has&no&effect&on&the&perception&of&spatio4temporal&proximity&
This! hypothesis! came! from! research! by! (Tversky! and! Lee! 1999),! who! discovered! that! in!
sketching! a! route,! people! commonly! add! arrows! along! the! route.! Research! in! diagrammatic!
reasoning! has! also! tried! to! explain! the! use! of! arrows! within! diagrams! and! how! they! can!
represent! direction! (Tversky! et! al.! 2000).! However,! this! hypothesis! could! not! be! rejected,!
because!none!of!the!observed!differences!was!statistically!significant.!This!suggests!that!adding!
arrows!to!the!routes!makes!little!difference!to!the!perception!of!spatioBtemporal!proximity.!As!















Freksa! et! al.(2005)! is! that! context! and! cognition! are! strongly! associated! with! the! use! of!
representations,!and!that!representations!can!only!be!properly!understood!in!conjunction!with!
both! of! these! factors.! The! aim!of! this! chapter! is! to!discuss! the! findings! that! this! research!has!
produced,! examine! how! they! fit! to! other! research! results,! and! what! new! knowledge! can! be!
learnt!from!them.!Section!8.1!in!this!chapter!will!revisit!the!research!questions!and!explain!how!
the!work!described!answers! the!questions!originally!defined! in! the! first!chapter!of! this! thesis.!
The!structure!of!the!following!section!will!be!based!around!the!conceptual!framework,!in!order!




The! work! in! this! thesis! was! directed! towards! the! provision! of! answers! to! seven! research!
questions.! In! the! following! these! research! questions! are! listed! again! with! corresponding!
answers.!!
!





place! during! the! planning! of! these! schedules,! but! was! also! incorporated! during! the!
amendments!to!these!planned!schedules!that!may!be!necessary!whilst!they!are!being!acted!out.!




perform!semiBdirected! information!seeking,!where!goals!are!not!yet! clearly!defined! regarding!
exactly!where!and!when!something!will!be!performed,!and!the!individual!will!therefore!need!to!







which! suggest!directed!browsing!behaviours.!As! the! situation! is! also!more! time!pressured! in!
which! to!make! a! decision,! the! approach! recommended! is! to! display! a! single! object! to! avoid!
large!numbers!of!comparisons!to!become!necessary.!
RQ2& 4& Which& cognitive& and& contextual& factors& should& guide& the& design& of& visual& representations& of&
geographic&relevance?&
The! contextual! and! cognitive! factors! used! to! design! the! visual! representations! of! geographic!
relevance! were! sourced! from! literature.! SpaceBtime! and! activity! were! highlighted! as! key!
constituents! to! a! mobile! information! seekers! context! and! explored! in! Chapter! 4,! whilst! the!
cognitive! processes,! tasks,! and! structures! were! incorporated! into! the! methods! described! in!
Chapter!5!and!6.!Combining!both!of! these!factors! into!the!development!of! the!representations!
allowed!two!important! types!of!constraints! to!be!supported.!The!first! type!was!the!contextual!
spatioBtemporal!constraints!that!aided!the!user’s!perception!of!the!spatioBtemporal!accessibility.!
The! second! type! relates! to! the! limited! resources! of! human! cognition! and!was! supported! by!
developing! representations! that! offload! cognition! from! the! human! to! the! representation,!
through!the!adaptation!to!the!relevance!criteria!and!the!design!of!novel!interactional!methods.!
RQ3&4&Which&categorisation&methods&are&appropriate&for&classifying&geographic&relevance&values?&








relevant! objects! to! the! lower! categories.! This! then! allows! the! information! seekers! to! narrow!
down!the!search!space!rapidly,!and!concentrate!their!decision!on!only!the!most!relevant!objects.!!
RQ4&4&How&can&metaphors&be&developed&to&communicate&and&interact&with&relevance?&
Linguistic! metaphors! of! relevance,! taken! from! literature! sources,! were! found! to! be! based!
around! the! image! schema! SCALE,! and! the! popularity! of! each! metaphor! was! investigated!
through! the!analysis!of! search!engine! results!and!microBblogs.! It!was! found! that! the!common!
way! to! describe! the! degree! of! relevance! was! through! the! use! of! linguistic! hedges.! Visual!
metaphors!were!developed!by!first!defining!cognitive!structures!from!image!schema!and!basic!










Experiment! I! explored! the! ability! of! colour! saturation,! colour! value,! and!opacity! to! represent!
geographic! relevance! intuitively.! The! experiment! involved! participants! ranking! map! objects!







Evidence! from! Experiment! II! strongly! suggests! that! visual! metaphors! can! provide! intuitive!








The! answer! to! this! research! question! is! that! increasing! the! explicitness! of! representations! of!
geographic!relevance!does!increase!the!intuitiveness!of!relevance.!The!participants!were!able!to!













context! coming! from! the! ability! to! automatically! filter! relevance! assessed! data! based! on! an!
individual’s! spatioBtemporal! constraints.! Based! on! the! definition! of! context! by! Nivala! and!
Sarjakoski! (2003a),! the! types! of! context! explored!were! location,! time! and!user! activity.!When!
relating! this! work! to! previous! research! on! the! contextual! adaptation! of! mobile! maps! by!
Reichenbacher! (2004),! it! is!clearly! focused!on!the!adaptation!of! the!amount!and! level!of!detail!
through!filtering!geographic!information.!Although!not!specifically!aimed!at!the!generalisation!




The! other! area! impacted! by! this! work! is! upon! the! filtering! of! data,! as! current! commercial!
systems!frequently!utilise!a!simple!‘Search!Around!Me’!mechanism!that!filters!objects!based!on!
a!set!distance!(Raper!2007),!but!this!method!of!filtering!data!does!not!accurately!represent!the!
true! constraints! of! a! user.! Its! commonality! is! more! likely! an! artefact! of! the! ease! of!
implementation.!Such!a!simple!filter!has!the!danger!of!providing!information!about!places!that!
are!inaccessible!(false!positive)!or!not!providing!information!about!a!potentially!relevant!place!
that! is!accessible! (false!negative).!The!spatioBtemporal!constraints!are!an! improvement!as! they!
offer! a! closer! link! between! the! utility! offered! to! an! individual! by! the! real! world! places,! as!
inaccessible!places!hold!no!utility!at!all!(De!Sabbata!and!Reichenbacher!2012).!These!places!and!
the! information! related! to! them! can! therefore! be! filtered! away! from! the! results! returned.!
Furthermore,! simple!distanceBbased! filtering!mechanisms!contradict! the!opinions!of!Raubal!et!
al.! (2004)! which! are! that! mobile! systems! should! aim! to! more! accurately! fit! to! the! nature! of!
everyday! spatioBtemporal! activities,! within! which! spatioBtemporal! constraints! play! an!
important! role.! User! studies! have! also! shown! that! filtering! data! based! on! spatioBtemporal!
accessibility! is! desirable! to! mobile! information! seekers! (Mountain! and! MacFarlane! 2007,! De!
Sabbata! and! Reichenbacher! 2012).! Although! filtering! data! based! on! the! spatioBtemporal!
accessibility!has!already!been!discussed!by!Bereuter!et!al.! (2009)!and! implemented!by!Espeter!
and!Raubal!(2009),!until!now,!no!commercial!mobile!systems!incorporate!these!mechanisms!for!
several!possible! reasons.!The! first! reason,! in! the!opinion!of!Neutens! (2011),! is!a! technical!one.!
There!exists!a!lack!of!open!source!data!and!code!for!spatioBtemporal!activity!analysis,!and!this!
makes! adoption! rather! difficult.! The! second! reason! is! a! more! people! centred! one! –! in! the!







Aside! from! the! spatioBtemporal! perspective! on! context,! activity!was! also! utilised!within! this!
thesis!to!design!contextual!analyses!using!the!framework!of!activity!theory.!Several!past!studies!
have!discussed! this! theory! in! relation! to! the!support!of! spatial! tasks!with!mobile! systems,! for!
example! (Huang! and! Gartner! 2008,! Cai! and! Xue! 2006,! Dransch! 2005).! However,! whilst! this!
work! focused! exclusively! on! activity,! the!main! analytical!methods! of! context! applied! in! this!
thesis!was! provided! by! spaceBtime.!What!was! demonstrated! is! that! the! hierarchical! structure!
postulated! by! activity! theorists! provides! an! excellent! representation! of! an! individual’s!
constraints!for!the!analysis!of!an!activity.!The!constraint!model!is!able!to!represent!constraints!at!
different! levels! of! an! activity,! from! activity! as! whole! to! each! constituent! actions! (stays)! and!
travel!subBactions.!This!combination!of!space,!time,!and!activity!has!already!been!proposed!as!of!




the! information! seeking! of! the! individual! during! both!phases.! Previous!work! has! treated! the!
development!of!planning!as!a! single! task! (Seifert! et!al.! 2007,!Abdalla!and!Frank!2011).!Whilst!
this!is!an!important!area!of!study,!it!must!also!be!acknowledged!that!these!plans!are!acted!out!
and,! when! contexts! then! change,! the! plans! become! unworkable.! Therefore! both! situations!
should!also!be!considered!and!how!representations!can!be!made!adaptable!to!these!unforeseen!








seeking,! it! is!probable! that!acting!or!planning!could!become!an! important!element!of! context,!
which! could! be! exploited,! and! could! decide! how! information! is! represented! and! interacted!
with.!Agreement!for!this!can!be!found!in!(Ricci!et!al.!2002),!who!recommend!that!the!acting!out!




very! conceivable! that! the! individual! information! seeker!will! not! necessarily! be!mobile!whilst!
forming! the!plans,!but! likely!have!access!a!desktop!computer.!This! results! in! the! finding! that!
geographic!relevance!does!not!have!value!only!for!the!development!of!location!based!services!









the! type! of! relevance! criteria! that! are! applicable! to! the! information! seeker,! and! also! the!
weightings!that!should!be!placed!upon!these!criteria!during!the!process!of!combining!them.!!
8.3 Cognitive!Domain!
The!findings!of! this! thesis!support! the!proposal!by!Raubal! (2009)!and!Mei!and!Li,! (2008),! that!!
the! overall! value! of! employing! cognitive! approaches! is! in! the! improvement! of! a! system’s!
usability.!For!location!based!services!and!mobile!services,!usability!has!been!highlighted!as!an!
important!factor!in!stimulating!their!uptake!(Navratil!and!Grum!2007,!Malaka!and!Zipf!2000).!
Moreover,!evidence!can!be!found!in!this! thesis! that! the!cognitive!domain!also!offers!means!in!
which!the!communicational!aspects!of!the!visual!representation!used!by!mobile!systems!can!be!
incorporated!and!evaluated!(Raper!et!al.!2002).!!
The! cognitive! domain! is! first! explored! in! Chapter! 5,! with! the! use! of! external! cognition! to!
discover!methods!of!designing!interfaces!and!the!evaluation!of!the!representation!through!the!
employment! of! a! simple! cognitive! architecture! (CogTool)! and! a! model! of! visual! clutter.!
However,! the! cognitive! domain! does! not! only! offer! a! method! through! which! to! inform! the!
designs! of! representation,! but! also! offers! a! means! by! which! these! designs! can! be! quickly!
evaluated!(John!et!al.!2004).!Utilising!both!aspects! impacts! the!efficiency!of!designing!systems!
twofold.!Theories!of!cognition!allow!the!design!to!be!oriented!in!a!direction!that!will!more!likely!
result! in! it!being!usable,!without! the!need! to!prototype!several!different!designs!by!gradually!
narrowing! down! the! search! space! through! iterative! usability! testing! (John! and! Jastrzembski!
2010).!The!search!for!a!‘good’!design!is!more!accurately!targeted!to!a!region!of!this!search!space!
that! represents! usable! designs.! The! second! gain! in! efficiency! is! through! the! employment! of!
cognitive!architectures,!such!as!CogTool,!to!allow!initial!testing!to!be!carried!out!rapidly.!This!
again! narrows! down! the! search! space! further! and! leads! the! way! to! subject! testing,! which!
despite!of!being!more!costly!results!in!more!definitive!answers!to!design!questions.!
Apart! from!the!benefit! to! the!designer,! this!approach! is!also!of!great!value! to! the!user,!as! the!
service!or!system!becomes!more!usable.!The!approach!can!attempt!to!answer!a!basic!question!











surfaces! was! necessary! to! communicate! coBlocation! to! visualise! densely! populated! areas! of!
related! objects.! This! can! therefore! be! conceptualised! as! equivalent! to! ideas! proposed! in! the!
theory!of!distributed!cognition,!which! treats!cognition!more! loosely!as!a! form!of!computation!
that!is!distributed!between!people!and!media!(Hutchins!2000).!A!similar!idea!is!also!the!division!
proposed!by!Norman!(1991)!of!a!knowledge!in!the!head,!and!a!knowledge!in!the!world.!These!
analyses! then! enhance! the! perceptions! through! the! addition! of! extra! information.! The!
representation!of!geographic!relevance!therefore!requires!something!similar!to!visual!analytics,!
where! the!representation! is!designed! to!enhance! the!human!perception!of!patterns!within! the!
data! (Fabrikant! and!Lobben!2009).!However,! such!an!approach!would!need! to!appreciate! the!
context!of!mobile!use,!which! involves! limited!screen!size!and!cognitive!resources! (Nivala!and!
Sarjakoski!2003b).!The!incorporation!of!cognitive!theory!also!plays!another!important!role!aside!






the! study! of! linguistic! metaphors! and! development! of! visual! metaphors! of! geographic!
relevance.!Analysis!of!the!linguistic!expressions!of!relevance!degrees!suggested!that!hedging!is!
a!very!common!means!to!express!the!quantity!of!relevance.!This!agrees!with!Clausner!and!Croft!
(1999)!who! describe! the! use! of! hedges! (more,! less,! very)! as! being! a! core! characteristic! in! the!
linguistic!description!of!quantities.!Also!frequently!used!were!the!terms!associated!with!height,!
e.g.!highly!relevant.!Clausner!and!Croft!(1999)!state!that!this!has!an!experiential!basis,!as!adding!




also! feed! back! into! the! theory! of! image! schema,! since! they! provide! evidence! for! a! common!
concept! lying! behind! the! communication! of! relevance.! This! evidence! comes! from! the!
observation! that! relevance! is!mostly! communicated!using!monoscalar! antonyms,! all! of!which!
share! a! single! structure! that! fits! well! to! the! SCALE! image! schema! described! by! (Lakoff! and!
Johnson!1980).!!
The!development! of! visual!metaphors!was! partly! based! on! the! initial! linguistic! analyses,! but!






and! through! the! setting! out! of! new! metaphors! for! geographic! relevance.! A! similar! design!
process!is!proposed!by!MacEachren!(1995),!who!links!the!use!of!colour!to!image!schema,!with!
light! and! dark! colours! being! related! to! frontBback! image! schemas.! The! overall! aim! of! this!
process!was!to!allow!the!user!of!the!metaphor!to!recognise!the!connection!between!the!source!
and! target!domains,!and! then!correctly!mapping!one! to! the!other.! If! this!process! fails! then!so!
will! the! metaphor! (Hamilton! 2000).! However,! if! it! is! carried! out! successfully! it! enforces! the!
cognitive! link! between! the! perception! of! the!map! interface! and! knowledge! of!what! the!map!




be! communicated! by! relevance! was! first! described! but! then! the! definition! of! cognitive!
structures! that! can! communicate! the! properties! of! relevance!was! carried! out! next.!Only! then!
were!visual!metaphors!developed! from! the! cognitive! structures.!One! important! advantage! of!
this! approach! is! that! it! simplifies! the! process! of! discovering! suitable! metaphors,! as! these!
structures!offer!inspiration!at!to!what!a!good!metaphor!might!be,!which!can!often!be!a!difficult!
task!in!itself!(Vaananen!and!Schmidt!1994).!Furthermore,!this!approach!finds!agreement!within!




mental! model! of! a! user,! something! that! cartographers! have! long! highlighted! as! playing! an!
important!role!in!the!success!of!a!map!(Koláný!1969).!However,!a!study!by!Sutcliffe!et!al.!(2000)!








The! methods! for! representing! GR! developed! in! this! thesis! went! beyond! previous! research,!







the! geographic! relevance! of! map! objects.! This! process! of! designing! representations! showed!
geographic! relevance! to! be! a! complex! phenomenon! to! represent,! especially! at! the! conceptual!




the! conceptualisation! of! relevance! also! being! dynamic.! This! then! results! in! the! most! basic!
division! during! the! conceptualisation! of! spatial! phenomena,! object! or! field,! being! both!
applicable! to! the! representation! in! different! contexts! (Peuquet! 2002).!Geographic! relevance! is!
therefore! a! phenomenon! that! can! be! conceptualised! from! multiple! viewpoints,! as! its!
membership!to!the!parameters!specified!by!Bian!(2007)!that!dictate!whether!a!concept!is!more!
object!or!fieldBlike,!will!often!differ!according!to!the!context.!Furthermore,!this!dynamic!context!





vagueness!was!carried!out!by!using! graphical! means! related! to! uncertainty,! such! as! focus,!
which!have!recently!been!proposed!to!effectively!communicate!uncertainty!(MacEachren!1992,!
MacEachren!et!al.!2012).!
During! the! design! process! described! in! Chapter! 5,! it! became! clear! that! the! design! of! map!
representations! that! must! communicate! relevance! criteria! is! complex,! in! comparison! to! the!
typical!design!of!an!interface!used!by!typical!search!engines.!The!simplicity!of!communicating!
the!relevance!of!information!objects!in!search!engines!in!part!relates!to!the!information!objects!
possessing! no! spatial! component.! This! allows! traditional! information! retrieval! systems! to!





relevance! as! it! enables! the! perception! of! relations! and! patterns! (Rescorla! 2008).! The! spatial!
concepts! underlying! these! patterns! represent! relatively! complex! forms! of! geographic!
knowledge,!such!as!cluster!or!coBlocation,!and!therefore!require!some!basic!tenets!of!geographic!
knowledge!to!be!able!to!interpret!them!(Golledge!et!al.!2008).!Ideally,!this!knowledge!should!be!






by! the! naivety! of! the! individual! information! seeker.! This! could! result! in! implementations! of!
relevance!representations!based!only!on!conceptions!of!spatial!patterns!held!by!experts,!which!
differ!to!those!conceptions!held!by!naive!users.!This!danger!has!been!long!acknowledged!as!a!
natural! component! to! the! relationship! between! the! producer! of! a! representation! and! the!
consumer! of! that! representation! (Meine! 1977),! but! it! still! remains! far! from! being! effectively!
understood! despite! attempts! to! formalise! the! aspects! of! this! relationship! (Frank! 2000).! An!
example! in! the!context!of! this! thesis!would!be! the!conception!of!a!cluster! B!how!many!objects!
does! it!consist!of?!How!far!away!must!the!objects!be!from!one!another!to!be!considered!to!be!
part!of!a!cluster?!Very!likely!these!parameters!will!deviate!between!individuals!and!result!in!a!
cluster!being!visually! represented!on! the!map! that! to! some!users!may!not!be! considered!as!a!
cluster.!A!mismatch!in!conceptions!would!then!either!misinform!or!confuse!the!user,!and!stem!
from! the! basic! understanding! that! maps! and! representations! of! space! are! not! perfectly!
analogous! to! the! real! world! phenomena! that! they! aim! to! represent! (Barkowsky! and! Freksa!
1997).!As!geographic!relevance!is!a!mental!concept,!it!is!likely!that!it!will!be!susceptible!to!this!
type!of!mismatch!on!a!conceptual!level.!!
Additionally,! the! application! of! external! cognition! suggests! that! it! is! also! not! always!
advantageous!to!exactly!match!an!individual’s!internal!conception!of!a!relevance!criterion!to!its!
external! representation,! even! though! this! is! often! described! as! the! goal! of! a! visual!
representation!(Keller!and!Keller!1993,!Woods!1991,!Edwardes!2009).!An!example!of!this!can!be!
seen! in! the! representation! of! the! relevance! criterion! cluster! in!Chapter! 5,! as! a! cluster! is!most!
commonly!conceptualised!as!a!spatial!region.!However,!visualising!these!spatial!regions!could!
lead! to! incorrect! inferences! as! the! size! of! a! region! will! most! likely! be! incorrectly! related! to!
relevance,!which! for! clusters! is!often!not! the! case!as! the! relevance! results! from! the!density!of!
objects.!This!means! that!possible!biases!during! the! interpretation!of! the! relevance!of!a! cluster!
alter!dependent!from!how!it!is!represented,!and!requires!the!visual!representation!to!differ!from!
the! conception! of! the! relevance! criterion.! The! approach! taken! therefore! addresses! the!
representation! of! relevance!with! the! aim,! in! the!words! of! Simon! (1969),! “to& make& the& solution&
transparent”.!
Apart! from! visual! representations,! interaction! with! relevance! assessed! datasets! was! also!
studied.! Interaction!designs!described! in! this! thesis!were! relevance! zoom!and! faceted! search.!
The!implementations!described!both!support!an!important!task!for!visual!information!seeking,!
i.e.! to!move! from! an! overview! to! a! detailed! view! (Shneiderman! 1996).! As! defined! by! Timpf!!
(1999),!the!level!of!detail!can!be!amended!through!aggregation,!generalisation,!and!filtering,!and!
both!of! these!methods!use!a! filtering!approach.!However,! there!are!differences! in! the! form!of!
interaction! used,! and! how! they! both! use! the! relevance! values! of! the! objects.! The! interaction!






zooming! is! carried! out! through! a! single! interaction!with! an! interface! element,!whilst! faceted!
search! requires! several! interactions! through! a! hierarchically! organised! menu.! However! the!
advantage!of!the!faceted!search!will!be!during!the!navigation!process,!as!the!progressive!setting!
of! thresholds! provides! the! information! seeker! with! a! clearer! understanding! of! why! the!
remaining! objects! are! relevant! to! them.! Therefore! a! tradeBoff! exists,! as! the! automation! of!
relevance!zooming!removes!the!knowledge!describing!how!the!information!seeker!navigated!to!
the!subset!of!relevant!objects.!It!is!possible!that!this!will!lead!to!a!greater!feeling!of!control!over!
the! navigation! process,!which! is! theorised! as! a! contributing! factor! to! usability! (Shneiderman!
1989).!In!time!pressured!or!distraction!rich!situations!the!increased!amount!of!interaction!may!
of!course!produce!the!opposite!effect!on!usability!(OinasBKukkinen!and!Kurkela!2003),!and!thus!
relevance! zooming! would! become! more! applicable.! As! acknowledged! by! (Cartwright! et! al.!
2001),!the!correct!interaction!technique!is!dependent!upon!the!user!and!the!activity!of!that!user,!
and!for!relevance!this!is!most!clearly!also!the!case.!
Also! making! a! clear! impact! on! the! representational! domain! are! the! results! of! the! three!
experiments!described! in!Chapter! 7.! In!Experiment! I! the!main! contribution! is! to! the! study!of!
map!semiotics!and!cartographic!theory!with!regard!to!the!application!of!visual!variables!to!the!
encoding!of! information! in!map! symbols! (Bertin! 1983).!Experiment! I! attempted! to! extend! the!
past!work! by!measuring! the! intuitiveness! of! the!mapping! between!geographic! relevance! and!
opacity,! colour! hue,! and! saturation,! and! showed! that! they! all! offer! a! relatively! intuitive!
mapping!to!relevance!values,!but!that!opacity!offered!the!most!intuitive!mapping.!!As!noted!by!
Garlandini! and! Fabrikant! (2009),! the! efficiency! and! effectiveness! of! these! visual! variables! in!
communicating!has! been!until! recently! neglected.! The! results! of! this! experiment! offer! a! clear!
indication! that! variation! exists!within! the! effectiveness! and! efficiency! of! each! visual! variable,!
and! that! empirical! experiments! offer! a! means! through! which! to! discover! more! about! this!
variation.! In! the!more! specific! context!of!map!semiotics!and!geographic! relevance,! the! results!
from! Experiment! I! represent! an! extension! of! the!work! carried! out! by! Swienty! et! al.! (2008b),!
which!looked!at!the!ability!of!the!visual!variables!to!attract!attention!to!relevant!map!objects.!!
At! the!more! general! level! of! cartographic! theory,! the! results! from! the! Experiments! I! can! be!
interpreted! from! two!different! standpoints.!On! the!one!hand,! the!visual!variables! included! in!
the!experiment!should!all!be!able!to!intuitively!describe!an!ordinal!measure!such!as!relevance!
rank,!and!the!correlation!between!perceived!rank!and!actual!rank!was!significantly!high!for!all!
of! these! visual! variables,! as! predicted! by! cartographic! theory! (Robinson! 1995,! Bertin! 1983).!









opacity,! introduced!more!recently!by!MacEachren!(1992)!as!an!extension!to! the!original! list!of!
visual! variables! from!Bertin! (1983),!which!was! found! to! offer! the!most! intuitive!mapping! for!
relevance.!Opacity!is!therefore!shown!as!the!most!applicable!to!the!representation!of!geographic!
relevance!on!map!displays.!These! results! agree!with! the!past! findings!of!Olivieri! (2012),!who!
tested! the! intuitiveness! of! colour! value,! colour! hue! and! opacity,! and! found! opacity! to! be! the!
most! easily! decoded.! It! is! also! important! to! note! that! from! a! practical! standpoint! it! has! been!
suggested! by! Sarjakoski! and!Nivala! (2005)! that!mobile!maps! are! often! employed! for! outdoor!
use! in! dynamic! contexts,! and! that! the! perception! of! differences! in! colour,! especially! light!
colours,!will!become!difficult! as! lighting! conditions! change.!This! could! therefore! result! in! the!
differences! in!opacity!values!being!difficult! to!perceive! in!outdoor! contexts!where! sunlight! is!
present.!However,!if!relative!differences!are!stable!then!this!would!not!affect!the!encoding!of!the!




continuous! ratio! levels! of! measurement,! and! will! therefore! require! an! empirical! analysis!
incorporating!other!visual!variables!aside!from!those!tested!in!this!experiment.!
A! study! by! Sutcliffe! et! al.! (2000)! investigating! the! use! of! visual! metaphors! in! seeking!
information!discovered!that!even!when!metaphors!are!recognised!and!mapped!correctly,! they!
can! also! change! the! information! seeking! process! itself,!which! can! then! lead! to! a! subBoptimal!
performance.!This!therefore!resulted!in!the!need!to!empirically!validate!these!visual!metaphors,!
and! such! a! validation! was! carried! out! in! Experiment! II.! Experiment! II! followed! on! from!
Experiment! I! and! applied! a! similar! experimental! approach,! but! instead! of! defining! visual!
variables!according!to!cartographic!theory,!a!metaphorical!approach!was!taken!that!made!use!of!
basic! concepts! and! structures! defined! by! the! theories! of! cognitive! linguistics.! However,! this!





Although! some! past! work! has! employed! image! schema! to! interaction! metaphors! for! map!
displays!(Kuhn!1991)!and!map!legends!(Dykes!et!al.!2010),!few!studies!have!used!image!schema!







by! MacEachren! and! Kraak! (2001)! to! discover! appropriate! visual! metaphors! for! geoB
visualisation.!Additionally,!it!is!extending!upon!work!first!initiated!by!Reichenbacher!(2005b)!in!
representing! Geographic! Relevance! with! visual! metaphors.! This! extension! is! through! the!
addition!of!metaphors!that!can!be!utilised!for!representing!GR,!and!through!the!carrying!out!of!
an! empirical! analysis! to! discover! which! of! these! metaphors! can! be! intuitively! linked! to!
geographic! relevance.!Overall,! the!more! pictorial! image! schema! symbols! provided! the! better!
results!and!therefore!agrees!with!the!findings!of!MacEachren!and!Ganter!(1990)!that!these!types!
of!map! symbols! are!more! applicable! to! a! less! specialised! audience,! as!would! be! the! case! for!
geographic!relevance.!
Furthermore,! the! results! prove! encouraging! for! the! use! of! image! schemas! to! influence! the!
design! process! of!map! symbols,! with! the! FULLEMPTY! schema! proving! to! be! slightly! better!
than! the! best! visual! variable,! opacity,! from! the! semiotic! approach! of! Experiment! I.! One!
explanation!for!this!is!that!the!FULLEMPTY!schema!is!closely!relates!to!the!visual!variable!size,!
which! past! empirical! study! has! determined! as! an! effective! communicator! of! quantity!
(Garlandini!and!Fabrikant!2009).!The!schema!of!FULLEMPTY!also!closely!matches!the!concept!
of!relevance!as!described!by!Holmqvist!and!Płuciennik!(1996);!it!is!a!bounded!value;!it!increases!
from!0!to!a!certain! level;! it! is!a!quality!not! in!and!of! itself,!but!of!a!container!object.!A!second!
discussion! point! from! this! experiment! is! that! the! results! were! much! more! varied! than! for!
Experiment!I,!with!the!metaphors!designed!according!to!basic!domain!theory!resulting!in!poor!
recognition! of! metaphors! and! incorrect! perceptions! of! how! the! metaphors! relate! to! the!
relevance! concept.! MacEachren! et! al.! (2012)! acknowledge! that! this! recognition! problem! can!
occur! with! symbolisations! that! utilise! metaphors,! although! they! admit! that! no! evidence! is!
available!to!test!out!this!contention.!Looking!more!closely!at!the!graphs!shown!in!Figure!14!of!
Chapter!7,! it! is!clear! that! there! is!a!strong!correlation!between!recognition!and!accuracy!(rank!
correlation),!which!perhaps!provides!some!evidence!to!back!this!contention!up.!!
Experiment!III!represents!an!extension!to!the!first!two!experiments,!and!also!a!validation!of!the!
methods! described! in! Chapter! 5! which! designed! representations! that! enhanced! the! external!
cognition! of! visual! representations.! The! results! can! be! interpreted! in! relation! to! research! into!
cognitive! science,! geovisualisation,! map! use! and! research! into! geographic! relevance.! From! a!
cognitive! science! perspective,! the! experiment! shows! that! participants! will! not! be! searching!
explicitly!with! the! aim! of! finding! a! ‘relevant’! place! or! event! in!mind.! Rather,! they!will! have!
some!qualities!in!mind!which!are!derived!from!goals!of!the!current!task!context,!similar!to!the!
psychological!variables!described!by!Norman! (1986).!The!ability! to! recognise!how!these!goals!
are! reached! with! the! visual! representation! then! varies! according! to! the! state! of! that!
representation,! analogous! to! the! physical! variables! of! Norman! (1986),! with! a! well! designed!









and! physical! variables.! The! cognitive! design! process! outlined! in!Chapter! 5! however! allowed!
this! gap! to! be! bridged! through! assessment! of! the! information! needs! of! users,! tasked! with!




(2009)! that! empirical! validation! offers! important! insights! into! how! efficient! and! effective!
geovisualisations!can!be!developed,!and!that!the!application!of!cognitive!principles!during!this!
design! process! does! add! value! to! the! output! of! that! process! (Fabrikant! et! al.! 2010).! ! This!
cognitive!process!removes!the!probability!of!an!individual!not!noticing!the!spatial!patterns!and!
relationships!that!contribute!to!the!perception!of!relevance,!referred!to!as!a!Type!II!visualisation!
error! by!MacEachren! (1992).! Furthermore,! these! findings! support! research!which! looked! into!
the! types! of! information! that! must! be! shown! in! order! for! naive! users! to! build! knowledge!




only! through!geometrical!analyses! that!consider! the!number!of!objects,!and! the!complexity!of!
their! shapes! (Li! and!Huang! 2002,! Harrie! and! Stigmar! 2009).! The!map! displays! that! allowed!
better! performances! in! this! experiment! contained! more! objects! and! would! therefore! be!
considered!as!more!complex!by!these!geometric!methods.!The!complexity!of!the!map!displays!
in! this! experiment! would! be! therefore! more! similar! to! what! Fairbairn! (2006)! described! as! a!
“characteristic&of&the&interpretation&of&the&map&document”!and!what!might!be!more!similar!to!what!
Castner! and! Eastman! (1985)! term! ‘functional! complexity’.! This! therefore! suggests! that! map!
complexity!would!have!to!be!determined!by!a!method!that!considered!not!only!the!state!of!the!




III! is! that! although! the! past! work! has! focused! mainly! on! the! design! of! map! symbolisations!










the! relevance! criteria,! which! is! in! turn! based! around! the! context! of! the! user,! it! supports! the!
research! that! suggests! contextual! adaptation! of!map! interfaces! remains! an! important! area! of!
research! (Reichenbacher! 2005a).! Secondly,! the! findings! encourage! the! use! of! interface!




use! of! mobile! interfaces.! Without! these! measurements,! the! finding! that! opacity! guides! the!







and! the! openness! of! algorithms! which! can! operate! on! them.! More! openness! of! data! and!
algorithms! related! to! spatioBtemporal! analyses! described! in! Chapter! 4! would! mean! that! the!
information!seeker!could!be!offered!more!support!to!choose!not!just!where!and!when!to!act,!but!
also!how!best! to! travel.!Especially! lacking! is! the!availability!of!public! transport!networks!and!
related! algorithms!with!which! to! perform! these! analyses,! although! the! General! Transit! Feed!
Specification! data! being! released! is! beginning! to! improve! this! problem.! However,! without!
access!to!this!data!the!development!of!mobile!systems!that!can!understand!the!spatioBtemporal!
context!of!a!mobile!individual!and!form!predictions!regarding!spatioBtemporal!accessibility!will!
be! limited.!Furthermore,! in!addition! to! the! lack!of!data! to!predict!movement!over!spaceBtime,!
there!was!also!a!lack!of!data!to!represent!the!temporal!accessibility!of!the!real!world!places!to!













approach! to! the! design! of! representations,! such! as! external! cognition! and! metaphor! use.!
However,! it! is!acknowledged! that!other!methods!exist!with!which! to!develop! representations!
that! can! both! complement! the! approach!described! in! this! thesis! or! replace! it.! For! example,! it!
would! have! been! possible! to! follow! an! empirical! method,! such! as! a! userBcentred! design!
approach,!that!uses!the!experiments!as!a!way!to!develop!representations,!rather!than!just!as!an!
evaluation!tool.!How!the!outcome!might!differ!is!difficult!to!predict,!but!it! is!one!method!that!
has! been! highlighted! as! a! valid! approach! to! develop! visual! representations,! as! described! by!
MacEachren!and!Kraak!(2001).!Aside!from!the!cognitive!approach,!context!was!also!utilised!in!
the! development! of! the! representation! of! geographic! relevance.! In! defining! context,! it! was!
necessary!to!narrow!down!the!rich!context!of!mobile!use,!with!just!the!main!elements!suggested!
by!literature,!of!space,!time,!and!activity!being!included.!Including!more!or!different!elements!
would! have! been! possible! resulting! in! different! analyses! being! necessary.! However,!
determining!which!contextual!elements!are!relevant!and!which!are!not!is!a!subject!of!ongoing!
research! and! at! this! time! difficult! to! quantify! (Huang! and! Gartner! 2011,! Keßler! 2012).!
Furthermore,! the! data! limitations! also! influenced! the! definition! of! context.! For! example,! in!





The! representations! were! developed! with! the! assumption! that! the! searches! were! being!
performed! at! the! scale! of! cities! and! neighbourhoods,! termed! by! Montello! as! environmental!
space!(Montello!1993).!Although!this!is!most!likely!the!most!common!use!case,!situations!exist!
where! the! direct! visible! environment,! known! as! vista! space,! must! be! searched! for! relevant!
objects.! In! these! use! cases,! the! visual! representations! will! need! to! support! the! individual’s!
search!of!the!visible!area,!possibly!through!systems!or!services!more!akin!to!augmented!reality.!










such! as! pushing! buttons! or! typing! text.! Maps! also! require! a! significant! amount! of! visual!
attention,! a! type! of! cognition! not! modelled! by! CogTool,! which! would! require! a! more!
sophisticated! cognitive! architecture! to! be! applied.! Models! that! possess! this! functionality! do!
exist,! such! as! ACTBR! or! Soar! (Anderson! et! al.! 1997),! but! require! a! substantial! amount! of!




of! experimental! setting! chosen.! The! participants! for! these! experiments! were! contacted! via!
academic! mailing! lists,! or! were! recruited! on! the! university! campus.! This! sampling! of!
participants!may!hence!be!biased!in!terms!of!education!levels!and!past!experience!with!digital!
maps! and! geoBvisualisations! for! Experiment! I.! The! generalisability! of! the! results! would!
therefore! need! to! be! investigated! further! with! user! groups! containing! a! greater! variance! in!
background,! representative! of! the! typical! user! types! that! would! seek! information! from!















The! aim! of! this! thesis! was! to! develop! visual! representations! of! geographic! relevance! that!
improve!decision!making!and!support!activities!of!mobile!users.!This!was!carried!out!by! first!
developing!a!framework!that!incorporated!context!and!cognition!into!the!process!of!designing!






visual! representation! of! relevance.! The! next! phase! was! the! description! of! a! categorisation!
methodology! for! each! relevance! criterion! of! geographic! relevance,! the! use! of! which! was!
demonstrated! through! the! development! of! a! faceted! search! tool.! Additionally,! the!
communicational! and! interactional! aspects! of! geographic! relevance! were! looked! at! in! more!
detail! through! the! analysis! and! application! of! linguistic,! visual,! and! interactional!metaphors.!
Lastly,! the! evaluations! looked! into! the! ability! of! visual! variables! and! metaphors! to! provide!
intuitive!mappings!for!the!geographic!relevance!of!map!objects.!The!results!showed!that!opacity!
and! the! fullBempty!metaphor! provided! the!most! intuitive!mappings! to! geographic! relevance.!
Also!explored!by!the!evaluation!was!the!effect!of!the!explicitness!of!the!visual!representation!to!
the! intuitiveness! of! the! spatioBtemporal! proximity! relevance! criterion.! The! results! from! this!
experiment! showed! that! increasing! the! explicitness! also! increased! the! intuitive! perception! of!













A! second! contribution! lies! in! the! introduction! and! evaluation! of! cognitive! theories! such! as!
image!schemas!and!external!cognition!to!the!development!of!mobile!map!representations.!These!
findings! impact! upon! the! research! into! the! creation! of!methods! that! can! be! used! to! develop!
visual!representations!of!spatial!phenomena,!as!external!cognition!is!a!general! theory!that!can!





represents!a!step!further! in!the!development!of! this!recently! introduced!concept.! !Perhaps!the!
most!significant!findings!come!from!the!results!of!the!experiments!described!in!Chapter!7.!For!
example,! evidence!was! found! that!metaphors! are! able! to! intuitively! communicate!geographic!
relevance!within!map!symbols.!Furthermore,!whilst!past!research!into!the!visual!representation!
of!geographic!relevance!has! focused!mostly!on!map!symbologies,! the! third!experiment!shows!
evidence!that!more!information!is!required!besides!the!symbologies!in!order!for!the!relevance!of!




As! stated! above,! this! thesis! offers! the! opportunity! for! several! new! research! directions! in! the!
field! of! geographic! relevance! and! location! based! services.! Possible! future! work! represents!
extensions!to!the!findings!of!this!thesis,!or!other!directions!that!could!be!explored!that!relate!to!
the!presented!work.!
Planning/Acting% –% The! planning! and! acting! elements! of! a! mobile! information! seeker! were!
explored!in!this!thesis,!but!only!during!the!spatioBtemporal!filtering!in!Chapter!4.!However,! it!
could!be!applied!to!many!other!areas!covered!in!this!thesis.!A!process!that!would!benefit!from!











SpaceETime! B!The!work! in!Chapter!4! covered! some!basic!amendments! to! time! schedules,!but!
the! full! list! of! possible! alterations! was! not! covered! in! any! detail.! To! fully! realise! the! ideas!
presented! in! this!work,! it!would!be!necessary! to!develop!an!algorithm! that! can! robustly!deal!
with!all!of!these!amendments!and!provide!the!optimal!solution!given!the!new!set!of!constraints!
that!must!be! incorporated! into! the!model.! Ideally,! these!algorithms!would!also!be!able! to!use!
realBtime! information,! such! as! the! lateness! of! trains! or! worsening! of! traffic! conditions,! to!
automatically!adapt!to!the!unfolding!spatioBtemporal!events!and!alterations!to!constraints.!This!
therefore!requires!not!only!new!methods!but!also!new!sources!of!streaming!data,!both!of!which!
do! not! currently! exist.! Following! on! from! this,! it! is! suggested! that! a! more! open! and!
collaborative! approach! to! the! development! of! spatioBtemporal! algorithms! based! around! nonB
proprietary!software!would!benefit!researchers!involved!with!time!geographical!analyses.!
Decision%Making%B!Although!a!great!deal!of!research!into!decision!making!behaviour!has!been!
carried! out! in! the! past,! no! empirical! studies! have! been! carried! out! into! the! decision!making!
behaviours!of!LBS!users.! Instead!the!focus!has!tended!to!the!development!of!decision!making!
tools,!but!basic!questions!still!remain!regarding!the!decision!strategies!that!mobile!users!employ!
during! their! information! seeking!behaviours.!Only! through! the! elucidation!of! these! strategies!
can!the!more!basic!questions!be!answered,!such!as!how!many!alternatives!should!be!presented!
to! the! user,! in! what! contexts! should! criteria! be! weighted! and! combined! automatically,! and!
when! the!combination!and!weighting!of! the!criteria!should!be!carried!out! through! interactive!
tools!using!Multi!Criteria!Decision!tools.!!
Representation% –! The! representation! of! geographic! relevance! in! this! thesis! concentrated! on!
point! objects,! but! it! is! foreseeable! that! the! representation!of! relevance! for!higher!dimensional!
objects! (lines,! regions)! is! also! necessary.! One! clear! difference! with! these! objects! is! that! the!
relevance!may!vary!along!or!within!these!objects,!e.g.! the!steeply!inclined!sections!of!a!hiking!
path!might!become!more!relevant!to!a!hiker.!It!would!therefore!be!of!interest!to!investigate!how!
this! spatial! variance! should! then! be! represented! visually! in! a! comprehensible! way.!
Furthermore,! only! five! relevance! criteria! were! explored! within! chapter! 5! but! many! others!
remain,!and!which!could!be!explored!as!an!extension!to! this!work.!Some!of! these!criteria! that!
remain! to! be! represented! are! difficult! to! quantify,! such! as! Place! or!Hierarchy,! and! therefore!
representing!them!may!also!be!more!complicated!and!require!a!different!approach!than!the!one!
taken.!Furthermore,!a!valuable!piece!of!research!would!be!to!find!how!to!derive!the!elements!of!
the! representation! vital! to! the! perception! of! relevance! through! analysis! of! contextual!
information.!This!analysis!would!attempt!to!discover!which!relevance!criteria!are!applicable!in!
which! contexts! and! then! create! visual! representations! that! contain! information! elements!
(overlays,! user! locations)! adapted! to! the! given! information! seeking! context.!Another! possible!





incorporation!of!geographic! relevance! into!systems!other! than! just!map!displays.!These!could!
range! from! visual! highlighting! of! relevant! objects! within! augmented! reality! displays,! the!
communication!of! relevance!with! list! views! as!well! as! other! forms! context! of! communication!
besides!visual.!!
Evaluation% B! Evaluations! in! this! thesis! were! all! desktop! based,! and! it! is! acknowledged! that!
perhaps! future! evaluations! should! move! into! the! field! in! order! to! give! the! results! more!
ecological! validity.! Certainly! the! improvement! in! the! sophistication! of! mobile! eye! tracking!
makes! this! a! worthwhile! pursuit,! as! it! will! allow! these! evaluations! to! become! more!
comprehensive! and!measure! not! only! performance,! but! also! the! attention! of! the! participants!
whilst! they! are! in! a! realistic! setting.! However,! a! significant! amount! of! work! will! first! be!
necessary!to!develop!a!system!that!can!allow!these!field!evaluations!to!be!carried!out,! in!both!
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1! V1! O2! S3!
2! O3! S1! V2!
3! S2! V3! O1!
4! V2! S1! O3!
5! O1! S2! V3!
6! O2! V1! S3!






1! FULLEMPTY! HIGHLOW! HOTCOLD! LIGHTDARK! OPACITY!
2! OPACITY! FULLEMPTY! HIGHLOW! HOTCOLD! LIGHTDARK!
3! LIGHTDARK! OPACITY! FULLEMPTY! HIGHLOW! HOTCOLD!
4! HOTCOLD! LIGHTDARK! OPACITY! FULLEMPTY! HIGHLOW!
5! HIGHLOW! LIGHTDARK! HOTCOLD! HIGHLOW! OPACITY!






















Arrow! Orientation! OP! OR! EXP1! EXP2! EXP3! EXP4!
1% 1! !! !! !! !! !! !! •!! •! •! ! ! !
2% 1! 1! !! !! !! !! !! •! •! •! •! ! !
3% 1! 1! ! !! !! !1! !! •! •! ! ! ! !
4% 1! 1! !1! !! !! ! !! •! •! ! •! •! !
5% 1! 1! 1! 1! !! !! !! •! •! ! ! •! •!
6% 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! !! !! •! •! ! ! ! •!
7% 1! !1! !1! !! !! !1! ! •! •! ! ! •! !
8% 1! ! !! !! !! !! 1! •! •! •! ! ! !
9% 1! 1! !! !! !! ! 1! •! •! •! •! ! !
10% 1! 1! ! !! !! !1! 1! •! •! ! ! ! !
11% 1! 1! 1! ! !! !! 1! •! •! ! •! •! !
12% 1! 1! 1! 1! ! !! 1! •! •! ! ! •! •!
13% !1! 1! !1! !1! !1! !! !1! •! •! ! ! ! •!
14% !1! 1! !1! !! !! 1! !1! •! •! ! ! •! !
15% !! 1! ! !! !! !1! !! •! •! ! ! ! !
16% !! 1! 1! ! !! !! !! •! •! ! ! •! !
17% !! 1! 1! 1! ! !! !! •! •! ! ! •! •!
18% !! 1! !1! !1! !1! !! ! •! •! ! ! ! •!
19% !! 1! !1! !! !! 1! ! •! •! ! ! •! !
20% !! 1! ! !! !! !1! 1! •! •! ! ! ! !
21% !! 1! 1! ! !! !! 1! •! •! ! ! •! !
22% !! 1! 1! 1! ! !! 1! •! •! ! ! •! •!
23% ! !1! !1! 1! !1! !! !1! •! •! ! ! ! •!
24% ! !1! !1! ! ! !1! !1! •! •! ! ! •! !
!








Imagine the following scenario: 
You are at the Cinema to watch a film. After the film finishes, you have a table booked at a restaurant 
nearby where you have arranged to meet some friends. The arranged meeting time is 20:00 and the 
current time is 19:45, it takes 10 minutes to walk to the restaurant from your current location. You 
therefore do not have much time and need to find an ATM that is located in your direction of travel 
between your current location and that of the restaurant where you must meet your friends. The aim is to 
find an ATM that minimises the total distance you would have to travel. 
To help you solve this problem you have a state-of-the-art map application that you can use to find an 
ATM. This map application can access your calendar and discover where you need to be and at what 
time. Using this information allows it to find ATMs that are located along your future path and able to 
provide you with money (i.e. they are not broken or closed). In the example above, this application would 
be able to discover ATMs located in the direction of the restaurant.  
To aid your search, these ATMS are displayed on a map for you so that you can decide which one is most 
relevant to you. The application performs the search and returns the ten most relevant ATMs, these 
ATMs will be symbolised with a red circle on the map. An example of this symbol is shown below.  
Clicking on an object with the left mouse button will select it, When they are selected they will turn from 
red to blue. Only one object can be selected at one time. The aim will always be to find the most relevant 
object based on the information given above. Although you will be timed it is asked that you keep in mind 
that you should focus on finding what you believe to be the most relevant object and not to make a 
decision as quickly as possible. When you are ready to begin the experiment press the continue button 
below, you will then be shown the first task. Between each task you will be returned to this scenario web 
page, so do not worry about trying to remember the information on this page, it will always be available 
to you before each task.  
&
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